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Summary

The dynamic effects of rare earth permanent magnets on the vibration of structures 

made from paramagnetic (or diamagnetic) conducting light materials show both 

resonance amplitude suppression and natural frequency changes. A complex-valued 

viscous damping model has been developed to predict this particular phenomenon. 

The real part of this damping model represents a viscous type damping effect while 

the imaginary part represents the dynamic stiffness effect. This thesis provides a 

comprehensive evaluation about the complex valued viscous damping model and its 

application to dynamic system. The analyses of damped natural frequencies, complex 

mode shapes and frequency response functions are given.

The dynamic behaviour of the complex-valued viscous damping system shows that 

this damping depends on the amplitude and frequency of cyclical oscillations. Another 

damping model, a frequency-rate stiffness model, provides a physical understanding 

for the complex viscous damping but has certain application restrictions. Both models 

result in the same steady state forced harmonic response.

In order to obtain the time domain response of the dynamic structure with 

complex-valued viscous damping, an iterative technique is proposed for response 

computation. The iterative technique uses the Hilbert transform and yields an 

integral-differential equation for the motion equation when real-valued signals are 

introduced in the formulation. The time domain response results show the non-causal 

effect of complex valued viscous damping model. This appears in the form of a small 

precursor response before the excitation.

Another aspect on the complex valued viscous damping model is its application to 

structural modifications. This thesis presents the changes of eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors caused by local complex viscous damping modification. The sensitivities 

of eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to damping variables are investigated. 

Analysis of the inverse problem with the complex viscous damping illustrates the 

assignment of desired natural frequencies, antiresonances and receptances. One



important application of the complex viscous damping is its application to the 

suppression of unwanted vibration. An absorber with complex viscous damping may 

be determined through an optimization procedure to suppress receptances at chosen 

frequencies.
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Nomenclature I

Nomenclature

m, c, k
mass, viscous damping, stiffness of a single degree of 

freedom system

X , X, X acceleration, velocity, displacement

f . m  Mt) external force

t time

CO radial frequency

X amplitude of displacement

W energy lost per cycle

V peak potential energy stored in the system

V

Vi

loss factor

the modal loss factor for ith modal

U ,

total strain energy at maximum displacement during one 

cycle of vibration in the ith mode

A  U, strain energy dissipated in one cycle in the ith mode

I unity matrix

M,C,K mass, damping and stiffness matrix of a dynamic system

X displacement vector of a dynamic system

X original displacement amplitude vector

X modified displacement amplitude vector

AM, m ,  AK, <5K modification of mass and stiffness matrices

K c complex stiffness matrix of the structure

k r real part matrix of the complex stiffness matrix K c



Nomenclature 2

K,
the imaginary part matrix of the complex stiffness 

matrix K c

w o -®) force vector in the frequency domain

F the force magnitude vector in frequency domain

w ( 0 ,f force vector in the time domain

2 2 2 A = diag(coi ,a 2 jV ) eigenvalue matrix for undamped system

V  m, y'th eigenvalue

% yth natural frequency

fk
* " = V™

natural frequency

u, O eigenvalue and eignvector

(T) O /th, yth, Ath eigenvector column of original system

y'th eigenvector column of the modified system

m eigenvector matrix, mode shape matrix

<Ppj the p, yth element of eigenvector matrix [O]

[Ô] the eigenvector matrix of the modified system.

5
de

sensitivity to a variable 9

r resistivity of magnetic material

2a y. 2b x. 2c size of the permanent magnets

A air gap between a couple of permanent magnets

yU0 = 4 n x\0 ~ 7 H  / m the magnetic permeability of the vacuum

Mr the relative permeability

M the residual magnetization

Br = p 0M the residual magnetic induction



Nomenclature

dB

dBx

dBx_
dx 

dBv •x  7 tn

dx

d

ds

ud

Pd

i

R

fem

cv

C = cm- j c e

magnetic induction in a point P(x, y, z)

magnetic induction along the x-axis

the gradient of the x-component o f the magnetic

induction

the gradient of the mean magnetic induction

a distance from the infinitesimal portion of the side of a 

rectangular coil 

a rectangular coil

versor from the infinitesimal portion ds set in (u-0, v, 

w) of the side of a rectangular oil

the dissipated power 

the induced current

the electrical resistance of the conducting mass 

the electromotive force

the viscous damping of the original system without 

magnetic damping

complex damping coefficient

cm the real part of a complex viscous damping

-c e the imaginary part of a complex viscous damping

c, = c„ + c„

V
— c,.

c + c

real part of the whole system damping 

choking volume coefficient

the imaginary part factor of a complex viscous damping

the imaginary part factor of the whole system damping



Nomenclature 4

r J(Cy+Cm)2 +Ce2
l^fkm

the complex damping ratio

sgn( co ) sign function, 1 for co > 0 ,0  for co = 0 , -1 for co < 0

x(s), W(s) the Laplace transform for displacement and force

s eigenvalue

H(co), a(co) frequency response function (receptance)

a  (/y) non-dimensional receptance

X 0, X , A amplitudes of displacement for harmonic vibration

F0,F amplitude of force for harmonic excitation

m the unit impulse function

h(o impulse response function

fr restoring force

mean square spectral density of the force

s , (0 ) mean square spectral density of the response

E[x2] means square of the response

cr2 variance

a standard deviation

F(jco), W(jco) Fourier transform for the force

X (jco),XU co),XU co)
Fourier transform for acceleration, velocity and 

displacement

H[] Hilbert transform

F lI ] Fourier transform

HY(jco) the hysteretic force in frequency domain

hy(t) the hysteretic force in time domain

Re[ ] real part



Nomenclature 5

Im []

a

C M '
A =

_ M
0

K 0
D =

0 - M

A*, D*

° r ’ ¿r

q

Q = [q, Ou-]

Y

Z

dÂ 
de*

de'

B - - û>2M + jcoC + K 

ma, ca, ka

imaginary part 

nonlinear stiffness factor

state space matrix 

state space matrix

uncoupled diagonal state space matrix

the r, rth diagonal element of of matrices A* and D*

a 1 x « row vector indicating the location of the

modification

the modification position vector 

modified eigenvector

the column of original eigenvector participation factors 

small changes to they'th eigenvalue

sensitivity of eigenvalue to added damping 

sensitivity ofy'th eigenvector to added damping 

matrix

mass, damping, spring stiffness of the added absorber

*.(®)

AB

H

H

e/

K

dynamic stiffness

dynamic stiffness matrix

the receptance matrix of the original system

the receptance matrix of the modified system

a column vector, whose fth element is unity one and the

other elements are zeros

the i, yth element of the original receptance



Nomenclature 6

K the i, yth element of the modified receptance

M* modal mass matrix

K* model stiffness matrix

m, /th modal mass

k, rth modal stiffness

u the modal displacement vector

the /th  modal displacement

f , the /th  modal force

R the modal receptance matrix of the original system

/th  modal receptance

R the modal receptance matrix of the modified system

R
the new modal receptance matrix of the modified 

system

the i, /th  element of the new modal receptance matrix of 

the modified system

mn

m„

the absorber mass ratio

the mass of component at the degree of freedom where 

the absorber is attached.

%

2 o)pma

the absorber natural frequency ratio

the natural frequency of the absorber without complex 

damping,

the /rth natural frequency of original system

the related absorber viscous damping ratio
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

1.1 Rare-earth permanent magnets

In the early 1970s, a new class of magnet, the rare earth magnet, was discovered, the 

properties of which showed a significant improvement on the then available 

technology. By the early 1990s, the new magnet technologies had matured. At present, 

the commonly used rare earth permanent magnets are Sintered samarium-cobalt 

(SmCo) and Sintered neodymium-iron- boron (NdFeB) rare earth magnets.

Sintered samarium cobalt rare earth (SmCo) magnets are manufactured by using 

powder metallurgy techniques, which include stringent process controls and 

complicated heat treatment cycles. The composition of this alloy is approximately 

35% samarium, 60% cobalt with the balance being Fe & Cu. Being extremely brittle, 

great care must be taken when handling magnetised samarium cobalt to prevent 

personal injury or damage to the magnets.

Sintered neodymium-iron-boron rare earth (NdFeB) magnets are again manufactured 

using a powder metallurgy route. After sintering the material is ground or sliced to 

size before coating and magnetisation. Sintered NdFeB magnets offer the highest
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energy per unit volume of any permanent magnetic material. It can lift up to 1000 

times its own weight [1].

Sintered Samarium-Cob alt Neodimium-Iron-Boron

Figure 1.1 Rare earth permanent magnets

Rare earth permanent magnets show some advantages. They can provide both high 

coercive force and high magnetic field strength related to their small volume and low 

weight. The magnetization of the rare earth magnets can be reasonably considered 

unidirectional, of constant magnitude throughout the volume of the magnet [1]. For 

rare-earth permanent magnets, the hysteresis loops (magnetization M  vs. magnetic 

field strength H) as shown in Figure 1.2 is nearly square in shape so that the 

magnetization M  is likely to be constant for values of the demagnetising field less 

than the coercive force intensity. A consequence of the rigidity of the magnetization is 

that the superposition of flux produced by rare-earth permanent magnets is linear, and 

the magnetic material is effectively transparent, behaving like a vacuum. Therefore, 

for a pair of similar magnets in attraction or repulsion, the magnetization M  of each 

magnet is not influenced by the magnetic field generated by the other one [1,3].
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1.2 Magnetic damping overview

The suppression of unwanted vibrations in mechanical systems is an issue of critical 

importance in aircraft, rotorcraft and space applications. Conventional vibration 

absorbers are widely used but have the disadvantage of a narrow bandwidth even 

when damping is included. Dampers using viscous fluids or rubber-like materials may 

degrade or have other problems in extreme environments and dashpot dampers may 

develop leaks. Coulomb damping results in wear and possible damage to the surfaces 

in contact. Considerable energy dissipation in structures results from air damping, 

which is not present in space applications.

There is therefore a widespread need for alternative damping mechanisms. When a 

magnetic field exists, the attractive or repulsive force may be produced in some ways 

such as magnets to magnets, magnets to structures in magnetic fields, or in the form 

of magnetic interaction to currents. The employment of this kind of magneto-elastic 

force allows obtaining high energy dissipation in the vibration of a structure in the 

similar way as a damper acts. As an example, Ruzzene et al. [2] have developed a
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magnetic constrained layer damping to study the interactions between the permanent 

magnets and their influence on the dynamic behaviour of treated beams.

Rare earth permanent magnets, such as sintered samarium-cobalt or 

neodymium-iron-boron provide both high coercive forces and energy products. Being 

a damping mechanism, they have the advantage of being very suitable for applications 

involving lightweight metallic materials (para- and dia-magnetic materials in 

particular) as used in space vehicles, space stations, satellites, antennae etc. Compared 

to other dampers, rare-earth permanent magnetic dampers show some important 

properties that permit the dissipation of energy without contact or mechanical friction 

and they can be operated in a vacuum. Since no extra heat is produced, a cooling 

system is not required. The rare earth permanent magnets are expensive, but this can 

be justified in the case of many exotic applications (such as space) where the 

alternatives are very limited or the safety of human life is an issue. Active control of 

vibration is not fail-safe whereas magnetic damping can be applied passively.

These rare-earth permanent magnets are capable of producing large energy dissipative 

and stiffness forces by means of eddy currents generated in paramagnetic or 

diamagnetic materials such as Aluminum, Copper and Brass. Professor Piombo and 

his colleagues [3] firstly investigated this phenomenon in the frequency domain. It is 

found that when employing these magnets, the frequency response of the mechanical 

system shows great amplitude suppression accompanied with the change of the 

natural frequency. That means besides the viscous-type damping effect a dynamic 

stiffness effect exists, which is known as the "phantom effect". The same authors 

proposed a mathematical model to represent observed behaviour in mechanical 

systems when vibrating inside a magnetic field. The model is used to determine the 

influence of the magneto-elastic interaction with eddy currents on the dynamic 

behaviour of structures. It includes a conventional viscous damping force together 

with a force proportional to velocity but in phase with displacement -  a complex 

valued viscous damping model. A certain complex form similarity exists between
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magnetic damping and conventional hysteretic damping, which is used to represent 

viscoelastic materials. Whereas the hysteretic damping model is characterized by a 

damping force proportional to displacement but in phase with velocity, magnetic 

damping gives rise to a stiffness force proportional to velocity and in phase with 

displacement.

The work of Piombo et al. [3] includes a theoretical analysis of the cantilever beam 

with a magnetic damper placed on its free end. Through these works, the influence of 

the magnetic damper on the dynamic behaviour of the structure has been studied. It is 

illustrated that magnetic damping will affect the dynamic behaviour of the structure 

by both suppressing the resonance peak and increasing the value of the resonance 

frequency of the system [4]. The complex viscous damping model has also been 

compared and related to a fractional derivative model, suitable to extend to the 

analysis to transient dynamics [5].

Furthermore, Bonisoli and Mottershead [6] undertook a thorough analysis of the 

single degree-of-freedom complex-damped mass-spring system. The analysis covers 

both time and frequency domains and includes the root locus, the (non-causal) 

impulse response, the frequency response and the transmissibility. Regions of 

different behaviour in the frequency response and transmissibility are described in 

detail. Their results demonstrate that like the hysteretic complex-stiffness model, the 

complex damping model satisfies the reality conditions but is non-causal.

Recently, Bonisoli and Vigliani investigated the passive effects of rare-earth 

permanent magnets on flexible conductive structures [110]. They designed an 

experimental passive elasto-magnetic suspension that is based on rare-earth 

permanent magnets coupled to traditional linear elastic spring. The experiment 

presents a negligible dependence on mass of its natural frequency for small amplitude 

vibration. Moreover it shows relevant nonlinear motion amplitude dependent 

behaviour [111].
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1.3 Original contributions of the work

The benefit of the complex valued viscous damping model is obvious as presented in 

previous work. It can conveniently predict both viscous damping effect and stiffness 

force simultaneously in the frequency domain. However, the damping mechanism of 

this kind of damping model is still not very clearly understood. And how to predict its 

effect on the general dynamic behaviour of the vibrating system is also a huge task. 

The main purpose of this thesis it to take a detail account of the theory and technique 

of the complex value magnetic damping. These analyses include various models 

discussions, time history response analyses techniques, and sensitivity analysis. The 

analytical results will provide a good understanding for this particular damping 

model.

The main original contributions of this work include:

1) . An explanation of the energy dissipation mechanism in complex viscous damping.

2) . A comparison of the complex viscous damping model and the frequency-rate 

stiffness model for magnetic damping.

3) . A Nyquist diagram obtained for the system with magnetic damping.

4) . The calculation of the response of the system with magnetic damping under the 

random excitation.

5) . A proposed an iterative technique using the Hilbert transform. This method can be 

used to calculate directly the time history response of the system with complex 

viscous damping.
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6) . The modified characteristic equation was obtained for the system modified by an 

added damper. The new characteristic equation can be expressed from the original 

dynamical properties and can be easily calculated by existed numerical method.

7) . The calculation of the sensitivities of new eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 

modified system with respect to the damping coefficient.

8) . The development o f a new method to assign the natural frequency, antiresonance 

and receptance of the system by using complex viscous damping modification. The 

method only needs some specified receptance of the original system and the inverse 

matrix calculation is not required.

9) . The proposal of a new concept for modal receptance of the modified system. And 

the appropriate absorber can be determined to suppress receptance corresponding to 

the desired natural frequency when using this new modal receptance of the modified 

system as the optimization objective function.

1.4 Scope of contents

The thesis is briefly outlined as below.

Chapter two provides a brief survey of the literature. Discussion of hysteretic 

damping is included in some detail because this kind of damping shows a similar 

complex form to the complex viscous damping. Other discussions are focused on the 

structural modification, which is the mainly on the application of complex magnetic 

damping. This also includes the sensitivity studies and absorber optimization.

Chapter three gives a brief introduction of the complex viscous damping model and 

then makes a thorough analysis for the complex-damped single degree of freedom
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system. The analysis includes the root locus, the (non-causal) impulse response and 

the frequency response function. Viscous type damping effect accompanied with 

dynamical stiffness effect can by seen from the frequency response function analysis. 

The complex viscous damping provides a stable and realistic system. But it is 

non-causal in time domain.

Chapter four discusses the energy dissipation mechanism of complex viscous 

damping. Then the frequency-rate stiffness model is discussed and the forced 

harmonic vibration response of the system with magnetic damping is calculated by 

using the frequency-rate stiffness. The Nyquist diagram of the system with magnetic 

damping is illustrated and random vibration of the system is considered also.

Chapter five addresses the concept of the complex viscous damping model in both 

frequency domain and time domain. Consequently, the time history responses for 

vibration of complex viscous damping systems have been calculated through two 

techniques, the FFT method and an iterative technique using the Hilbert transform. 

The advantages and restrictions of these two methods are then compared. The two 

methods provide excellent coincidence of computation results and demonstrate the 

non-causal property of the complex viscous damping model.

Chapter six develops a procedure to determine the new eigenvalue and eigenvector 

of the system modified by an added damper. The modified characteristic equation can 

be expressed from the original dynamical properties. Numerical examples for the 

linear viscous damping modification and complex viscous damping modification are 

then given. The sensitivities of modified eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to 

the damping coefficient is derived and discussed.

Chapter seven studies the application of complex viscous damping on the inverse 

problem of structural modification and tries to investigate the possibility of structural 

modification with complex viscous damping and a spring to assign some dynamic
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characteristics of the system. The natural frequency, antiresonance and receptance of 

the system can be assigned by complex viscous damping modification. The 

calculation procedure should satisfy the realistic requirement that the spring stiffness 

and viscous damping coefficient should be positive and the imaginary part factor of 

the complex viscous damping coefficient to be in a reasonable range.

C hapter eight investigates the receptance suppression by using the complex viscous 

damping absorber. The concept of a new modal receptance of the modified system is 

proposed. The selection of the absorber parameters is an optimization procedure. If 

we use the new modal receptance of the modified system as the optimization 

objective function, an appropriate absorber can be determined to suppress the 

receptance corresponding to the desired natural frequency.

C hapter nine makes general conclusions based upon the previous analysis and 

discussion. Further works are also suggested.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Damping is the energy dissipation property of a material or system under cyclic stress. 

An effective measurement of damping is damping ratio. Damping ratio is the ratio of 

the actual resistance in damped harmonic motion to that necessary to produce critical 

damping. Table 2-1 lists some typical viscous damping ratio values of typical 

materials [112].

Table 2-1 Typical viscous damping ratio values of typical materials (approx. 20° C)

Material Longitudinal Flexural

Aluminum 0.15 to 5 (x 10~5 ) *0.5 (xlO -4)

Lead (Pure) 2.5 to 15 (x 10”2 ) *1.0 (xlO -2)

Iron 0.5 to 2.0 (x 10^) 1.0 to 3.0 (x 10”4)

Steel 0.1 to 1.5 (x 10-4)

Copper (Polycrystalline) *1.0 (xlO -3) *1.0 (xlO"3)

Brass 0.1 to 0.5 (xlO -3) < 0.5 (x 10”3)

Gold * 1.5 (x lO -4)

Silver *2.0 (x lO -4) < 1.5 (xlO-3)

Zinc » 1.5 (xlO -4)

Tin

/—
s

ToXoa

Notes: Some viscous damping ratios are unavailable.
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Being some examples of the vibration structures with magnets, Wang and his 

colleague [113] designed damping induced by magnetic force for magnetic bearing 

motor. After damping, the natural damping ratio in the radial direction of the rotor 

increases to 0.1401 from 0.0655. Sodano et al. [114] described an eddy current 

damping system, which consists of a cantilever beam with a copper conducting plate 

located in the magnetic field generated by a single cylindrical permanent magnet. 

When the magnets gap reduced from 10 mm to 1 mm, the damping ratio increased 

from 0.01 to 0.4. Kim and Lee [115] proposed a high-temperature superconducting 

magnetic bearing flywheel energy storage system. The damping ratios corresponding 

to the first three modes are measured as 0.033, 0.0263 and 0.0208.

As being a new type of damping, complex magnetic damping shows a 

complex-valued viscous damping coefficient. This particular characteristic will cause 

some new phenomena to appear in the dynamic response of the vibration system and 

consequently induce some new applications in engineering science. Before the 

analyses for this special damping, a brief survey is undertaken of the related literature. 

The review is focused on both mathematical theoretic and modeling investigations on 

hysteretic damping that shows a similar complex form to the complex viscous 

damping. Structural modification studies are also considered. The work described in 

this chapter provides the necessary techniques, information and guidelines for further 

analyses of magnetic damping and complex viscous damping.

2.1 Hysteretic damping

Since the main phenomenon of vibration is the cyclic oscillation, the energy of the 

dynamical system cyclically transforms from potential energy into kinetic energy and 

back again. The “damping” is the mechanism determining the removal of energy from 

a vibration system. And the major feature of a dynamic system is to understand how 

energy is dissipated in a cycle of oscillation.
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2.1.1 Linear Kelvin damping model

For the well known linear damping model, called a Kelvin model when a linear spring 

is in parallel with a linear viscous dashpot, if a structure modeled with this damping 

element oscillates in a sinusoidal motion, the energy lost per cycle generally is 

proportional to the square of the amplitude of motion and proportional to the 

frequency. And the loss factor, defined by comparing the energy lost in a cycle to the 

peak potential energy stored in the system during that cycle, is amplitude independent 

while frequency dependent [7] as shown below.

Considering the motion equation of a single degree of freedom (SDOF) system with a 

linear damper.

mx + cx + kx = f  (2-1)

Under a steady-state simple harmonic motion x = X  cos cot.

The energy lost in a cycle is calculated as
Inlaj

W = \(cx)xdt = cn\a\X2 (2.2)
0

While the peak potential energy stored in the system is

1 7V = — kX 2
2

Thus, the loss factor for the linear damper in the system is 

W cUrj = ----- = — i
2 nV k

(2.3)

(2.4)

It should be noticed that the absolute value of the frequency co is shown in the 

expressions of lost energy and loss factor. Thus, thinking of the function of 

frequency co, the energy lost per cycle and the loss factor are real, positive and even 

since rj(-co) = tj(co) .

Then for this Kelvin damping model with constant damping coefficient c for a 

dashpot, it may be expressed as 

krj(co)c(co) = -
M

(2.5)

which is a frequency dependent parameter.
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2.1.2 Hysteretic damping model

However, many materials in fact show an energy loss per cycle with a very small 

frequency dependency, even independent, of frequency. For example, in recent years

[9], usually called “hysteretic”. Actually, as early as in 1955, Bishop [10] discussed 

the linear model for hysteretic damping. Subsequently, many investigations on linear 

hysteretic, structural damping and complex value stiffness have appeared [8, 11, 19]. 

In these models, the energy loss per cycle is independent of frequency.

Caughey and Vijayaraghavan [12] described four commonly used mathematical 

models for hysteretic damping. For each model, the restoring force is represented as,

(1) Complex value stiffness

elastomers have been developed with vastly enhanced damping capability. These 

materials behave viscoelastically showing very small frequency dependent behaviour

F(x)  = (a + ib)x 

where, a and b are constant. 2

(2 .6)

(2) Frequency dependent damping

. , h .
F ( x) = kx H— x (2.7)

to

(3) Biot's visco-elastic model

(2.8)

where, Ei is the exponential integral
- u  - £

(2.9)

(4)Non-linear model

F{x) = &[jc + g  | x  | Sgrtx] = &x[l + gSgnxx] (2.10)

where
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1 if v > 0
Sgn(v) = • 0 if v = 0 (2.11)

-1 if v < 0

It is very clear that the first and second models will cause serious mathematic and 

physical confusion. For the first model, the complex force is yielded from a real 

displacement value. While for the second model, the interpretation of the frequency 

to is only clear in the case of sinusoidal motion but is ambiguous for transient motion 

or complicated forced motion. Thus, the hysteretic damping model has to be 

represented in the frequency domain,

F(co) = &[l + j?j sgn(ft>)]X (ro) (2.12)

where, k  is the stiffness parameter and i), the frequency-independent loss factor, is 

the ratio of the loss and storage module. The term sgn(<y) allows the frequency to 

take any negative value. Otherwise for the corresponding force would not precede the 

displacement in the complex plane, the model would not be dissipative and no stable 

solution would be possible. Furthermore the term sgn(<y) is present to ensure that the 

response x(t) to any arbitrary input f(t) is strictly real.

Biot’s model leads to a hereditary integral type force-displacement relation. Thus the 

strict frequency independence is approximately transformed to be weak frequency 

dependence. Caughey [13] investigated this model and showed that it will yields 

well-posed mathematical problems for transient and steady-state oscillation of all 

kinds. Through the study of the free and forced oscillation of a dynamic system using 

the non-linear hysteretic damping model, Caughey [12] also demonstrated that the 

non-linear hysteretic damping model shows the hysteretic behaviour with quadratic 

dependence on deformation amplitude and independence of frequency. And it is 

proved that this model leads to well-posed mathematical problems for transient and 

steady-state oscillation of all kinds as well.

A commonly used method to determine the hysteretic damping model is the modal 

strain energy method. By using the concept of modal strain energy, the modal loss
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factor 77, of a structure executing steady state vibration can be defined in terms of 

energy quantities as

(2.13)AC/,
Vt = 2 nU,

where Ut is the total strain energy at maximum displacement during one cycle of 

vibration in the /th mode. AC/, is the strain energy dissipated in one cycle in the 

same mode of vibration.

Let the complex stiffness matrix of the structure analyzed be expressed as 

K C = K  R + ;X , (2.14)

in which, K r and K, are the real part matrix and the imaginary part matrix of the 

complex stiffness matrix respectively. The modal strain energy method makes the 

assumption that the undamped mode shapes are equal to the damped mode shapes 

[116]. This assumption holds only for lightly damped systems. Hence, the following 

expressions can be written

(2.15)

AU, = n  O /K .O , (2.16)

where O, is the undamped mode shape corresponding to the /th natural mode of

vibration. Then from equations (2.13) to (2.16), the modal loss factor for the /th mode 

is given by

< K r ®,
(2.17)

Nashife/ al. [25] presented a modal strain energy method that has seen increased use 

in the finite element community to estimate modal loss factors in elastic-viscoelastic 

structures. The method enables one to predict dynamic response without explicitly 

accounting for hysteretic damping in the free vibration analysis. Saravanan, Ganesan 

and Ramamurti [117] developed a semianalytical finite element for multilayered 

doubly curved shells of revolution using the modal strain energy method. This 

element has been used to study the vibration and damping characteristics of 

multilayered, cylindrical, fluid-filled shells with alternating layers of elastic and
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viscoelastic material. Davis and Lesieutre [118] used a modified modal strain energy

piezoceramic damping. Scarpa and Landi et al. [119] developed a dyadic matrix based

viscoelastically damped structures. This approach improves the accuracy of the 

prediction given by the modal strain energy method by making use of the modal basis 

of the undamped system.

More recently, fractional derivative terms have been introduced in order to improve 

the models of complex viscoelastic materials, such as teflon and nylon, in which the 

frequency-independent loss factor is an unsatisfactory representation [14-18].

Gaul [120] points out that replacing integer time derivatives in the conventional 

equations by fractional time derivatives in the generalized equations leads to 

improved curve fitting properties of measured data with less parameters and assures 

causality [121] which is violated by the constant hysteretic damping model [19].

A fractional derivative time model without space variables is typically expressed as

where £>(1+,) with 0 < 77 < 1 represents the (1 + tj )-order fractional derivative with 

respect to time in the sense of Caputo [123] and models the anomalous damping, and 

y  is the thermoviscous coefficient.

The Riemann-Liouville fractional integral [124, 125] and the Caputo fractional 

derivative [123, 126] are essential concepts to understand the fractional derivative. If 

it is given that

where q and a are real valued. The corresponding Riemann-Liouville fractional 

derivative is interpreted as

approach to predict the structural damping added by the use of resistively shunted

perturbation method to evaluate the natural frequencies and modal loss factors of

[122]
D 2x  + rD^+n)x + F(x) = 0 (2.18)

J ' M ')} = (2.19)

D.xM t ) }  = ^ - [ j (1-A)M t ) } \
at

( 0 < A < 1 ) (2.20)
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The Caputo fractional derivative is defined below.

(2.21)

The Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative has some disadvantages. For the 

hyper-singular improper integral, where the order of singularity is higher than the 

dimension, and nonzero of the fractional derivative of constants, e.g. D*(Y) * 0 , 

which would entail that dissipation does not vanish for a system in equilibrium and 

invalidates the causality. But the Caputo fractional derivative is to overcome this 

drawback.

Bonisoli [6] also briefly investigated the root loci using fractional derivative model 

for the magnetic damping. By applying the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative 

theory in order to build a linear damping model which is real and causal, the complex 

damping term may be replaced with a fractional derivative one, thus the resulting 

equilibrium equation is written as

m^ l  + c f ^ ^ -  + kx(t) = F0ei‘m
d tl ' / dta

(2 .22)

where cf  is a generalized damping coefficient and a  e  (0, 2) is the order of the

fractional derivative. Analogously to the complex damped model, the generalized 

damping force vector represents a stiffness increase (0 < a  < 1) or an inertial increase 

(1 < a  < 2 ). Equation (2.22) can be expressed in canonic form as

x{f) + * con(2 - a ) d ax(t)
dta

+ a>*x(t) = -£-a>leJal 
k

(2.23)

in which =
cf <

2k
. Hence the characteristic equation becomes

s 2 +2<Z -6)?-a)S C +&: = o (2.24)

The fractional derivative model for the magnetic damping was not the main issue of 

the thesis and is therefore not considered further in the thesis.
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2.1.3 Hysteretic damping analyses and noncausality

Because the hysteretic damping models are usually represented in the frequency 

domain, accordingly the frequency domain techniques have been used to solve the 

equations of motion of structures modelled in this way. Crandall [8] investigated the 

problem of the impulse response of a simple oscillatory system with structural 

damping by using the Fourier integral. Gaul et al. [19] considered the linear model as 

a constant hysteretic damping or structural damping. The transient free vibration as 

well as the impulse response of a single degree of freedom oscillator with structural 

damping is calculated analytically by contour integration. The results for impulse 

response are in agreement with those obtained by Crandall. Another work can be 

found in the paper by the same author [20]. Woodhouse [21] mentioned that the 

complex module should be defined in the frequency domain. Although in some cases 

the complex moduli are almost independent of frequency in the low audio range, 

considerations of causality show that it is not possible for the complex modulus to be 

entirely independent of frequency. Thus, if the inverse Fourier transformation is used 

to obtain results in the time domain, this inevitable frequency dependence of the 

complex module must be taken into account. Tsai [22] presented a procedure to 

ensure that the calculated response of the rate-independent damping model conforms 

to the prescribed condition at the initial time. First, response functions excited by unit 

initial displacement and unit initial velocity respectively, are derived in the frequency 

domain. A free vibration response composed of these unit response functions is then 

superposed on the steady-state response solved by the discrete Fourier transform, so 

that the calculated transient response can satisfy the initial condition.

The linear hysteretic damping model is noncausal. This is because a small response 

occurs prior to the application of the excitation. This important feature has been 

investigated by Crandall [8] and Gaul [19]. Feriani and Perotti [23] discussed the 

noncausal phenomenon again. They evaluated the unit-impulse function of SDOF 

with hysteretic damping by the FFT technique, as the inverse Fourier Transform of 

the frequency response function. If the hysteretic impulse frequency response function 

is separated into the real part and imaginary part, they proved that the impulse 

response at time t=0 is only introduced by the integration o f the real part of the 

frequency response function. The integration of the imaginary part of the frequency
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response function at time t=0 is zero because the imaginary part of the frequency 

response function is odd and its inverse transform is everywhere continuous [24], 

Nashif et al. [25] interpreted that for the linear hysteretic damping, if stiffness k  and 

loss factor 77 are considered as constant, the integration calculation will lead to 

noncausality. This happens because for all physically real materials or systems, k and 

tj must vary with the frequency over a sufficiently wide range and cannot be constant. 

If k{(o) and tj(o)) are expressed by functions of the frequency representing actual 

measured data, no problems of noncausality can arise.

Although the frequency analysis provides a better flexibility to deal with dissipative 

effects, the time-domain method is sometimes more straightforward and without 

being restricted to the limitation of linear system problems. Inaudi and Kelly [26] 

proposed a time-domain representation for linear hysteretic damping and developed a 

step-by step iterative technique using Hilbert transform to solve the equations of 

motion o f structures with linear hysteretic damping. This method can be extended 

easily to multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) systems and nonlinear systems. 

However the convergence condition has to be satisfied when this iterative method is 

used. The Hilbert transform is used here because of its property that the transform 

does not change the amplitude of a sine or cosine signal and only produces a phase 

angle shift of n  12 in these signals. Meanwhile, the Hilbert transform operator is 

also noncausal, because in order to calculate the transformed signal, the original 

signal function is required in the whole time region from -00 to 00; meaning that 

the future of the signal is required to compute the Hilbert transform of the signal at the 

present time. An important understanding is that Hilbert transform changes the signal 

between time-domain and time-domain while Fourier transform transfers the signal 

between time-domain and frequency-domain. Other applications of a time-domain 

method using Hilbert transform were in Inaudi and Makris et al. [27, 28, 29],

Chen and You [30, 31] employed a direct iteration method to solve the time-domain 

equation for harmonic excitation. The hysteretic loop is constructed by using the 

time-domain approach. An integral-differential equation in the time domain is used 

for the free vibration of a SDOF system with hysteretic damping. The integral of the
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Hilbert transform is embedded in the integral-differential equation and is calculated 

numerically using Cauchy’s principle.

2.2 Structural modification

The problem of vibration absorption has appeared in practical engineering science and 

been studied for several years. In many cases, structural modification is a very 

effective way to avoid unwanted vibration. Another method is to connect some 

vibration absorbers to the original system.

The earliest classical vibration absorber was found in Frahm's patent in 1909 [32]. In 

1928, Ormondroyd and Den Hartog [33] firstly investigated the theory of the 

vibration absorber in their paper. In the famous book “Mechanical vibrations” by Den 

Hartog [34], the vibration absorber design is also be thought of as structural 

modification problem to change the natural frequency of the system and produce 

antiresonance at the appointed frequency. To the present day, more complicated 

modifications have been extensively studied for the vibration problems of natural 

frequencies and antiresonances. These works investigate both mathematical theories 

of vibration absorption and their application examples.

Inman [35] has introduced the basic design principle of the single degree of freedom 

system with an absorber attached. More complicated structure modification designs 

can be used for more general dynamical properties assignments for such as natural 

frequencies and antiresonances, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, poles and zeros, form 

of receptances and nodes etc. In their paper, Sun et al. [36] gave a review of modern 

absorber developments. Mottershead and Ram [37] reviewed a great range of 

literature on structural modification problems for vibration absorption. They proposed 

to explain the mathematical theories of structural modifications as applied to the 

problem of vibration absorption in elasto-mechanical systems. Their work included 

both passive modifications and active controls. In this chapter, we make a brief 

review of the vibration suppression literature.
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2.2.1 Natural frequency and mode shapes

Ewins [38] has presented a very general methodology to predict the changes of 

dynamical properties resulting from a given structural modification. The modified 

egienvalues and eigenvectors can be determined through the new mass matrix and 

stiffness matrix. They are defined using mode shapes of the original system, which

might be obtained by a modal test.

If we consider the motion equation of the modified system 

(M + AM)x + (K + AK)x = 0 (2.25)

Then, using the original system modal transformation x = [d>]p, we can get.

(i + [ O f  AM[0])p + (A + [O f  AK[0])p = 0 (2.26)

2 2 2 in which, A = diag(a>l ,co2 ,...,coN )

Thus, the new mass matrix and new stiffness matrix are described as 

M ' = I + [ O f  AM[0] (2.27)

K ' = A + [O f  AK[0] (2.28)

Then, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these new mass and stiffness matrices can 

be calculated by the usual method. The natural frequency and mode shapes of the 

modified structure are obtained.

It can be found that this method doesn’t require that all the mode shapes are measured. 

If we only have the information about m (m<N) modes at n (n<N) coordinates, the 

new mass matrix can be calculated by

M'mxm = I mxm + [1»fM A M „ [0 ]„ w (2.29)

Weissenburger [39, 40] is the author who firstly addressed the inverse structural 

modification problem. The objective of the inverse problem is to determine the 

modification needed to assign some predefined dynamic behaviour such as the natural 

frequencies and antiresonances. Weissenburger concentrated his work on undamped 

systems. He considered the mass modifications as a symmetric unit rank effect on the 

eigenvalue problem of the original system as shown in equation 

(k  -  -  coJSmuu1 = 0 (2.30)
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in which, Sm is the mass modification, u is a unit vector column that indicates the 

position of the structural modification. 5^ and <D; arey'th natural frequency and yth 

mode of the modified system.

Pomazal and Snyder [41] extended Weissenburgers’ work to damped systems and 

considered the best choice of modification coordinates. They determined the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a discrete linear vibration system resulting from the 

addition or removal of a discrete element. In their procedure, the modified 

characteristic equation is directly generated by using the known characteristics of the 

original system.

Dowell [42] considered the general placement pattern of natural frequencies after 

modification through an added mass and spring by using a Rayleigh quotient 

approach. The simple unit-rank modifications method, such as an addition of a mass, 

is applied to assign a single natural frequency. Only the measurement of the point 

receptance at the modification coordinate at the frequency is required. However, the 

practice of adding a spring is more difficult than an added mass case.

Another inverse problem work was considered by Bucher and Braun [43, 44], In their 

paper, structural modifications are required in order to reallocate eigenvalues and 

specify eigenvectors. They developed an exact method for the assignment of vibration 

mode shapes by extracting the left eigenvectors from receptances. Their work showed 

how the necessary mass and stiffness modifications could be computed using modal 

test results only, even when only a partial set of eigensolutions is available from such 

tests. They proved that the steady-state response of the structure could be expressed 

exactly by the truncated modes when this structure is excited by a force vector that 

lies in the span of the truncated left modal vectors. Based on this, they concluded that 

the modal vectors of the modified structures could be formalised exactly by the 

superposition of the modal vectors of the unmodified structure. And they used this 

modifications method to assign predefined eigenvectors that locate in the subspace of 

the truncated modes. For those modes that are not in this subspace, they applied the 

least-squares method to find the mode in the original subspace that lies closest to the 

desired eigenvector.
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Ram and Braun [45] considered the assignment of mode shapes as an optimised 

inverse eigenvalue problem. The optimisation aimed to find those changes of mass 

and stiffness that approximate best some desired dynamic response by minimising the 

Frobenious norm of a residual matrix. The desired behaviour was expressed by 

natural frequencies and mode shapes. The modified eigenvectors were constrained to 

the linear span of the measured original truncated experimental mode shapes.

Tsuei and Yee [46] developed a method to change natural frequencies by using 

measured frequency response data. They treated the modification matrices <5M and 

SK as forcing on the unmodified structure.

Mx + Kx = -(¿M x + <SKx) (2.31)

They discussed the structure of matrices <5M and S K , and then they derived the 

¿M and SK that provided a predefined natural frequency coi . In this paper they

also showed the sensitivity of the modification parameters with respect to the desired 

frequency. In another paper [47], the same authors applied the same method to 

determine the necessary mass and stiffness modifications that assign the damped 

natural frequencies of a viscously damped system. It is demonstrated that the natural 

frequencies of a structure can be assigned by local modifications and by using only 

the frequency response functions at the modification positions.

Similarly by treating the modification as a forcing term on the unmodified structure, 

Kyprianou, Mottershead and Ouyang [48] demonstrated the assignment of natural 

frequencies and antiresonances by the added mass connected by one or more springs. 

The added mass and stiffnesses are determined using receptances from the original 

system. And realistic modifications should be bounded within certain frequency 

ranges. They also discussed the effect of the modification on the natural frequencies 

not assigned and the antiresonances. They concluded that it is impossible to assign 

more than two natural frequencies independently by using only a simple spring-mass 

absorber. In order to assign a third natural frequency independently, they connected 

an additional spring between the added absorber mass and another coordinate.
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Ram and Elhay [49] investigated an inverse eigenvalue problem solved by a multi 

degree of freedom vibration absorber. They demonstrated that the oscillations of the 

original system at frequency®, may be absorbed when a multi degree of freedom

vibration absorber with eigenvalue (natural frequencies) ®, is attached to the

original structure. Cha and Pierre [50] also considered the multi degree of freedom 

absorber application case. They used oscillators in a chain form to assign nodes to the 

original system.

The simple modifications such as the addition of masses and grounded springs can be 

easily implemented and only require the measurement of translational receptances at 

the connection coordinates. However, realistic modifications of practices are more 

complicated since both rotation receptance and translation receptance measurement 

are required. Mottershead, Kyprianou and Ouyang [51] discussed the method called 

the “T-block” approach to determine a full matrix of receptances for in-plane motion 

of a beam structure. The T-block is attached to the structure at the modification point, 

so that a force applied to the T-block generates a moment together with a force at the 

connection point between the T-block and the original structure. In their subsequent 

paper [52], the same authors solved the inverse problem of structural modification by 

an added beam. The dimension of the cross section of the beam was determined in 

order to assign natural frequencies or antiresonances as predefined.

Singh and Ram [53] investigated the dynamic absorption for conservative systems 

and a criterion for implementing the control by either passive or active control. They 

also extended the analyses of the stability of the system and damped systems.

2.2.2 Receptance modelling

In 1941, Duncan [54] firstly addressed the problem of combining two or more 

dynamical systems. The problem considered was to determine the dynamic behaviour 

of a compound system formed from two or more subsystems with known receptances 

and known interconnection properties. This approach is now considered to be a direct 

structural modification method.
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Bishop and Johnson [55] described the properties of receptances and method for the 

straightforward structural modification problem called “receptance modeling” in 

detail. The dynamic behaviour of the overall system could be determined through the 

effect of linking subsystems by using their separate receptances. And the effect of 

structural modifications on the system receptances may be determined when the 

receptances of the original system at the modification coordinates are measured.

Ram [56] developed a general formula to determine the receptances of a compound 

system using measured receptances from the separate components. He calculated the 

eigenvalues of damped subsystems with known connections using transfer function 

and modal data from the separate subsystems. It requires the inversion of a matrix of 

connection-point receptances, which is known to be an ill-posed problem [57, 58].

Vincent [59] took the first application of receptance modelling for the assignment of 

antiresonances. He developed the method now known as the “Vincent circle”, thereby 

the problem of vibration absorption then transfers to find the point on the circle 

closest to the origin of the complex response. Furthermore, Done and Hughes [60] 

described this method in detail. And Nagy [61] extended the Vincent circle analysis to 

a spring-mass absorber application.

Lallement and his colleagues [62, 63] considered another application of receptance 

modeling, sometime called as pseudo-testing, which aims to determine of the 

receptances of a modified system from measured receptances of the original structure. 

They concentrated on the antiresonance constraints. Similar work has taken by 

Nalitolela, Penny and Friswell [64]. Mottershead, Mares, and James [65] used a 

pseudo test on aero-engine casings to separate close natural frequencies that appear 

because of the close axisymmetry of the test structures.

2.2.3 Nodes and zeros

The effect of structural modifications on the system receptances may be determined 

when the receptances of the original system at the modification coordinates are 

measured. Mottershead, Mares and Friswell [66] used an inverse method to assign 

nodes of vibration by the addition of grounded springs and concentrated masses. The
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method is based only upon measured receptances at the coordinates of the nodes and 

the modifications. The modifications were determined from the null space of a matrix 

containing the measured vibration data. And a finite element model is not necessary.

Mottershead and Lallement [67] cancelled poles with zeros by a receptance modelling 

method, and thereby created a vibration node of an undamped structure. They 

assigned natural frequencies and antiresonances at the same values with the theory of 

unit rank modification [39, 40]. The anti-resonance frequencies are the eigenvalues of 

the adjoint system in mathematics. And the system can be obtained by deleting a row 

and a column from the original dynamic stiffness matrix.

Li et al. [68] used a method that required the K, C, M matrices to create a global 

pole-zero cancellation, that is to cancel a natural frequency with an antiresonance, 

while another uncancelled pole was left at the same frequency. The cancellation can 

be achieved either for a single-frequency response function or for all frequency 

response functions of the system.

Another work can be found in the paper by Li et al. [69]. In this paper, the author 

discussed the problem of antiresonance assignment and used the adjoint system to 

eliminate a resonance peak by creating a node. They obtained the eigenmodes from 

the adjoint system. But their analysis was limited by the necessity to find the modes of 

the “grounded” system having eigenvalues corresponding to the antiresonances.

Inman [35] gave a good description of the dynamic vibration absorber, which can be 

though as a device for the assignment of point-receptance zeros. When the classical 

undamped absorber is applied, the zeros locate on the imaginary axis of the complex 

eigenvalue plane while zeros generally become complex in the case when the 

absorber includes a damper.

Mottershead [70] investigated the problem of assignment of zeros in point and cross 

receptances by passive stiffness, damping, and mass modifications. He developed a 

method of the adjoint system to determine the eigenvalues, eigenvectors and 

receptances by using measured receptances. In order to derive the frequency response 

function matrix of the adjoint system from the original frequency response matrix, he
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applied force constraints to measured receptances at the modification coordinates. 

And then he used the adjoint frequency response function matrix to assign zeros at 

predetermined frequency values. In this paper antiresonances were assigned to a by 

passive modification for the first time.

According to the paper by Mottershead [71], the zeros of different point and cross 

receptances generally occur at different frequencies, whereas the poles are unchanged. 

They can be determined by investigating the subsidiary matrices formed by deleting a 

single row and column from the stiffness and mass matrices of the system. When the 

row and column have the same index the resulting matrix system will be symmetric 

and its eigenvalues will be the zeros of a point receptance. They will interlace the 

eigenvalues of the poles. However, the same author [72] has also shown that when the 

deleted row and column have different indices the resulting matrices will not be 

symmetric, interlacing rules will not apply, and the zeros may become complex and/or 

defective.

2.3 Sensitivity analyses

Structural sensitivity is often used in system dynamic analysis, such as structural 

modification, system optimization, and system identification and control. Sensitivity 

analysis aims to study the effect of changes in system dynamic characteristics with 

respect to parameter variables. Many different methods have been developed in the 

last four decades for sensitivity theory and computation efficient of sensitivity.

The most commonly quoted literature about sensitivity theory may be Fox and 

Kapoor’s paper “Rates of Change of eigenvalues and eigenvectors” [73]. They 

analyzed the sensitivity of the natural frequencies by determining the first order 

partial derivative of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to the modification 

parameters. It is shown that both the sensitivity of eigenvalue and the sensitivity of 

eigenvector to updating parameters involve only the eigenvalue and eigenvector under 

consideration and the known quantities. While the sensitivity of eigenvalue is in a 

simple expression, the calculation of the sensitivity of eigenvector requires an 

inversion of a full order matrix. Another formula of the sensitivity of eigenvector in
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the same paper is expressed as a sum of all the eigenvectors defined by the 

eigensystems.

If we consider the structural eigenvalue problem 

( K - ^ M ) l» y = 0  j= l,2,...,n

The sensitivity of eigenvalues can be claculated as

5A T 
— L  =  q > *
do 1 ae ’ ae 1 ‘

and the sensitivity of eigenvector can be calculated as

(2.32)

(2.33)

^ -  = -[(K - V
56  LV J

or in another way, 

3 0
56  § Ajk° k

5K
V M ' + M O ,4> ,----- O ,

56 '  5 6 , 1 1 56  J J

(2.34)

(2.35)

in which, A ,.= -

^ T( d K , aMY_ O , ------ A,.-----  O ,
* U #  1 56 J J (2.36)

However, Fox’s work is restricted to conservative systems. It means that only 

symmetric eigenvalue problems with the changes of physical parameters in mass and 

stiffness matrices are considered. As significant extension works, Rogers [74] and 

Garg [75] investigated the unsymmetrical eigenvalue problems. Nelson [76] provided 

a simplified method to calculation the sensitivity of eigenvector of arbitrary wth order 

symmetric or unsymmetrical systems. This procedure only requires the left and right 

eigenvectors and associated eigenvalues under consideration. By using this method, 

the sensitivity of eigenvector may be expressed to a combination of one vector with a 

factor multiplied by the considered eigenvector. But an N-1 dimension matrix inverse 

is also need to solve the linear algebraic equation.

Yoshimura [77] derived the design sensitivity coefficients of frequency response 

evaluative functions including the sensitivity of modal flexibility, sensitivity of
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damping ratio and sensitivity of receptance. These design sensitivity coefficients can 

be calculated using partial derivative of fundamental structural elements such as 

stiffness, mass and damping matrices with respect to a design variable vector. He later 

used design sensitivity analyses and evaluated parameters to improve machine 

structural dynamics [78]. Later, Lin and Ewins [79] improved his derivation of the 

receptance sensitivity in their work on the structural finite element model 

improvement.

Brandon has a series of papers on system sensitivity including high order sensitivity 

analysis [80, 81] and receptance sensitivity analysis [82] in particular. And he [83] 

undertook a review of sensitivity analyses o f eigenvalue and eigenvector in the book 

“Strategies for structural dynamic modification”. Here, he described two primary 

applications of sensitivity analysis. The first is aim to indicate the location and 

approximate scale of design changes cause by structural properties. The second is to 

directly predict the effects of proposed structural changes. Besides, he also mentioned 

the benefit of higher order sensitivity as a measure of confidence in the application. 

Also in his book, Brandon presented the sensitivity of frequency responses that can be 

obtained in two ways, binomial form and Kron’s equation. Neither of them requires 

the explicit evaluation of modal properties. However, it should be noticed that the 

convergence criterion has to be satisfied when matrix binomial expansion is 

considered. As examples of application of response sensitivities, he derived the 

response sensitivity with respect to simple design modifications, such as response 

sensitivity with respect to mass, response sensitivity with respect to stiffness and 

response with respect to damping.

Chen [84] computed the sensitivities of eigenvalues, eigenvectors and frequency 

responses in a reduced approximate model. He considered the complex frequency 

response function, and discussed the sensitivities of both real part and imaginary part 

of the frequency response. Consequently the sensitivities of the amplitude and phase 

angle of frequency response were obtained. The sensitivities of frequency response 

for the modified structure were also derived in the approximate model.

Kajiwara and Nagamatsu [85] defined the sensitivity of anti-resonance frequency in a 

new way. They derived the sensitivity of anti-resonance frequency by using the
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reciprocal of eigenvalue instead of eigenvalue itself. Furthermore, Mottershead [71] 

investigated the sensitivity of the zeros and system antiresonances. It was 

demonstrated that the sensitivities of the zeros may be expressed as a linear 

combination of the sensitivities of the eigenvalues and mode shapes, and thus the 

zeros of the model cannot be converged independently of the eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors. In addition, the sensitivities of the closest eigenvalues and mode shapes 

are shown to contribute most to the sensitivities of the zeros in a numerical exercise.

In order to improve computation efficiency, Lim et al. [86] proposed an improved 

modal method, which aims to derive the required eigenvalue derivatives 

approximately by using the calculation of lower modes and the known flexibility. 

This method has been successfully applied by Lin et al. [87] to the case of analytical 

modal improvement. Lin and Lim [88] developed an effective method to calculate the 

sensitivities of receptance, eigenvalue and eigenvector from limited vibration test data. 

Unlike previous method, this method does not need accurate finite element models. 

They also demonstrated that design sensitivities calculated directly from measured 

data are more accurate than those calculated from finite element models because 

structural modelling errors are inevitable due to the complications of engineering 

systems.

2.4 Vibration optimisation

The damped vibration absorber is itself a passive vibration system, and has been used 

for many years [34, 89]. An important problem is to find the absorber system 

guarantee to minimise the design criteria of the system dynamical behaviour, which 

also is an optimisation procedure. The optimum design is focused on a set of absorber 

parameters, i.e., the absorber mass, stiffness, and damping ratio. Den Hartog [34] and 

Inman [35] have discussed the vibration suppression effect of the simple one SDOF 

system connected with a tuning damped absorber and computed the absorber 

optimisation parameters. However, it should be noticed that it will be more 

complicated for MDOF system with multi absorbers because the optimisation 

equations became the non-linear considering the more design parameters and even the 

parameter of the position of the absorbers. In order to solve these nonlinear equations,
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many optimisation methods have been applied in the procedures. And the task 

frequency regions of the optimal absorber may also expand from one or two special 

resonance frequencies to the whole frequency domain.

2.4.1 Min-Max optimisation

Most optimum works are mainly involved in the minimisation of the maximum values 

of the transfer function. Kitis et al. [90, 91] proposed an efficient optimal design 

method for steady state vibration under harmonic loading for a range of excitation 

frequencies has been developed. This reduction is achieved by an effective re-analysis 

technique for computing both the cost function and its derivatives. Since the design 

goal is to suppress vibration response of selected system degrees of freedom over a 

certain range of excitation frequencies, the objective function to be minimised is 

G(x)=  max |w,| (2.37)
<,co<,Cl 2 J 
jeJ

where, uj is the displacement response. [q ,,Q 2] is the frequencies interval, and J 

is an integer set specifying response components of interest.

Jorkama and Hertzen [92] investigated the optimal absorber for a rotating Rayleigh 

beam. The optimisation consists of minimising the maximum of the frequency 

response function in the vicinity of the original resonance that is to be attenuated. This 

min-max problem is solved by first finding the maximum of the two peaks (due to the 

absorber and original beam resonance) using a global maximisation algorithm, and 

then by determining the tuning and damping values to minimise this maximum value.

In Koo et al.'s work [93], the performances of each of the optimised cases were 

compared along with the equivalent passive model using the peak transmissibility 

criteria. The transmissibility is defined as the ratio of output displacement of the 

structure to input displacement excitation. Smaller value of transmissibility indicates 

more vibration reduction. Another work aiming at the minimisation o f the 

transmissibility by proper selection for the absorber parameters was taken by Vakakis 

and Paipetis [94].
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2.4.2 Objective functions

In another aspect on optimal work, optimisation functions (objective functions) rather 

than minimising the maximum displacement has been examined widely. Soom and 

Lee[95] applied nonlinear programming techniques to obtain optimal tuning and 

damping parameters for dynamic absorbers. They discussed an example where an 

absorber is attached to the primary single degree of freedom system. In their work, 

they considered objective functions as optimisation criteria rather than minimising the 

maximum displacement. The objective functions to be used are based on information 

at a number of discrete points on the displacement response curves of the primary 

main mass. Assuming the steady state responses of the primary main mass is 

x, =| Ax | cos{cot + </>x), the following objective functions are considered.

1) Fx= m ax im u m ^,|) (2.38)

This function minimises the maximum value of the displace response in the frequency 

domain.

2) F1 = ^ J (\AX | — 1)2 at frequencies where \AX \ > 1 (2.39)

This function minimises the part of the frequency response where there is some 

dynamic amplification of motion.

3) F3= maximum(a)|yl1|) (2.40)

This function minimises the maximum velocity in the linear case.

4 )  i?, = L M , r  <2-4 i>

This function minimises the mean squared displacement response to white noise 

excitation for linear systems.

5) F5 = £ ( 4 4 , | ) 2 (2.42)

This function minimises the mean squared velocity response to white noise excitation 

for linear systems.

Their results show that objective functions, other than the traditional one minimizing 

the maximum amplitude, lead to different optimal design parameters.

Ro and Baz [96] developed the optimal placement strategies of the active constrained 

layer damping (ACLD) patches, which are devised using the modal strain energy 

(MSE) method. In this work, the MSE distribution is calculated using a finite element
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model of the plate. The patches are applied to the elements with the highest MSE in 

order to target specific mode of vibration. The optimisation procedure aims at 

minimizing the total weight of the treatments while satisfying constraints imposed on 

the modal damping ratios.

Huang and his colleagues [97, 98] studied the optimal design of dynamic absorbers 

for reducing the vibration and the interior noise of an aircraft’s fuselage. Optimum 

design of absorbers is studied for obtaining the minimum vibration of the fuselage or 

the minimum noise level. In order to minimise the vibration, the kinetic energy (KE) 

of the entire shell is chosen as the object function.

In Thompson’s work [99], the optimal tuning dynamic vibration absorber was 

computed together with the objective function, the mean-square tyre dynamic 

deflection for a random load input. The mean-square motion has also been used as the 

objective function in Jacquot's work [100], in which he studied the effect of the 

application of the absorber to suppress stationary random vibration of rectangular 

simply supported plate. Jacquot's paper [101] considers the addition of damping to a 

beam system in order to limit the response due to random forcing. The optimisation 

process for such a method uses an objective function called as the spatial average of 

the mean square response over the extent o f the beam.

Nagaya et al. [102] designed a magnetic damping absorber for the higher modes. In 

order to have the optimal parameters of the absorber, the cost function of an 

integration of the vibration amplitude of displacement in the considered frequency 

region was taken into account, and the optimal absorber parameters make the cost 

function minimum. The frequency response curve near higher peaks is divided into 

n-pieces for n-higher peaks in the considered region. Each divided curve is integrated 

with respect to the frequency in the considered frequency region from Q,, to f i 2i 

for /th piece.
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2.4.3 Optimisation Methods

Lai and Liao [103] studied the semi vibration control of a suspension a system via a 

magnetorheological fluid damper. In order to obtain the optimised parameters for 

magneto-rheological fluid damper model from the experimental data, a least-squares 

optimisation method was used. Some parameters were estimated by minimizing the 

error between the model-predicted force and the force from experimental result.

In Zuo and Nayfeh's paper [104], a descent-subgradient method was used to maximize 

the minimal damping in a prescribed frequency range for a general structure to which 

was attached a MDOF tuned-mass damper (TMD) or multiple SDOF TMDs. Taking 

the location and inertias of the absorbers as well as the locations of the springs and 

dampers connecting the absorber as an optimisation problem in the framework of 

decentralized static output control in state space.

H 2 and H x approaches are widely employed in the optimisation control procedure. It 

is based on the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) design techniques, which was used as 

the replacement of the frequency domain technique, thus provides a time domain 

design method for tuning vibration absorber system. However, LQR controllers need 

a full state, i.e., all displacement and velocities, for the feedback. Stech [105] 

developed an improved H 2 approach for tuning vibration absorbers design based on 

output regulator theory. Two methods were considered, designed by subspace 

assignment, and design by subspace assignment combined with numerical 

optimisation. Arfiadi and Hadi [106] considered the H 2 norm as the performance 

measure of the optimality. In this type of performance objective, the norm of transfer 

functions form external disturbance to the regulated output should be minimal.

Genetic Algorithms are random search techniques, which was be used to solve 

difficult problems with objective functions that do not posses properties such as 

continuity, differentiability at all over the domain of interest. A basic characteristic of 

this method is that an initial population evolves over generations to produce new and 

hopefully better elements. The elements of the initial population are randomly or 

heuristically generated. As an example, Steffen, Rade and Inman [107] formulated a
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general non-linear optimisation problem and used a genetic algorithm to minimise 

single or multi-objective functions, which are expressed using frequency response 

function relations. Based on this optimisation procedure, they proposed a general 

methodology for the optimal design of passive devices for vibration reduction in 

mechanical systems when several natural frequencies are present in the frequency 

band of interest.

Nagaya and Li [108] developed a method for obtaining optimal parameters for noise 

reduction absorbers. In this method, an integrated value of sound pressure in a 

frequency domain is taken as a cost function. Because the equation for predicting 

tuning parameters becomes non-linear with respect to the tuning parameters, and a 

number of parameters must be obtained from the non-linear equation, a neural 

network is used to obtain optimal parameters of vibration absorbers by minimizing the 

cost function in terms of the radiated sound.

2.5 Closure

The theories about hysteretic damping have firstly been presented in this chapter 

firstly. These theories involve the techniques, computation modelling and application. 

Since the traditional hysteretic damping is expressed in a similar complex form to the 

complex viscous damping, these research methods can be used analogously in the 

further analyses of complex viscous damping.

Also in this chapter, a comprehensive review of the theory of structural modification 

is given. These works show some study directions for the application of complex 

viscous damping in engineering science.
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Chapter 3

Complex Magnetic Damping Model

A complex-damped model may represent the dynamic behaviour of elasto-mechanical 

systems when acted upon by a magnetic. The problem is how this complex viscous 

type damping affects the dynamical characteristics of a vibrating mechanical system. 

This chapter introduces briefly the concept of a complex magnetic damping model. 

Then, a thorough analysis of the complex-damped single degree of freedom mass 

spring system is presented. The analysis includes the root locus, the (non-causal) 

impulse response and the frequency response function. Dr. Bonisoli has mainly 

undertaken the work presented in this chapter [3-6].

3.1 Concept of complex viscous damping model

The magnetic model is based on the analogy of the equivalent currents method in a 

quasi-static open-circuit-type configuration. The model is used to determine the 

influence of eddy currents on the dynamic behaviour of structures made of 

paramagnetic or diamagnetic conducting materials inside a magnetic field.
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2a

Figure 3.1 Permanent magnets geometry

The parallelepiped - rectangular shaped permanent magnet, shown in Figure 3.1 is 

considered. Based on the analogy of the equivalent current method, the magnet can be 

compared to a rectangular-coil solenoid. Thus, referring to the Laplace’s inverse 

square law, the infinitesimal contribution to the magnetic induction dB in a point P(x, 

y, z) at a distance d  from the infinitesimal portion of the side of a rectangular coil ds is

dB _Moi d s x u d 
4 n  d 1

where d  is the distance, identified by vector u d , from the infinitesimal portion ds set 

in (u=0, v, w) of the side of a rectangular coil whose centre is in the reference system 

(jc, y, z), / /0 = 4n  x 10"7 H  / m , is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum and i is the

current flowing through the coil. The vector product ds x n d , in the side of positive z

parallel to y-axis, results

-  (z -  c)dv
d s x u d = i +

xdv

■jx2 + 0 - v ) 2 + (z — c)2 J x 2 + ( y - v ) 2 + ( z - c )
(3.1)

where, a, b and c are the magnet sides.
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For the electro-mechanical analysis, the contribution along the x-axis of magnetisation 

needs to be considered. Integrating along the four sides of the rectangular coil, the 

infinitesimal contribute to the magnetic induction dBx is

dBx
Moi r {  (z + c) ( z - c )
An b{ [*2 + ( y - v ) 2 + (z  + c)2]3/2 [x2 + ( y - v ) 2 + ( z - c ) 2]3/2J

Bo i _________(y+ b)____________________( y - b ) _________"
An J-^[x2 + (y  + è)2 + ( z - w ) 2]3/2 [x2 + { y -b )2 + ( z - w ) 2]3/2,

(3.2)

If the residual magnetisation M  of the permanent magnet is replaced with the linked 

currents ni per length unit of the equivalent solenoid, then integrating along the length 

and assuming the relative permeability n r to be nearly unity, for the magnet

sketched in Fig.l, the value of the magnetic induction Bx can be expressed as

B, -  f  'dB, (u)
J-a A n  ¿-aAn

(3.3)
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where,

/ »  =

- ( z  + c)___________________________ ( y - b ) __________________

[ ( x-u)2 + (z + c)2] J [ ( x - u ) 2 + ( y - b ) 2 +( z  + c)2]

- ( z  + c)____________  (y  + b)
[ ( x -u)2 + (z + c)2] J [ ( x - u ) 2 + ( y  + b)2 +( z  + c)2]

| ( z - c ) ____________ ( y - b )
[ ( x -u)2 + ( z - c ) 2] ^ / [ ( x - « ) 2 + ( 3 ; - i ) ) 2 + ( z - c ) 2 ]

____________( z - c ) ____________________________ (y + b)___________________

[ ( x -u )2 + ( z - c ) 2] -)J[(X — u)2 + (y + b)2 + (z — c)2]

, ~ ( y  + b)____________________________ ( z - c ) __________________

[ ( x-u)2 + (y + b)2] ^ / [ ( x - w ^ + C y  +  ^ + C z - c ) 2 ]

-(.y + 6)______  (g + <0
[ ( x - « ) 2 + ( y  +  Z>)2 ]  -J[(x — u)2 +  (y  +  b)2 + (z + c)2 ]

, ( y - b ) ____________  ( z - c )
[ ( x - h ) 2 + ( > > - 6 ) 2 ]  ^ x - u ) 2 + ( y - b ) 2 + ( z - c ) 2]

____________( y~b) _____________  (z + c) ( 3 . 4 )

[ ( x - u ) 2 + ( y - b ) 2] -^[(x-u)2 + ( y - b ) 2 +  (z + c)2]

The gradient of the x-component of the magnetic induction is

MqM
An

[ fx(u = + a ) - f x(u = -a)] (3.5)

That is, the value of the variation of Bx over x evaluated in P equals the difference of

the gradients of the magnetic induction originated by the two equivalent coils 

corresponding to the faces of the magnet.
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Figure 3.2 Geometric characteristics and pattern of the SDOF system

The magnetic model is then used to evaluate the gradient of the magnetic induction 

generated on the symmetry plane x = 0 by two equal magnets disposed with 

opposite directions of magnetisation as shown in Figure 3.2. Because of the symmetry 

of the configuration, the magnetic induction on the considered plane is zero. It is more 

rigorous to evaluate the mean value of the magnetic induction on the entire surface 

linked with the magnetic flux, rather than its axial value as an estimated for the whole 

surface. The reason is that any plane parallel with the terminal faces of the magnet is 

characterized by a variable distribution of both magnetic induction and its gradient. In 

regards to the magnitude of the gradient, the top value shows the effect of 

demagnetization because of the presence of the magnetic poles close to the terminal 

faces of the magnet. It also clear that variations of the air gap A between the two 

magnets significantly modify the distribution of the gradient of magnetic induction. 

Therefore the mean value on the whole surface crossed by the magnetic flux is 

estimated. Once the air gap has been fixed, the gradient of the mean magnetic 

induction Bx m is given by
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dBr 2 B.
dx An{Abc) £  £V x (« = - a )  - /* ( «  = (3.6)

where Br = ¿u()M  is the residual magnetic induction. The spatial variable x  is the

distance from the middle plane of the vibration element to the middle plane of the 

magnets, that is, x = 0.5 A + a , in which, the A is the air gap dimension as shown in 

Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.3 A SDOF system in a couple of magnets

Considering a single degree of freedom system of mass m , stiffness k and damping 

coefficient cv as shown in Figure 3.3. A pair of equal permanent magnets with

opposite magnetisation is located on both sides of the conducting mass characterised 

by resistively r and having the same dimensions as described in Figure 3.2. The 

influence of the two magnets as damping elements is analysed. And the equation of 

motion of the system is

mx(t) + (cv + cm )x(t) + kx(t) = 0 (3.7)

where cm is the coefficient of the magnetic viscous damping produced by the Joule 

effect due to the flow of an induced current. The coefficient cm can be obtained by
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expressing the dissipated power Pd as

PJ = c ^ = É m  = R o
d m R

(3.8)

where / is the induced current, R is the electrical resistance of the conducting mass 

and fem  is the electromotive force evaluated through Faraday’s electromagnetic 

induction law

fem  = —x ̂ — ^ds (3-9)

dB,in which, — -  represents the gradient of magnetic induction estimated as before. 
dx

Assuming a constant gradient of the magnetic induction on the whole surface and 

using permanent magnets with similar base size (b = c ), the electromotive force is

. 2b2c 2 dB,>m fem (y) = y
bl dx

(3.10)

with y  e  [0,6], while the resistance of a ring of infinitesimal section hdy is

dR(y) = r ~

.b  + c 

hdy
(3.11)

Therefore, the global current i flowing through the vibrating element is

Ch d B * ’ m_y d y = _ k _ 1,2 C h

r(b + c) dx 2 r(b + c) dx

Using equation (3.10) and (3.12), the global electrical resistance R is

* _ r i f i ± £ > a r I
bh h

(3.12)

(3.13)

Hence, the power Pd dissipated by Joule effect is proportional to the square of the 

velocity of vibrating element.

? V . h 2r 2hirlR  V
(3.14)Pd = *

2 4V * ( d B „ .  ^
r(b + c) dx 2r \  dx

Finally, the magnetic viscous damping coefficient cm can be expressed as
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C,m (3.15)

The flow of relevant induced currents inside the conductor generates a variable 

magnetic field that produces a magneto-elastic force. The essentially dynamic 

phenomenon, called “phantom effect”, affects the response of the mass. If the mass is 

excited by a harmonic force F  = F0ejM with co> 0 , the equation of motion of the 

system becomes

where ce is the coefficient corresponding to the phantom effect and j  is the 

imaginary operator, introduced because the associated elastic force Fe = - c ex  is 

conservative and there, even though proportional to the velocity. It is in phase with the 

displacement of the mass. ce is defined by

where x  Is called choking volume coefficient taking into account the fact that not 

all the circulating eddy currents produce a concordant resultant elastic force. And it 

results that cm and ce are linearly related.

3.2 Eigenvalue and root locus

If a dynamic system is considered with a complex viscously damped model, it means 

that we need to describe a dynamic increase of stiffness (or mass) proportional to 

velocity coupled with a viscous-type damping effect. Thus, the eigenvalue of the 

system is definitely changed. Now we investigate a single degree of freedom system

mx(t) + (cv +cm-  jc e )x(t) + kx(t) = F0eJM (3.16)

(3.17)
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moving between a couple of permanent magnets as represented in Figure 3.3.

By using the complex magnetic damping model, the motion equation of the system 

may be written as.

mx(t) + (cv + cm -  jc e )x(t) + kx(t) = / ( / ) (3.18)

in which, cv is the original viscous damping, (cm -  jc e) is the complex damping 

coefficient. This equation could be written in the canonical form as

x(t) + K m - 7 ^ = < » nx(0 + co2nx(t) = w(t)
£ ■i- v

in which, H'(t) -

If we define that

m
m

V(cv + c m) 2 + c 2
2-Jkm

as the complex damping ratio

¥  =
— c.

c +cv m

as the imaginary part coefficient factor

and (on = J — as the natural frequency of the original system 
m

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

Suppose the initial conditions x(0) = x0 and jc(0) = x0. The eigenvalue problem 

could be solved through the Laplace transform for this equation.

x(s)s2 + 2  Zm± ± M L c o nx{.s)s + (Dlx(s) = W(s) (3.24)
V\ + w

Thus, we get the characteristic equation as below
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For the realistic property requirement, that is, 

response satisfies the conditions

the Fourier transform of the impulse

R e[H((o)] = R e[H(-co)] (3.26)

Im[f/(iy)] = -Im[f7(-<y)] (3.27)

\H(a>)\ = \H{-a>)\ (3.28)

angle[H(a>)\ -  - angle[H{-co)] (3.29)

Also the eigenvalues should be located symmetrically with respect to the real axis of 

the complex plane and have negative real part that demonstrates the system is stable. 

So, a sgn operator is introduced.

'1 i f v > 0
0 i f v = 0 (3.30)
-1 i f v < 0

Therefore, by using this sgn operator, we enforce the complex magnetic damping 

model to be stable.

Thus, the equation (3.25) is rewritten as

s 2 +2C2 , l + / s g n ( o ) ^ ___ __2

VT
(o s  + <y„ = 0n n

+ Y

That is

*2 + 2 C
l + y'sgn[Im(5)]^

VT+ y/
cos + con = 0n n

Then the eigenvalues can be found to be

_ 1+ jt// . L „ 2 (i + ; » 2
=  - C  / tom+ja>,Jl-Cm

VT 1 +

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)
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„ 1 - j y  L „ 2(1  - j ¥ ) 2
S2 ~  C m  I------- ^ m 1 , 2

J \  + y /1 V 1 + ̂

They can be expressed in the couple form as

co„

VÏ+ ^  .

Cm -sg n (^ )
u - v

-  j
03.

Vï+ ys .
< m¥  +

u + v

where, u = J[(\ + i//2) - £ m( \ - i / /2)]2 + (2£mt//)2

v = (l + ^ 2) - C ( l - ^ 2)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

For two particular cases,

1) When £ m = 0 , it is a conservative system

Sl,2 = ±j°>n (3-38)

The two eigenvalues are located on the imaginary axis in the complex plane.

2) When 1// = 0 , it is a general pure viscous damped system

(339)

which is a well-known result. The two eigenvalues are located on the circle with the 

radius of con in the complex plane.

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the root locus in the complex plane, for damping 

parameters £ m - 0  ar,d ¥  ■ It is noted that all root loci will set out from the

imaginary axis points ± jcon.
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Root loci of complex damped SDOF system with and y/

3.4 Root loci of a complex damped SDOF system with function of y/

Root locus of complex damped SDOF system with and y/

Figure 3.5 Root loci of a complex damped SDOF system with function of
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But their routes and ends with the increment of damping ratio are different 

according to the values ofy/. When ̂  > 0, the root locus takes an arc line and end at 

the zero point. When i// = 0, the system is the pure viscous damping case, the root 

locus is not closed. It firstly goes along a circle and then goes out along the negative 

real axis to —=o. When^/ < 0, the root locus is also not in closed form and diverges.

An important property is that all eigenvalues have the negative real part, which shows 

that complex viscous damped system is dynamically stable. The damped system will 

take an oscillation.

3.3 Frequency response function

Considering the above single degree of freedom system in the magnetic field 

subjected to harmonic excitation/ ( / )  = F0e JO>l, in w hich«is the excitation frequency, 

then the motion equation yields:

mx(t) + (cv +cm - j c e)x(t) + kx(t) = F0eJO* (3.40)

By setting x(t) = X 0e jml, the equation is written as 

[-met)2 + y « (cv +cm - j c e) + k]X 0eJM =F0eJM (3.41)

Hence, the non-dimension frequency response function can be written in form as.
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H  {Io)= X °
1

k k k

(3.42)

or it can be expressed by using the previous definitions

1
H{co) =

i + AT„
1 +  7 s g n ( iu ) ^ f a , } r  CO

■\J\ +  y /2 U J l® »

(3.43)

The modulus and phase angle of the frequency response function can be calculated as,

I H{co)\ =

angle[H(a>)\ = arctg

sgn{co)y/ (  co ' " CO

-y/l +  i ^ 2 v ® « 7

---
---

--
1

l to

1

2 r
(3.44)

+ 2£.
VÎ+ ¥

' co

CO

yl\ + y/2 v®«

-Jl + t//2 V ^n )  V®»

y

7

(3.45)

Figure 3.6 FRF of complex damping SDOF system for y/ = -0.75
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Figure 3.7 FRF of complex damping SDOF system for y/ = 0

Figure 3.8 FRF of complex damping SDOF system for y/ = 0.75

The behaviour of both modulus and phase of the frequency response function depend 

on the parameters and y /, as shown in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. It

is found that for increasing values of and the positive y/ the resonance peak 

decreases and the resonance peaks shift to increasing values of resonance frequency 

for the case of negative^ and in verse. Additionally, if we compare the phase angles

of frequency response functions in these figures, we can find that when we choose

negative y/ , the phase angle will shifts at an angle between 0 , - f , while the phase
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angle will shifts at an angle between for the positive^. And when i//=0,

that is there is no stiffness effect, the phase angle shifts at the angle o f -  —. The exact

understanding of this behaviour of the system with complex viscous damping can be 

obtained by calculating the modulus and phase angle of the frequency response 

function at the frequency a> = con .

For the complex viscous damping system, the modulus and phase angle of frequency 

response function at the frequency co -  a>n are obtained as below.

\H{con)\ =
2 C

angle[H(o)n)] = arctg far £ m >0

(3.46)

(3.47)

For comparison to the general pure viscous damping system, where the modulus and 

phase angle at the resonance frequency are 

1
\H (con )|I v W/lv

2C,
(3.48)

7T
angle[H (&>„ ) ] „  = ~ ~  (3.49)

It is clear that the complex viscous damping will cause same suppression effect as the 

effect induced by the general viscous damping at the frequency co-a>n in the case

1
of^m = Cvisccw ’ but the phase angle will shift in the angle of arctg — | when y/ * 0

ninstead of — — . Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 demonstrate this difference in detail.

This phenomenon can also be clearly interpreted through the force relation analysis by 

using force diagram as shown in Figure 3.11. For the case that there is no stiffness 

effect, the phase angle is 90°. The inertia force is balanced with the spring force. 

Whereas the impressed force overcomes the damping force, as shown in Figure
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3.11(a). When the stiffness effect applies (c elm ) ,  the equivalent spring force 

increases and the inertia force becomes smaller than the equivalent spring force. This 

results in a small phase angle<j) , as shown in Figure 3.11(b).

Figure 3.9 Comparison of FRF Modulus for different if/
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FRF Phase angle comparison

Figure 3.10 Comparison of FRF phase angle for different i//

(b) a}!co0 = 1 

Phantom effect

(a) a)/co0 = 1 

Non phantom effect

Figure 3.11 Force Diagram
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3.4 Impulse response

For the motion equation (3.18) of the system, if the excitation f(t) is the unit impulse 

function S(t), the response h(t) is called impulse response function. This function

shows its importance from two ways. Firstly, it describes free vibrations of the system, 

which is under the zero displacement and velocity initial conditions, for vanishing 

force thus allow us to identify the energy loss by amplitude decay from measurement. 

In the second, this function can be used to solve the response to an arbitrary force f(t) 

by the Duhamel convolution integral.

In principle, the impulse response can be calculated through the frequency response 

function because the Fourier transform of function S(t) is equal to one. Thus we 

have

h(t) = j^H (to)eJMd a  (3-50)

Through the equation (3.41), it is easily to get

1
F0 -m o )2 + jo)(cv +cm-  jc e) + k

J_______________1______________

VI + ¥

Thus,

h(t) = —-— f
2mn

ja ) t

2 1+j  sgn( co)w 2
*>„ + ;2 0 p ,a >  '

dco

Vi+ V

(3.51)

(3.52)

This integral can be calculated numerically, which will be discussed later. Here, a 

special problem oriented by residual integral theory is presented. Contour integration 

is the process of calculating the values of a contour integral around a given contour in 

the complex plane. Such integrals can be computed easily simply by using Cauchy's
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integral formula, that is, summing the values of the complex residues inside the 

contour [127]. In complex analysis, contour integration is an effective method of 

evaluating certain integral of real valued functions along intervals on the real line that 

are not readily found by using only real variables. This technique is usually used in 

previous works [19].

The integral contour is selected to provide the closed form solution. As two conjugate 

complex poles have been determined according to equation (3.35), the integral can be 

extended from real variable co to the complex variables = cr + jco in the complex

plane.

J2" *  t  co 2 +2C c  +n  j  m  n  I ^

ds

Vi+ Y

(3.53)

And we can define the integral
_s t

[ 2 „ „ 1 + / sgn[Im(s)V 2
+ 2 0 » „ s — J  i + sn j  m n i -y

ds= [ f ( s ) d s (3.54)
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In the residues theory the integral is applied along the contour Cl and C2 shown in 

Figure 3.12, which provide the limits S  -> 0 andi? -» oo. The split appears in the 

contours to avoid the integral passing the singularity point ¿y = 0, where the integral is 

not analytical. So, we have

=  I  Cl +  ^C 2  =  + ^C Rl +  ^C S  )  +  ^ - C m  +  ^ -C S  +  ^CR2 )  ( 3 .5 5 )

in which, / C1and/C2are integrals with contour C l and C2 respectively. And ICa, 

I  a ji, Ics, I_ca , ICR2m dI_cs are integrals along the corresponding routes.

The integrals along the imaginary axis where s = jco because cr = 0 can be written as

jOJi

(0n + j2 £ mco„co1 + j  sgn(<y)y/
-da) (3.56)

-co
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l -C a> = j' L
jco t

2 ■n.j' l + v sgn(iy W  2
<  ‘ -CO

d a

^ |i+ v 2

Thus, we obtain that 

j2 m n

in which, ( / c.+ /_ c .)  can be calculated by other integrals.

t f c .  + ̂ Cm ) = (IC l + ̂ C2 ) (Icm + ̂ C R2 + ̂ C S  + ̂ -C S  )

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

Applying the residues theorem, a closed integral is equal to the sum of all residues 

contained inside the contour.

[ f(z )d z  = j 2 ^ R e s [ f ( z k)] (3.60)

And using the residue formula

to [ / (* * ) ]  = ̂  ^  / ( * )  =b (zk) b(z)

So we can get 

7Ci =y2^Re5[/(51)] = y7r^
es,‘

* i+ £ > „
l + 7 >

Vi+ ̂
,*2'

IC2 = j2nRes[f{s2)] = j n j -

s2+Cmoi„ l - 7 >
Vi+ y/-

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

Now considering the integral along the semicircle route ICRl + ICR2, where s = ReJ,p, 

(;r / 2 < (p < Zn / 2 ) , which leads to

^c«i +1CR2 ~ ĵ /2‘
^  7?/ cos (p g  j R t  sin

! s ,.1 ‘ ^ T 1:lm(5)fe'  + J iV »
jR ei,pd(p

Vi+ r
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+ r
ç  R t  cos q> g  j R t  sin (p

jR eJ(pd(p (3.64)

Vi
This integral vanishes when R -> °o, because the function

1
F{ReJf) =

l + -' Sf [lmWliy + * V 2'

(3.65)

VÏ

shows that lim|F(Æe7i,)| = 0 since the order of magnitude ^  ^ 2 • 0 when

R -» oo. The proof is similar to the Jordan’s lemma and can be found in Appendix A.

The integrals along the contourC 5 and - C S as 5  —> 0 and R —> °o are given by

2 „ „ 1 + / W 2co„ +2Cm(ona  —¡==== + a 2n j  m n '

d a

Vi+ ¥

i - c s - r
0)„2 + 2 Cmcoan j  tn n

1 - j ¥
-da

Vi
+ a

+ i//

-L
con2 +  2Ç a  a —r ^ =  +  <r2

d a

V1+^ 2

(3.66)

(3.67)

For the reason that the two poles 5,2 are conjugate, the integrations show the relations

as

|hn (/cl) = Im(/C2) 
[lm(/ci ) = Im (I_cs)

(3.68)

Hence, based on above integral calculation we obtain the impulse response of the 

system through equation (3.58) and (3.59) by extracting the real part of the integrand.

h(t) = Re
1

j2 m n ( I - C m  ^  I  C m ) = - ( / , + / 2)m
(3.69)

in which
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/, = Re

Sl+Cm<»n 1 + j ¥

Vl + \y

(3.70)

I 2 = -  2 Re — L -
J 2*  •L*ffl,2+2C®.<T-!i i t  + <T!

dcr

V*+ IT

=1r
- l t ; mcona - J L = e - ‘°

Vl + ̂ 2
^ , i Y r

+ °~2 + 2£ > „ c
V Vi Vi

\ 2 Jcr

+ ̂ 2

(3.71)

It should be noticed that the above integrals are restricted in the negative a  region 

because of the restriction condition of time / > 0. So, the equation (3.69) should be 

changed to be

h ( t U = - ( I 1 + 12) (3.72)
m

For the case of / < 0 ,  the integral has to be taken in the positive a  region and the 

integral contour is chosen as Figure 3.13. Thus, the impulse response in whole time 

domain should be the combination of two integral parts for t > 0 and t < 0 .

K t) = h ( tU  + h{t)„0 (3.73)

The integrations for time / < 0 are very similar to the calculations above for 

time/ > 0.

^ ( 0 / S O  — ._  ( I -C m '  +  I  Cm' )j2 m n
(3.74)

and

(ICm + Icm') = (Icy + I C 2 ' ) — (ICRY +  I  CRT +  ̂ C S ' + I - C S ') (3.75)
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By using Cauchy’s integration theorem, the integration around the closed contour 

without any residues is zero. Thus,

ICV= IC2.= 0  (3.76)

Besides, it also can be proved that

(ICRV + ICR2,) = 0 for the infinite R (3.77)

and the integrations I cs. and I_cs, can be calculated when S  -»  0 as

‘■ cs' ~
a n2 + 2£ma n<r l + Jl// +q~2

d a

Vi

2 - ~ 1+ ill/ 2
■ +o-

d a

Vi+ ¥

(3.78)
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l -C 6 ■rcon2 + 2 £ c o a  iV* +<T2
d a

Vi
It can also be seen that 

Im(/C<5.) = Im (/_„.)

So, the real impulse response of the system for t < 0 can be obtained

^(0,£o = Re

in which

/ 3 = -2 R e

1
j2 m n ( I -C m ' + 1 C m ') = - / •  

w

d a

Vi

= 1 f;r *

- 2  ̂ m(ona ^ = e ,a
f \  + v 2

f  i v ifi>„2 + 2 C m a  .------= + cr2 + 2C j o an ~ m n I j  m n
V Vi

\2 d a
V

Vi

(3.79)

(3.80)

(3.81)

(3.82)

Thus, we acquire the impulse response of a SDOF system with complex viscous 

damping.

h(t) =
- ( / , + / 2) for

for
L »»

The integration part / , ,  / 2 

computed numerically.

/> 0

t < 0
(3.83)

and/3 are defined as above. And these integrations can be
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Impulse response for the complex viscous damped SDOF system

Figure 3.14 Impulse response and integration terms

Figure 3.14 illustrates the effect of each integration and the whole time impulse 

response as an example of m -1  kg, a>n = 1 rad / s , ¿¡m = 0.3 and y/ = 0.75 . It can 

be noted that, the impulse response of the model is given by a sum of two parts 

h(t)^0 and h(t)li0. When in the time t > 0 , two integrations /, and / 2 contribute

the impulse response together. The first integration I x represents a damped 

oscillation, which is periodic movement with an exponential decrement of amplitude, 

analogous to that of underdamped linear pure viscous systems. The second term / 2 

is a residual integral characterizing the exponential attenuation behaviour. For the 

time t<  0 the impulse response is due to only one residual integral / 3, which is

similar to the integration / 2 and also shows an exponential movement. This

integration also involves the non-causality of the system. Both three integrations 

provide a non-zeros movement at the time t = 0 . And it shows that
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(/j + / 2)(=0 = ( /3),=0. Thus, the impulse response is continuous at t = 0. When we 

think about the special case of if/ = 0, it is found that I2 = I3 =0 and the impulse

response is contributed only by integration / ,. The result is the well-known impulse 

response for general pure viscous damping system.

It is worth to note that both continuous and real impulse response of the SDOF system 

with complex viscous damping is achieved here although the non-causality property 

produced a movement prior to the excitation thus a time delay or time advanced 

involved for <// >0 or i//<0 respectively as shown in Figure 3.15, which illustrates 

the impulse response of the example SDOF system with complex viscous damping 

with respect to the variables if/ for the example of m = 1 kg, con = 1 rad / s and

= 0.3 . Figure 3.16 is to show the impulse response with respect to the variab les^  

for the example of m = 1 kg, con = I n  rad / s and if/ = 0.75 .

Impulse response for the complex viscous damped SDOF system

Time [s]

Figure 3.15 Impulse response for different if/
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Impulse response for the complex viscous damped SDOF system

Figure 3.16 Impulse response for different

It should be mentioned that the complex magnetic damping model must be defined in 

the frequency domain or limited to the transient work to periodic harmonic excitation. 

Although in this section the response of system with complex magnetic damping 

under the impulse force is calculated, the used contour integral technique is only a 

mathematical method. This method can obtain reasonable response result except 

non-causal.

3.5 Closure

In magnetic coupling with elasto-mechanical systems, a complex viscously damped 

model is needed in order to describe a dynamic increase of stiffness (or mass) 

proportional to velocity, coupled with a viscous-type damping effect. An analysis of
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the single degree-of-freedom complex-damped model is presented. The complex 

viscous damping shows conjugate eigenvalues with negative real parts. They make 

sure that the complex viscous damping system is stable. It can be clearly found from 

the frequency response function of the complex damped SDOF system that complex 

viscous damping has the strong vibration amplitude suppression with the natural 

frequency shift.

The impulse response of the complex damped system is continuous and realistic but 

non-causal in time domain. However, the complex magnetic damping model must be 

defined in the frequency domain or limited to the transient work to periodic harmonic 

excitation. Although the impulse response of system with complex magnetic damping 

is calculated, the used contour integral technique is only a mathematical method. This 

method can obtain reasonable response result except non-causal.
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Chapter 4

Damping Mechanism and Dynamic Responses

The work here is concerned with the subject of complex viscous damping. In a simple 

single degree of freedom system, this type of damping implies a stiffness force that is 

in phase with displacement but the magnitude of force is proportional to velocity but 

not displacement. When the system has multiple degrees of freedom, complex viscous 

damping implies that the stiffness phantom force is proportional to the relative 

velocity while it is in phase with the relative displacement.

The magnetic model is based on the analogy of the equivalent currents method in a 

quasi-static open circuit-type configuration and it is used to determine the influence of 

eddy currents on the dynamic behaviour of structures made of conducting materials. 

The effect of the magnetic interactions consists in a viscous-type damping effect as 

well as in an interesting stiffening effect denoted as “phantom effect”, which is 

modeled by adding an imaginary term in the damping coefficient. The advantage of 

this mathematic model is that it demonstrates a good agreement for system dynamic 

response in the frequency domain (frequency response function) with the 

experimental results [4, 5]. On the other hand, this model will not cause too many 

mathematical difficulties for the vibration system. For the dynamic system with a 

complex viscous damping, the motion equation is still written in the well-known 

second order differential equation form, in which the mass and stiffness item of the 

original system keep unchanged and then the natural frequencies of original system 

could be considered easily.

In this chapter, the purpose is to discuss the mathematic theories of complex viscous
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damping in vibration system. It includes the damping mechanism and the discussion 

of frequency-rate dependent stiffness model. The theories are obtained through the 

analyses of the harmonic forced oscillation and the random response of a system with 

a single degree of freedom.

4.1 Damping mechanism

The main idea of a damped vibration system is the cyclic movement with the 

decreasing amplitude. The energy will dissipate during the motion because of the 

existence of the damping force. However, these damping forces are complicated. Thus 

a mathematic theory has to be formulated, in which the damping can be represented in 

some reasonable ways. Generally, if  the excitation and response of the system is 

harmonic, energy dissipation per cycle can be thought as a combination effect of the 

amplitude and related frequency. A convenient measurement of a damping is called 

loss factor that is defined by the energy lost in a cycle with the peak potential energy 

stored in the system during that cycle. The loss factor can depend on both amplitude 

and frequency of the oscillation. If however the system is completely linear, in which 

both energy lost per cycle and the peak potential energy are proportional to the square 

of the amplitude, the loss factor will generally have a dependence only on the 

frequency while being amplitude independent. In some application cases of hysteretic 

material, the loss factor may even be considered to be a constant. That means the loss 

factor is both amplitude and frequency independent in whole frequency range or at 

least over a wide range of frequencies.

Now, let us consider a system with one single degree of freedom moving in a couple 

of magnets as shown in Figure 3.3. By using complex viscous damping model, if the 

stretch of the spring is jc, the total restoring force can be calculated as following.

f r =(Cy +cm ~ jc e)x + kx (4.1)

For harmonic movement, we can assume the displacement x  to be given as

x = Asm cot (4.2)

in which, A is the amplitude, and co is frequency of oscillation, t is the time. As it is 

well known that e1<m = cos cot + j  sin cot, if we set
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u = Aeia* 

Then

(4.3)

x -  \m \Aei<M ] = Im[w]

Thus, the restoring force is obtained as

(4.4)

fr = Im[(cv +cm-  jc e )ii + ku]

= (ceco + k)A  sin cot + (cv + cm )coA cos cot (4.5)

or,

/ .  =4,sin(iy/ + ̂ ) 

in which,

(4.6)

A0= A *J(ceco + k f  + (cv + cm )2 co2 (4.7)

(4.8)

From equation (4.6), it can be seen that for a harmonic response jc, the restoring force 

f r is not in phase with displacement jc and this characteristic accounts for the energy 

dissipation. The relation between restoring force f r and displacement x  can be 

expressed with respect to the parameter t by combining equation (4.2) and (4.5). Thus, 

the shape of the curve ( f r, x) may be obtained by eliminating t between these two 

equations. So, it is found that

The curve ( / r , jc)  is presented in Figure 4.1, It is a closed loop, which travels around 

in a clockwise direction. So, the energy dissipation in a cycle is the area of this loop. 

It can be found that if the amplitude A is set as a constant, when co is decreases, the 

loop becomes thinner and the energy lost per cycle will be smaller.

The energy lost per cycle is calculated as,

(4.9)

W = j f rdx

=  C 07l(C v + C m ) A 2 (4.10)
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Figure 4.1 Hysteretic loop

This result is in the same form as the pure viscous damping model. The energy lost 

per cycle is proportional to frequency of oscillation and the square of the amplitude.

We can investigate the model in more detail by separating the restoring force into two 

parts using equation (4.5) as following

/ ,  =(c,© + *)x + (cv+ c jx  = / rl+ / r2 (4.11)

In which

f r l=(ceO) + k)x  (4.12)

i n  = <Py +cm)x (4-13)

Accordingly, we also calculate the energy of each force part during a cycle movement 

into two parts.

W = W,+W2 

in which,

Wy =

= [(cecj + k)A  sin ojt]o)A cos cotdt

(4.14)
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=  0

and

W2 = j  f r2dx

= j ^ /<B [(cv + cm )coA cos cot\oA cos cotdt

=  G)K(Cv + C m) A 2

(4.15)

(4.16)

It is obviously that the energy lost per cycle caused by complex viscous damping is 

wholly contributed by the force item f r2 , which is a viscous type damping force. 

Because the force item f rl does zero work during a cycle of movement, it is a 

conservative force as pure spring force. And it will not cause any energy lost but 

contributes to the potential energy. Thus, the dynamical effect of the complex viscous 

damping (cv +cm-  jce) includes two aspects. The real part of the complex viscous

damping brings viscous damping type energy dissipation while the imaginary part 

does not cause any energy lost but changes the potential energy stored in system 

during the oscillation. We can calculate the potential energy at any position jc as

v = f  f r A

= | (cea> + k)xdx = — (ceco + k)x2 (4.17)

And the peak potential energy should be

V = - ( c w  + k)A2 
2

Hence, we obtain the loss factor as below

W _ (cv+cm)a  
'  2 nV ((ceco + k )

(4.18)

(4.19)

So, for complex viscous damping model, the energy loss factor has an important 

dependence upon the frequency of oscillation while amplitude independent.

The energy loss factor can be rewritten as 

(cv+cm)
V = , k

(<?.+—)(O

(4.20)

Thus, we can find that if the system is oscillating at a very high frequency, the energy
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loss factor will become a constant

v  « (£i±£m)_ = _ 1  (4.21)

k
By using the definition in equation (4.20), b ecau se-----> 0 when -> » .

co

Additionally, it is noticed that only the “light damping” case is considered.

4.2 Frequency-rate stiffness model

When the restoring force caused by magnetic damping is expressed in the form as 

shown in equation (4.11),

/ ,  =(ceco+k)x + (cv+cm)x  (4-22)

it provides a frequency-rate stiffness model understanding of this type of damping. 

This model is a quasi-viscous damping since it has a constant viscous damping 

coefficient with a variable stiffness proportional to frequency as shown in Figure 4.2.

For the same system as shown in Figure 3.3, when applying the frequency-rate 

stiffness model, the system may be simply simulated as Figure 4.3, and the response 

of mass to the excitation / ( t) is given by the following motion equation.

mx(t) + (cv + cm )x(t) + (k + cea)x(t) = / ( f ) (4.23)
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Figure 4.3 A SDOF system with frequency-rate stiffness

The frequency-rate stiffness model is restricted to the harmonic excitation. Otherwise, 

the frequency parameter co in the motion equation (4.23) will become non-physical.

4.3 Forced harmonic vibration

The response of the system presented in Figure 4.3 to the harmonic excitation 

F  sin cot is given by the following equation, 

mx{t) + (cv + cm)x(t) + (k + ceco)x(t) = Fsin  cot (4.24)

Considering the assumptions (3.21)-(3.23) and the realistic requirements (3.26)-(3.29),

the equation can be rewritten as, 

x{t) 2^ x ( 0 + K 2- 2^ sgn(^
f i + Y

]x(i) = —sin cot 
m

(4.25)

Thus only the steady state response in the frequency co may be sought through this 

equation because of the inclusion of co in the coefficient ofx(i). This equation is a 

second order linear differential equation for a know excitation frequency co. The 

steady state response can be obtained by trying a solution in the form of

x = lm[XeJM] = a  lm [ - e ja‘] (4.26)
p m

F
By substituting the right side of the motion equation (4.25) into—e>M for the reason

that
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— sin cot = Im [— eJa* ] 
m m

So, it is found that the receptance a  is given as 

X  1a  =
2 • 2 Cmcon-co  + jo) , m "■ +

Vi+ r

a 2 2 £ > s g n (fij)<aft>„

Vi+ i//

Consequently, we obtain the steady state response 

xp = Ax sin(<yi + </>)

in which,

A=*x\=-
m .

(  y  /
2 2 ^ s g n  „ 2

co: —
v

<f> -  arctg

J l  + i//2

^n,G>n®
VTiV

-0 ) +
/ i \ + lf/

a i 2£my/sgn(o))o)a)n

Vi

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

The steady state response is a harmonic movement with the amplitude Ax in the 

same frequency as the excitation frequency co however is not in phase with the 

excitation because of the existence of <f>.

Obviously, the frequency-rate stiffness model leads some easy understanding for 

magnetic (complex viscous) damping and is good for harmonic motion. However, we 

have to be aware that the frequency-rate stiffness model is invalid for the free 

vibration since the presence of the frequency co in the motion equation (4.23) is 

ambiguous when the force term is set to vanish.

Let us consider the steady state response of the system in detail. Particularly in the 

case that the excitation frequency co is equal to the undamped system natural 

frequency con, the amplitude quantity and phase angle of the steady state response is 

obtained as
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2 S jn w l  2 CJk

A*™.)= arcts

(4.32)

(4.33)

F .We find that — is the displacement of the system under the static force F  . Thus, the 
k

complex damping ratio coefficient ¿¡m can be understood to be the comparison o f the

static response and the harmonic dynamic response amplitude of the system under the 

same force. And the imaginary part coefficient factor can be considered as the 

reciprocal of the slope of the phase angle.

F / k

2\a>=w„)
(4.34)

1y /= ------------ (4.35)

This result provides us a practical method to measure the magnetic (complex viscous) 

damping parameters. That is, when the system with complex viscous damping is 

harmonically excited in the undamped system natural frequency con, we can calculate

the complex damping ratio coefficient and the imaginary part coefficient factor 

through the amplitude quantity and phase angle of the steady state response.

4.4 Nyquist diagram

Considering the receptance a  in equation (4.28) for frequency-rate stiffness model, 

it can be rewritten in the following form

X  1 1rF' j 2 ^ s g n ( i u ) T 2*
• 2  C ( \  (O

V w J 1 ® - J ;  V 1 + ^ 2 W)
Thus, we may obtain the non-dimensional receptance

1 2 £ > s g n ( o ) i

y[i- ¡V  l

(  V(O
+ j

2 C
-Jl+y/2

co
CO.w

(4.36)

(4.37)
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It is same as the frequency response H(co) in equation (2.31) for complex viscous 

damping model. Thus, both frequency-rate stiffness mode and complex viscous 

damping model will provide the same understanding for magnetic damping in the 

frequency domain.

The receptance a  is a complex valued function with

Re(a*)

1 2£,^sgn(a>) f

v

COV

co.n /

2 ^ m^ s g n ( o ) O )  N r ® ]

2 “ 2

4- 2<Tm r ® ]

a / 1 +  ^ 2 U . J J\+yy21 ® - J

2 C ^ co ^

Im {a ) = —
i \ + y/ \ ° > n j

x 2C ^sg n (® )i  ca_

J l  + Y 2 l®».

(  vco

\°>nj

2 r

+ 2 C
+ 1//

'  CO \

\ ® . J

(4.38)

(4.39)

Therefore, the modulus of the receptance and the phase angle should be

\a  |=V[Re(«*)]2+[Im(a*)]2

1 - 2 C ^ s g n  {co)

Vi+1//
r ® ] r ® ]

2'

+
rs

2Cm
f  \  

CD

U J .V 1 + ^ 2 1®»J_

(4.40)

angle(a) = arctg

■K. ( ^

Vi+ y/ \<°nj

1 - 2 C ^ sEn(iy)
+ 1// \°>nJ

(  VCO
(4.41)

Taking
^ co ^ = 0 , the real part and imaginary part is obtained

Re(a*) = 1 

Im (a’) = 0

(4.42)

(4.43)
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(
And when

V

CO

co,n /
- » 0, we have

R e(a’) -> 0 (4.44)

Im(a*) —» 0 (4.45)

Thus in the complex plane, the Nyquist diagram of the system shows a distorted 

approximately circular arc. The arc clockwise starts from the point (1, 0) and ends at 

the point (0, 0).

Figure 4.4 Nyquist diagram of system with magnetic damping

Specifically, the real part of the receptance is equal to zero at the A point. This means 

there is a phase angle shift. Thus, a resonance happens at this frequency. If we set

2£>"sgn(©)1- -

R e(a’) = ---------------
l yrsgn(a>)j" co_

V \+ y 2

The calculation gives the result

^ CO '

U J U .J
r  co ' ^ CO '

2 “ 2

+

1

K
> (  \ CO

U J yjl +  l//2

=  0

CO

CO,n y res
= I l — [ i C v 2 + v 2 + 1 - Ç jv )

(4.46)

(4.47)

The resonant receptance modulus is
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1 + y/ x

This discussion is agreement to the representation of the Figure 3.9

Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 illustrate Nyquist diagrams calculated for a 

single degree of freedom system having different magnetic damping parameters C,m 

and y /. From Figure 4.5, it is found that with the increment of C,m, the radius of the 

arc decreases. On the other hand, Figure 4.6 shows that the radius of the arc will 

increase with the increment of y/ when y /> 0 .

For the case of y/ < 0 , a significant characteristic is that a small distortion occurs near 

the start point (1,0) of the diagram arc. And with the increment of the absolute value 

of y/ , the distortion become stronger as shown in the zoom window in Figure 4.7. 

The radius of the diagram arc will also increase with the increment of the absolute 

value of y/ when y/ < -1 . And when 0 > y/ > -1 , the radii of the arcs are close.

Figure 4.5 Nyquist diagram of system with y/ = 0.3
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e 4.6 Nyquist diagram of system with = 0.4 for y/ > 0

Figure 4.7 Nyquist diagram of system with ¿¡m = 0.4 for y/ < 0
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In order to understand clearer the dynamical property of the magnetic damping, a 

comparison of Nyquist diagrams for the systems with viscous damping, magnetic 

damping and hysteretic damping is taken as shown in Figure 4.8. In this example, the 

equation of motion for the system with hysteretic damping is written as 

x  + con2 [1 + jr7 sgn(<y)]x = /  with tj = 0.3 . For viscous damping system the damping 

ratio is chosen as g  = 0.2. For the magnetic damping system, the damping ratio and 

imaginary factor is set as C, m = 0.2 and y/ = 0.3 using the model described before.

-----Viscous Damping
-----Magnetic Damping
-----Hysteretic Damping

'  -2 -1 0 1 2
Real

Figure 4.8 Comparison of Nyquist diagrams of three kinds of damping

It can be seen from Figure that for these three kinds of damping all diagrams start 

from the point (1,0) and end to the point (0,0). But the arc shapes are different.

4.5 Random vibration of the SDOF system with magnetic damping

When a system is excited by a random force, the exciting force is continually 

changing with the time. In particular, the force is unpredictable and it is very difficult 

to exactly depict it. In this case, the exact determination of the response of the system 

becomes impossible and unimportant.
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When the excitation is stationary, the spectrums obtained through different time 

intervals are close and an average spectrum can be obtained. On the other hand, the 

statistical properties of this excitation do not change with the time. Thus an alternative 

method is to consider the response in terms of the average spectrum, especially in 

terms of the mean square average of the spectrum.

White ergodic noise is stationary because it is a random signal with an equal power 

spectral density in any band and in this ergodic random process time averages 

approach ensemble averages in the limit.

For the single degree of freedom system with magnetic damping as shown in Figure 

3.3, we consider the excitation / ( / )  to be a white ergodic noise with a constant 

mean square spectral density .S',, over the all frequency range from co = - oo to co = <x>. 

Then the mean square spectral density Sx(a>) of the response x(t) can be calculated 

through the receptance a  of the system in equation (4.36) [8].

S, («) = - \a (® )a (-c o )S 0 
m

m2cot
1 - 2C,^sgn(<») ' o '

Vi+ y/ \°>nj

<■ V co
+ J

2C, ' o '

Vi+ lf/ 

1

v ^ y

1- -

2C^sgn(<y) f (co  ]
2'

, 2 ^ r « ) l
y/l + y/2 J i + r 2

_ So
m2co,4 r

x 2Q' sgn( f t >) i '
-|2 r

+ 2 C ' o '
12

+ Y \°>nj

(4.49)

If we set rj = — , equation (4.49) can be simplified as
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Sx(o>) = -
m col (

______________\_

x 2 C ^ sg n (f7 ) 2
V (  \ 2
'  ‘ 14J i

a/i + ̂ 2
+

Vl
since ry„ > 0.

(4.50)

Now, the expected means square of the response can be expressed 

E[x2]= f  S(co)dcoJ-oo

m2co,3 J-”  ^fJ-oo 1

2 2Cm̂ s g n ( ^ )  2

+ i^
+ 2 ^ .7

V dri (4.51)

Vi
This integral also shows a singularity at the origin. However because the integral 

function is real and even it can be reduced to the real integration in the positive-real 

range as following

2S„ r  1
m co t * f v  (  ^2

2 CJI
drj (4.52)

Vi+ ¥
+

Vi+ 1f/

If four complex poles of the function f Bt =

be in the following forms

1
(  " \2 f

1 - X . W  . 1 +
■fi+ ¥

2Cmrj
\ 2 may

Vi+ y/

•̂ 1,2 - a i ± A

*3,4 = a2± j b 2

w h e r e ,

ai = ~

c

\  =
VJ l  + ¥ 2

a2 =-
J l  + ¥ 2

— W

-sg n  (y/)Z

+ W

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.55)

(4.56)

(4.57)
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h -b2 — I--------
W 1+^

in which,

: + sgn (y)Z (4.58)

W = -

z =

2

V I

1 )
c

(2 
^  - l

+ 1
2

+ A ¥\ l)+ i

U 2 + i J W +i) L V + 1 J

a
c 2^ m

i V - 0 + i
2

+ 4f i J r ]
2

C2V 2 - i +1
l y + i l U 2+I j

(4.59)

(4.60)

This function can be expressed by a partial fraction function expansion as 

1
/». =

( tj -  5 , ) ( 7 - s 2 ) ( t j - s 3X t j - s , )  

1 (4.61)
[ ( T j - i t f + i t m - a t f + l t }

Since the poles of this integral function appear in the conjugate complex couple form. 

Thus, the integration of equation (4.52) can be calculated as below 

2Sn r  1E\x2 ] = — I ----------= ^ ----------= - d r jr n W j M - a t f + b l m - ^ f + b l ]

2Sn
2 3m m

f  c<n+c2 Ci77 + C4

U (7 -« 1)2+62] K i]-a2)2+b22]
\dTj (4.62)

Here, q ,  c2and c4are real constants. They can be calculated by expanding the 

function and letting the factors of the items r f , i f  and ij to be zeros, while 

setting the constant item to be one. So,

= ______________________________ 2(a2 - a x)_______________________________
1 [(o2 + b 22)~(a2 +6,2)]2 + 4  [a2M  + b22) + a22(af + b2)] -4axa2[(a22 +b22) + (af + b 2)]

___________________ i(al  + b 2)~ (of + b2 )] + 4a, (ax - a 2)____________________
^  Ka22 + b22) - ( a 2 + b 2)]2 +4  [a2M  + b 22) + a22(af + b2)]-4axa2[(a22 +b22) + (a2+ b2)]

_____________________ i(al + ^ ) ~ ( a 2 + bx)] + 4a2(ax- a2)___________________
l( a 2 + b l ) - ( a 2x + b 2)]2 + 4[ax (a2 + b 2) + a2(a2 + b 2)]-4axa2[(a2 +b2) + (a2 + b 2)]

(4.63 a. b. c)
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Thus, the final integral results can be obtained

(4.64)

In Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 the mean square response following equation (4.64) are 

plotted with respect to the parameters C,m for y/> 0 and y /< 0 .  Figure 4.11 

illustrates the mean square response to the parameter y/ . It is obvious that the 

increment of complex damping ratio will reduce the response but the increment 

of the absolute value of y/ will increase the level of the mean square response.

E[x2] = ̂ ° -
/  2 . l2(X 2 +  t>2

+ ( g l « l + g 2) n— + arctg ' a ,  '
W

(cta2+c4) n— + arctg
r

VI ^ 2  \)

Figure 4.9 Mean square response of the system with Çm for y/> 0
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Figure 4.10 Mean square response of the system with C,m for y /<0

Figure 4.11 Mean square response of the system with y/
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Besides, it can be seen that both mass m and undamped natural frequency a>n are in 

the dominator in the equation (4.64). This means that increasing mass and stiffness 

(increasing undamped natural frequency) will all reduce the level the mean square 

response of the system with magnetic damping.

It should be noted that the above calculation is not suitable for the special case of 

£m= 1 and y/ -  0. It will cause zero denominators of factors c,, c2 and c4. It can 

also be found that this is the critical damping case for the system with pure viscous 

damping.

In this case, the integrals in equation (4.52) can be simplified as 

2Sn r  1 dTj

» V
2m2col

(4.65)

The reader should be aware that the mean value of the response is not very important 

in the statistical analysis of a random vibration process since this mean value can be 

easily withdrawn from the whole signal if it exits. And we pay more attention the 

difference between the signal and its mean value. The squared value of this difference 

is call as variance. Thus when we study a random vibration process, we only 

investigate those signals with zero mean value. Therefore under the zero mean white 

ergodic noise excitation, the response has a zero mean value and the variance of the 

response may be simply calculated as,

rt2 =E[x 2] (4.66)

in which, cr is the standard deviation.

The complex magnetic damping model and the frequency-rate stiffness model all 

must be defined in the frequency domain or limited in the transient work to periodic 

harmonic input functions. The technique discussed above just provides a 

mathematical method that can obtain acceptable response results.
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4.6 Closure

Although the magnetic damping will introduce a complex viscous damping model, the 

energy lost per cycle of the system with magnetic damping is in the similar form of 

the pure viscous damping system. This means that the imaginary part of the complex 

viscous damping coefficient will not affect the energy dissipation form of the system. 

However on the other hand, this imaginary part factor will change the potential energy 

that is stored in the system. This is the different way that the complex viscous 

damping model works when compared to the conventional viscous damper. As we 

know, the potential energies stored in both the conventional viscous damped system 

and the original undamped system are identical.

Compared to the complex viscous damping model, the frequency-rate stiffness model 

provides a more clear understanding of the effect of the magnetic damping. But 

unfortunately this model can only be used in harmonic movement. Otherwise the 

frequency item in the model becomes meaningless. Both the complex viscous 

damping model and the frequency-rate stiffness model give us a same understanding 

of the magnetic damping in the frequency domain. Thus the forced harmonic 

responses calculated through two models will show same steady state response.

The displacement Nyquist diagram of the system with magnetic damping illustrates 

an approximate circular arc start from point (1, 0) to the original point (0, 0) in 

clockwise. It shows a simple way to obtain the resonance frequency and resonance 

receptance modulus for the system.

The random response analysis results show that increasing mass, stiffness and the 

complex damping ratio will all reduce the level the mean square response of the 

system with magnetic damping. However, the increment o f the imaginary part will 

increase the mean square response level.
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Chapter 5

Time Domain Response Analyses

The time domain response analyses of the complex viscous damped system are 

presented in this chapter. And two methods, Fast Fourier Transform analysis and an 

iterative technique using Hilbert transform, are proposed for the computation of the 

responses. FFT analysis is based on the mathematical relation of the input signals and 

the transfer function. On the other hand the iterative technique uses the Hilbert 

transform and yields integro-differential equations for the equations of motion of 

structures when real-valued signals are introduced in the formulations. Both methods 

showed the non-causal effect of complex viscous damping model. Example analyses 

illustrate the application of the two approaches, and the analysis results demonstrate 

the validity of these methods.

5.1 Concept of complex viscous damping

As discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 4, the complex viscous damping model is 

expressed using the following mathematical form, in which the storage and loss 

moduli is

/ ( / )  = c, (1 + j  y/)x(t) + kx(t) (5.1)
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Alternatively, we have thought of another complex viscous damping model, which is 

a frequency-rate stiffness model.

f ( t )  = clx(t) + k x ( t ) -c l if/cox(t) (5.2)

in which,

c. = c + c (5-3)t  v m  v 7

However, equation (5.1) is incorrect. For it implies that a complex valued force f ( t ) 

results from the real valued deformation x(f) and the real valued velocity x ( t ) .

Equation (5.2) is also incorrect. The meaning of the term co in equation (5.2) in only 

reasonable for the harmonic excitation, and it is far from clear in the case of arbitrary

deformation x ( t) .

In fact, equation (5.1) should be written as

F(jco) = c,{\ + jy /  sgn(iy)]X (jca) + kX (jco) (5.4)

And equation (5.2) should be written as

F{j(o) = c,X(jeo)-c,y/\G>\ X{jco) + kX(jco) (5.5)

It is noticed that equation (5.3) and equation (5.4) are the same, because

= joiX(jo)) (5.6)

and

| o|=rusgn(fi>) (5.7)

5.2 Frequency domain solution of equation of motion

Consider a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system with complex viscous damping 

as described in equation

mx{t) + (cv +cm-  j c e )x(t) + kx(t) = f { t ) (5.8)
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Or in the canonical form as following equation by using the assumption (3.21)-(3.23), 

x(t) + 2£m lr - ~ -(onx{t) + G)]x(t) = w(t) (5.9)
V1 + ̂

Here, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the unit mass case of m = 1 k g , thus we 

havew(f) = f i t ) -  According to the complex viscous damping model (5.4), equation 

(5.9) should be rewritten correctly in the frequency domain as 

X(Ja>) + + J V  sgn(fi>)]*0-ffl) + co2nXijco) = Wijco) (5.10)
v 1 + ^

That is,

- oj2X  (jco) + 2f mC°n-~ [1 + jy /  sgn(i»)]y coX (ja>) + co] X  (jot) = W(ja)) (5.11)
> /i-* v

So, we get the relation of response and excitation in frequency domain

K  - © 2 I © I + j ^ = } X ( j c o )  = Wijco) (5.12)
V i+ y  V1+ ^

To compute the impulse response of the system, we let f ( t )  = S(t). Thus, the

deformation history h{t) can be computed using inverse Fourier transform

j<Dt

2 2 2Cmcon . . 2£mconco
col-co  — y/\co\+j

dco (5.13)

V i+ v '2 r ' ' J V1 + ^ 2

As noted by Crandall (1963), the singularity at co = 0 rules out the usual evaluation 

of equation (5.13) by contour integration. Because the imaginary part of the 

integration function is odd, the response can be expressed as

m = 1 fn  ■b

r 2 2 2C„con[col -co *
2Cmco„co .

y/\ co |]cosflrf +  , ”  ^sin cot
+ i// + i//'

r 2 2 2Cmcon , 2 r2Cmco„co~[co2n ~ (°  — , \-y/ \<o\] +[ - f
-dco (5.14)

S '4-V a/Ï+ Y

Equation (5.14) can be computed using numerical integration. Figure 5.1
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demonstrated the system responses with different imaginary damping ratio y /. An 

SDOF vibration system with con = l , g m =0.30 was considered. And the imaginary 

damping ratio y/=3, 1, 0, -1, and -3 . As illustrated in this figure, the non-causal

impulse response is yielded for the system, since nonzero response occurs for t < 0, 

prior to the application of the load. Figure 5.2 shows the impulse response of a 

complex viscous damping SDOF system with con = 2n rad I s ,  y/ = 0.75 , and

<̂m=0.10, 0.20, 0.40, and 0.80. It can be noticed that the above impulse

response is same to those results calculated through residues integral method (Figure 

3.15 and Figure 3.16) as described in chapter 3.

Impulse response of SDOF system with ¡TM=0.3 and « , = 1

Figure 5.1 Impulse responses of complex damped SDOF system with y/
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Impulse response of SDOF system with ty = 0.75 and = 2n

Figure 5.2 Impulse responses of complex damped SDOF system with

In the case of arbitrary excitation, the response of the system described in equation

(5.10) can be obtained by inverse Fourier transforms. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

techniques can also be used to compute the response. Three steps are involved in this 

process. The first is to take Fourier transform for the excitation and to get W{jco).

Then the response in frequency domain X{jco) is computed using the equation (5.12).

At last, by taking inverse Fourier transform for X(jco), the time history response

x{t) can be obtained. Because of the non-causality of the model, two zero excitation

segments were introduced both before and after the time of the original excitation in 

order to guarantee the accuracy of the computation.
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Transient excitation

Figure 5.3 Transient triangular excitation

Transient response of complex damped SDOF system

Figure 5.4 Transient response of complex damping SDOF system using FFT
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Figure 5.3 presents a transient excitation signal vr(t) and Figure 5.4 shows the 

corresponding transient response x(t)by using FFT computation. In this example, the 

parameters o f the vibration system were selected as con -  2n  rad I s ,  y  = 0.75, and 

C  = 0.40.

5.3 The Hilbert transform

The functions y{t) and y(t) are called a Hilbert transform pair if, for almost all t ,

y(t) = Hly(t)} = \ ™ p V —^ - d r
n{t -  r)

(5.15)

and

y(t) -  H - ' i m  = l im P f  dr (5.16)

where

(5.17)Pr -M-dr  =  liml" r  -M -dr+ C ^ - d r  
n(t -  t) J+i n(t — t) J-eo n{t -  r)

is called the Cauchy principal value around r  - 1 of the integral. We say that y(t) is

the Hilbert transform of y ( t) , and we write y(t) = H[y(t)\ [27].

Equation (5.15) shows that the Hilbert transform is a time domain signal operator. 

And the Hilbert transform is non-causal, because in order to compute y ( t ) , the

function y ( j )  is required for -  co < r  < oo ; that is, the future of signal is required to 

compute the Hilbert transform of the signal at present time.

The Hilbert transform of a constant is zero. The Hilbert transform of a Hilbert
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transform is the negative of the original function. Therefore,

H [ H [ y m  = -y ( t)  (5.18)

Consider the y(t) = sin cot with co * 0 , its Hilbert transform is

H [sin cot] = cos cot sgn(iy) 

Similarly,

i/[cos<yt] = -s in  \co\t

(5.19)

(5.20)

The Hilbert transform does not change the amplitude of sine or cosine signal and only
71 71produces a phase shift of — or -  — radians in these signals.

And we obtain the Fourier transform (FT) of a Hilbert transform as 

F T [ y m  = jsgn(co)FT[y(t)] (5.21)

As indicated in this equation, the Hilbert transform maintains the magnitude of the 

signal at all frequencies except for co = 0 .

5.4 Iterative technique with Hilbert transform

On many occasions, time domain solutions are more desirable than frequency domain 

methods. In the case of nonlinear structures, frequency domain techniques will 

become very difficult and complicated, while the time domain iterative technique can 

estimate the response of the structure using step-by-step integration schemes. On the 

other hand, many practical engineering structure analyses are constricted by the 

analysis method and computation tools such as finite element method. In this case, the 

time domain technique will be the feasible way to compute the transient response of 

the structures. In this section, an iterative technique for computation of the response 

of structures with complex viscous damping is developed.
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As discussed above, the correct dynamic equation of a system with complex viscous 

damping should be described in the frequency domain as Equation (5.10). Thus, the 

corresponding time domain representation is

x(Q + 2F m<0” - x{t) + 2f m  + <o2mx(t) = w(t) (5.22)
V \+y/ 2 v 1+ ^ 2

because of the property of the Hilbert transform (5.21). In this equation, 

x(t) = H[x(t)] is the Hilbert transform for velocity.

The equation (5.22) can be changed in the following form 

x(t) + 2f m‘°m m  + 0}]x{t) = w(0 -  2f  x(t) (5.23)
V i+ ^ 2 V1+ ^ 2

It should be noticed that since the complex viscous damping model is non-causal, the 

response velocity x(t) anticipates the excitation. That means the initial condition

cannot be defined at the time t -  0, since the response x(t) depends on the past and

future values of x(t) , which is, in turn, determined by w(t) with -  oo < t < o o .

Now, consider the following mathematical effect on equation (5.23). Thus, the (n+1) 

computation result should be obtained from the below equation.

th

("+1)(Q + 2f m0i” x ("+1)(Q + 0)2nx {n+i)(t) = w ( t ) - 2<*’?C°n'fl x (n)
Vi

(0 (5.24)

In which, n is the iterative step number. And the initial conditions are j c ( b ) ( - o o )  = 0 

and x(n)(-oo) = 0 . In equation (5.24), x{n)(t) represents the solution of the «th 

differential equation.
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) — ► x(0> (0 + j<° > (t) + mKV 0) CO -  w(0
J l + ^ 2

1

Hilbert transform xt0)(£) = # [x i0)(O]

1

2̂ L x w (t)+a}y i\ t ) - w ( t )  2^ ^ î (0)(o 
-ji+ifs2 ->Ji+v2

I  ¿ “ CO.!«#) 
■

■

n x(k)(î) ,x(,î)(o

Hilb ert trans form x* *1 (£) = / /  [ x(K 1 (0 ]

I___________
x(*+1)(f) + - ^ ^ = i (K+1,(0 + üj2x(,!+1)(î) = w ( t )  -

■fi+t/S -J\+iy2

Figure 5.5 Computation procedure of the solution

Figure 5.5 illustrates the computation procedure of differential equations for the 

solution of equation (5.24).

The convergent solution can be obtained by using the following criteria.

r v ”+i)- x w i2 d t< £
J-oo

(5.25)

Next, we will show that this iterative computation technique converges to the solution 

of the equation (5.24). And the convergence condition will be discussed as well.
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For equation (5.24), after Fourier transform 

-  o 2X (n+l) (Jed) + j  2f m̂ -X (”+1) ( jo )  + o 2X (n+1) ( jo )
V i+ ^ 2

= W(jco) + 1 (jcd) (5.26)
J l  + t//2

Here, it is noticed that

FT[H[x(t)]] = - \ o \ X ( j o )  (5.27)

Equation (5.26) can be written in the form 

X (n+l) ( jo )  = X (0) ( jo )  + A ( o )X (n) ( jo )  

In which,

x (0) ( j o ) = --------------------------

(5.28)

(5.29)

-t- v

A (o) =

2 Ç V  \e>\

Vl + ^ 2
, 2 2 C o o

o 2 - o  +J-n J

(5.30)

+ v

Solving equation (5.28), it is easy to prove that the result of equation (5.28) at the «th 

iteration is

X w ( jo )  = O n( o ) X m ( jo )  (5.31)

In which,

O n(o) = \ + A(o) + A2(o) + --- + An(o) (5.32)

From equation (5.31) and (5.32), it is seen that for X (n)( j o ) to converge as « co, 

we need lim <&„(£») to converge for all co, this requires thatn->°o

| A(o)  |< 1 for -  oo < o  < co (5.33)

We thus obtain
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4 4 » 2
|A (* ) |2 = -

¥
1 + ̂ 2

K  - ^  ) + 4 ^ » 2
\+i//2

(5.34)

It is found, when co = con

1 A(y>)l2= ^ 2 (5.35)

That is, | A(<u) |ro=(Bii H ¥  1 (5.36)

Therefore, for convergence, it is requires that

IH <1 (5.37)

Now, we consider the effect of

For equation (5.34), set /? = — , then we find that,
ty»

|A(<y)|2=
m x + Y 1

( l - y 9 2 ) 2 + 4  Ç l p 2 1
1 + y7

That is

I A(<y)l2= i^ 2 < mP 2
( l  +  ^ 2 ) ( l - / ? 2 ) 2 + 4 ^ 2

< , p 2It should be noticed that for any C,m, we have-

(5.38)

(5.39)

<1, which
(\ + y 2)(\-/32)2+ 4 C P 2

results in | A(aJ) |2< 1 for any , because | y  \< 1. Therefore, it is proved that for 

\y/\<\, the series x (n)(t) converges for «-»«>, and it converges to the exact

solution.

For the system shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, the response was obtained by 

using the iterative technique as following. Figure 5.6 presents the response result of
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the SDOF system using iterative technique. Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.10 list the iterative 

procedures of every step. It is found that for the first step of the calculation, a 

non-causal effect did not appear. From the second step, a non-causal effect was 

produced by the introduction of the response velocity. Only after four iterations, the 

computation result converges to the response with reasonable accuracy. This method 

provides a high convergence speed as well. Figure 5.11 shows the difference between 

last two iterations.

It should be noticed that the complex magnetic damping model must be defined in the 

frequency domain or limited to the transient work to periodic harmonic excitation. 

Although the impulse response has been determined this is only a mathematical 

expression representing the system from sgn function. This method is applied because 

it can obtain the reasonable response results although non-causality exists.

Transient response of complex damped SDOF system

Figure 5.6 Transient response of complex damped system using iterative method
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First iteration step

Figure 5.7 Response calculation result after one iteration step

Second iteration step

Figure 5.8 Response calculation result after two iteration steps
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Third iteration step

Figure 5.9 Response calculation result after three iteration steps

Fourth iteration step

Figure 5.10 Response calculation result after four iteration steps
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x 10'4 The error between the last two iteration step

Figure 5.11 The difference between last two iteration steps

Transient response of complex damped SDOF system

Figure 5.12 Comparison of response results obtained from two methods
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Figure 5.12 gives a computation results comparison for FFT method and iterative 

technique. In this plot, the solid line represents the response using the FFT method 

and the dash line for the iterative technique. It is shown that the computed responses 

obtained by two methods are in good agreement, which also gives validity of these 

two methods

5.5 SDOF system with harmonic excitation

This section presents an example for the application of FFT and iterative techniques. 

The hysteretic force was solved in both frequency domain and time domain.

Considering the complex viscous damping SDOF system with con = 2n rad / s , 

[// = 0.75 , and = 0.40 . And the harmonic excitation with cox = 2n  as shown in

Figure 5.13 was applied to the system. Figure 5.14 shows that response results 

through two techniques are in good agreement. From Figure 5.14, it will be found that 

the response history includes two parts, the steady state output occurs in some cycles 

after the transient state and the non-causal effect exists at the beginning of the 

transient state. The circle part is zoomed in view.

From equation (5.10), the hysteretic force in the frequency domain can be written as

(5.40)

That is

HY{j(d) = K 2 -  I o  I + j ^ Æ £ r ] X { j ( d ) (5.41)
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Harmonie excitation

Figure 5.13 Harmonic excitation 

Harmonic response of complex damped SDOF system

Figure 5.14 Harmonic responses of SDOF system obtained from two methods
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Thus, the hysteretic force time history can be computed by using the inverse Fourier 

transform to HY(ja>)

From equation (5.22), the hysteretic force in the time domain can be written as

hy(t) = ^ mC°n x(t) + 2f m°)n— x(t) + o)2nx{t) (5.42)
y/l + y/2 V1 + ^ 2

Figure 5.15 demonstrates the hysteretic loop of the example system for both the 

frequency domain technique and the time domain technique. It is noticed that the 

results match very well.

Comparison of hysteretic force

Figure 5.15 Hysteretic loop of SDOF system obtained from two methods
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5.6 MDOF system with harmonic excitation

This section extends the SDOF system analyses to MDOF structures modeled with 

complex viscous damping. The frequency domain method and time domain method 

are all discussed for MDOF system.

A linear multi-degree-of-freedom dynamic system is considered. The equations of 

motion of their n generalised coordinates x(/) should be presented correctly in the 

frequency domain through the following expression 

MXO'ffl) + CX(jof) + KX(yffl) = W (jco) (5.43)

Where M, C and K are the mass, whole complex viscous damping and stiffness 

matrices, and the system is subject to a generalised forces 'W(ja>). Especially we

should pay attention that the damping matrix C is expressed in the frequency 

domain and includes the sgn function in its imaginary part for the realistic 

requirement (3.26)-(3.29).

When the FFT technique is applied, the displacement responses in frequency domain 

can be obtained in the following form, which is similar to the case of the SDOF 

system.

X(y'iy) = a(<y)WOru) (5.44)

in which, W (jco) is the Fourier transform of the excitation. And a(co) is the 

frequency response function.

a(ro) = [ - a 2 M + jeoC + K]"1 (5.45)

And the corresponding time domain expression of the equation (5.43) will be written 

in the form

Mx(t) + Re[C]x(/) + Im[C]x(/) + Kx(t) -  w (0 (5.46)
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in which, i ( 0  is the Hilbert transform of x (0 . This equation can be changed in the 

following form.

M x(0 + Re[C]x(0 + Kx(t) = w (0  -  Im[C]i(t) (5-47)

Similarly to the case of the SDOF system, the time-step iterative procedure can be 

carried out to calculate the response result of the MDOF system.

Here, it is found the equation (5.46) is not expressed in the uncoupled form with 

respect to the modal coordinates since in many cases the complex viscous dampings 

are not the proportional dampings and it is difficult to get the uncoupled equations 

shown as in (5.22) for the system with the complex viscous damping. In addition it is 

more straightforward to calculate the time domain response through the equation 

(5.46) because the response is obtained through a numerical method.

As an example, we are considering a MDOF system as shown in Figure 5.16.

X

Figure 5.16 Complex viscous damped MDOF system

In this system, two complex-viscous type dampers are considered.

Cj (jo)) = cml[l + j y l sgn(<»)] , c2 (jco) = cm2 [1 + j y 2 sgn(<y)] (5.48 a,b)

in which, cm and y  are defined through equation (3.1)

And we chose
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mi = 1 kg, m2 =2 kg, kx = 4n 1 N/m, k2 = I n 1 N/m 

cml = 3 Ns/m, cm2 = 4 Ns/m, yx = 0.7, y2 = 0.4 

and the sine load w(t) is applied on the mass ml as shown in Figure 5.13.

Thus the dynamic equation in the frequency domain can be written in the form as

mx 0 *1 O'®)' +
~C l+ C 2 ~ C2~ ~X¿jco)

0 m2 X 2{jco) _ C2 C2 . X 2{jco)

kx+k2 -*2 X x (ja>) W { jo )

_ k2 k2 _ X 2(jco) 0
(5.50)

Here, Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show the time response of this MDOF system by 

using the Fourier transform method (solid line) and Iterative method (dash line). From 

these figures, it is noticed that the two results are in exact agreement, and the 

non-causal behaviour exists in both set of results as shown in circle part that is

zoomed in view.
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Harmonic response of complex damped MDOF system - ml

Figure 5.17 Harmonic response of ml

Harmonic response of complex damped MDOF system - m2

Figure 5.18 Harmonic response of m2
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5.7 Extension to nonlinear structures

Based on the discussion above, it is believable that the iterative technique is also 

suitable for the nonlinear structure with complex viscous damping. In order to 

illustrate this consider the follow SDOF system with complex viscous damping:

x(t) + 2f m(° n x (0  + x(t) + (o2n[1 + ax2(t)]x{t) = w(t) (5.51)
v i + i ^ 2 V1 + ^ 2

It is noticed that the elastic resistance of the structure consists of a linear spring and a 

cubic hardening. Since this model is nonlinear, the solution cannot be obtained by 

direct frequency domain technique. And the direct integration of the equation of 

motion cannot be used. However, the results can be computed by the step-by-step 

time domain iterative method.

As done in above linear SDOF system, the equation (5.51) can be changed to the 

following form

m  + m  + co2[l + ax2 (t)]x(t) = w(0  -  i ( 0  (5.52)
Vi + v  V1 + ^

Thus, the solution can be obtained by solving the following series of equations:

jc(n+i) (0 + 2f mC°n x(n+1) (/) + co2n (1 + «[*(”+1) (012 }̂ ("+1) (0 = w(0 -  x (n) (0
Vl + y/2 V1 + ^ 2

(5.53)

Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 show the response of this nonlinear structure subjected to 

the same triangle excitation previously considered in figure 5.3. The parameters of the 

system was selected as: con = 2n  rad / s , ^  = 0.75, and
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Transient response of nonlinear system - first iteration step

5.19 Response calculation results of nonlinear system after first iteration step

Transient response of nonlinear system - sixth iteration step

Figure 5.20 Response calculation results of nonlinear system after six iteration steps
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Transient response of nonlinear system - sixth iteration step

Figure 5.21 Harmonic response of nonlinear system 

Hysteretic force plot

Figure 5.22 Hysteretic loop of nonlinear SDOF system
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= 0 .40 , and a -  2 x l 0 3 1/m2. The Figure 5.19 presents the response after first

iteration without non-causal behaviour. The Figure 5.20 shows the result after six 

iterations. Since no significant change in the response exists when n > 6, Convergence 

is achieved. It is found that non-causal behaviour appears as in the case of the linear 

system.

Figure 5.21 demonstrates the response of this nonlinear system under the harmonic 

excitation as shown in the Figure 5.13. And Figure 5.22 presents the hysteretic loops 

of the nonlinear system under this harmonic movement.

It is also worth mentioned that although only the SDOF nonlinear structure with the 

complex viscous damping was discussed here, the extension of MDOF models is 

acceptable. Furthermore, the proposed iterative technique can be applied in both 

linear and nonlinear structures containing complex viscous damping.

5.8 Closure

The concept of complex viscous damping model was addressed both in frequency 

domain and time domain. Consequently, the time history responses for vibration of 

complex viscous damping systems have been calculated in this chapter. Two 

techniques, the FFT method and the iterative technique using Hilbert transform were 

utilized in the analyses. The excellent coincidence of computation results through FFT 

technique and iterative technique provides a reasonable validity of these methods as 

well.

The FFT method makes use of the mathematical relation between input signal and 

transfer function, while the Hilbert transform replaces the complex valued coefficients
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in the differential equation model. The Hilbert transform gives a correct time domain 

expression for the concept of complex viscous damping. Because of integration 

from -  oo < t < oo, the past and future o f the signal are required to compute the Hilbert 

transform of the signal at the present time.

The FFT technique is faster than the iterative technique and has no convergence 

restriction. However, it can become very difficult and complicated in the case of 

nonlinear problems. In contrast, the iterative technique can be used in both linear and 

nonlinear situations. But it has been demonstrated that for the iterative technique, the 

convergence condition \y/\<\ is required.

The complex viscous damping model results in the non-causal phenomena, which is 

demonstrated in the response analyses using both frequency domain method and time 

domain method. The major source of non-causal behaviour is that the damping 

properties are approximately mathematical modeled in the case of utilization of 

complex modulus. When this complex damping model is utilized, not only the past 

output response but also the future response all affect the response at the present time.

However it is important to remember that the complex magnetic damping model must 

be defined in the frequency domain or limited to the transient work to periodic 

harmonic excitation. The technique discussed in this chapter is applied to calculate the 

arbitrary response of the system because it can obtain reasonable response result 

although non-causal exists.
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Chapter 6

Local Modifications with Complex Viscous Damping

In engineering applications, the analytical investigations are commonly needed to 

determine the dynamic effect o f a change in a particular system component on the 

natural frequency and modes of vibration. These problems are often associated with 

the addition of a local damper or the cross connection of a damper between two 

components. This chapter is intended to find the changes of eigenvalue and 

eigenvector caused by the local damping modification to the original dynamical 

system. Pomazal and Snyder [41] developed a procedure for determining the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a system resulting from the change in the stiffness of 

a linear spring. Following their work, the original work of this chapter is developing 

the characteristic equation of the system modified by an added damper and deriving 

an approximate method to solve the new characteristic equation for the small 

modification and when the original eigenvalues of the system are sufficiently 

separated. The work also calculated the sensitivities of new eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors of the modified system with respect to the damping coefficient. The 

restriction to symmetric positive system is indicated. In additional the system is not 

defective.
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6.1 Eigenvalue problem of the modified system

Generally, dynamical equation of the original linear viscous damping system with 

n degree of freedoms can be written as

Mx + Cx + Kx = f (6.1)

in which, M , C and K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the original 

system, f  is the external force. Its eigenvalue problem can be solved by a state space 

characteristic equation associated with a 2 n degree of freedoms system.

(wA + D)O = 0 (6.2)

in which,

"C M '
A =

M 0

K 0
D =

0 - M

(6.3)

(6.4)

and u and O  is the eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector column vector of 

the original system. Thus the complete solution of equation (6.2) consists of 2n 

eignevalues ( w, , u2 , ..., u2n ) and a 2 n x 2 n eigenvector matrix

[* ] = [* „  The eigenvector matrix [O] satisfies the orthogonal

conditions providing that [<D] spans the 2 n x 2 n space of the system and is not 

defective.

[<t>fA[0>] = A* = diag[ct1, a2, ..., a2n,] (6.5)

[ 0 f D [ 0 ]  = D *=J/ag[i/1, d2, ..., d 2 „,] (6.6)

where,

ur = {r = 1 , 2 .....2 n ) (6.7)
«r

When the vibration system considered to be modified locally by introducing a 

damping, the equation (6.1) is to be modified by a change in the damping matrix. This
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change can be typically expressed in the form of an additional matrix of c'q’q as 

following.

Mx + Cx + c*qr qx + Kx = f  (6-8)

where c* is the damping coefficient of the added damper. For linear viscous 

damping, this factor is a real number of the viscous damping coefficient. And for the 

complex viscous damping case, it is a complex value factor as,

c = c m[l + ;>sgn(o)] (6-9)

from the definition (3.1) considering the realistic requirement (3.26)-(3.29), in which,

r  = (6.10)

q is a lx «  row vector indicating the location of the modification. It shows different

forms for the different modification ways as shown in Figure 6.1.

j?th Dof

P o in t m odification

i-th Dof

T —
<?th Dof

u —
¿ z f -

C ro ss m odification

Figure 6.1 System modification plot

For the case of point modification,

q = [0, ..., 0 ,1 ,0 , ...,0 ] (6.11)

In which the unit one is at the position where the damper is added.

For the case of cross modification,

q = [0, . . . ,0 ,1 ,0 , ..., 0,-1, 0, ...,0 ] (6.12)

In which, the positive one and negative one are located on the two degree of freedoms, 

which are connected by the additional damper.
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And thus in the 2n space, the eigenvalue problem of the modified system has the 

following form

(AA + D + ^ * Q r Q)Y = 0 (6.13)

where, the modified eigenvalue is represented by /l and its corresponding 

eigenvector column vector is Y . Besides the modification position vector is changed 

by

Q=[q> olxj  (6.14)

If we assume that B = A + c*QrQ , the solution of the modified eigenvalue

characteristic equation (6.13) can be obtained by the same procedure that is used to 

calculate the eigenvalue of the original system. However, considering the orthogonal 

property of the original eigenvector matrix, the modified eigenvalue equation can be 

expressed in one simple form.

In order to demonstrate this simplification, let’s transform the equation (6.13) by 

replacing

Y = [0 ]Z  (6.15)

in which Z is the column of original eigenvector participation factors. And then 

premultiplying the result by [4>]r to obtain

(AA + D + Ac ' Y tX )Z  = 0 (6.16)

where

V = Q [0] (6.17)

Equation (6.16) can uncoupled and the arbitrary rth equation may be written as

(Aar +dr)zr + A c \ ^ v kzk = 0 (6.18)
k=  1

in which, r=l, 2 ,..., 2 n. zr is the rth element of the vector Z , vr and vk are the
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rth and &th element of the row vector V respectively. For non zero vr , we have 

(Aa1 +dl)zl _ (Aa2 "*"̂ 2)̂ 2 _ __ (^2» ^in)z2n _ v z (6 19)
y2 n k=1

which may be simplified as, 

(Aak +dk)zk _ (Aar +dr)zr
(6 .20)

Substituting equation (6.20) into equation (6.18), the calculation results in the 

following equation

2 n  , .2

i + ^ * y — ^ — = o
t i ( A a k +dk)

which may be rewritten as,

(6.21)

2/i
= 0

1 «*(*-»*) 

as defined in equation (6.7).

(6.22)

Thus, equation (6.21) or (6.22) is the characteristic equation of the modified system 

because its 2n roots A j(j= l,  2,..., 2n.) are the eigenvalues of the modified system.

For each eigenvalue A j , its corresponding eigenvector column may be obtained

through multiplying the original eigenvector matrix with the corresponding vector 

Z j ,  which is generated from equation (6.20). That is

Y j= \0 ] Z j  (6.23)

The each element zk] of this vector can be written as

Zj, =
vk(Ajar +dr)

z „

kj Vr(Ajaic +dk) rJ

or

V k ° r  ( À J - U r )  _  

V r ° k  ( A j - U t )  ^

(6.24)

(6.25)
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From equation (6.24) and (6.25), it is found that the vector Zy is also made up of 

scaled numbers. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that r = j  and zrJ = z n = 1. 

Thus equation (6.24) and (6.25) can be simplified to be

Zu = v M jü j+ d j )
V j i À j ü k  + d k )

(6.26)

or

Zu =
_ vkaj (¿ j -U j)

V j d k  (Aj - u k)
(6.27)

The most significant feature of this modification method is that the modified system 

characteristic equation may be expressed from the known eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors of the original system. And then the modified eigenvalues, that is the 

roots of the new characteristic equation, can be easily obtained by numerical methods. 

However, the reader should be aware that both the original system matrix and the 

modification matrix are required to be real symmetric and positive and the original 

system characterized by distinct eigenvalues.

6.2 Numerical example for point modification

In order to demonstrate the use of the modification procedure numerical examples are 

considered here. The original system is selected as a mass-spring-damper in-line 

system with three degree of freedom as shown in Figure 6.2. The physical parameters 

and dynamical characteristics are listed in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 respectively.

Figure 6.2 Unmodified example in-line system
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Table 6-1 Original example system parameters

Mass (kg)
Spring stiffness 

(N/m)
Damping coefficient 

(Ns/m)
m l=0.1 kl=300
m2=0.2 k2=700 c2=0.3
m3=0.1 k3=1000

k4=600

Table 6-2 Original example system dynamical characteristics

Natural frequencies 
(rad/s)

Eigenvalues

l 4 .3795e+001
- 8 . 2590e-0Q3 
- 8 . 2590e-003

-  4 .3795e+001i 
+ 4 .3795e+001i

2 1 .0803e+002
- 1 . 6261e+000 
- 1 . 6261e+000

-  1 .0802e+002 i  
+ 1 .0802e+002i

3 1 .4459e+002
- 6 . 1568e-001 
- 6 . 1568e-001

- 1.4459e+002 i  
+ 1 .4459e+002 i

Considering the point modification o f an additional damping attached to m3 as shown 

in Figure 6.3, the modification location vector should be set as q = [0, 0, 1]. And then 

we calculate the modified eigenvalues and eigenvectors for two damping cases.

k1 ____  k2 _____  k3 ____  k4

A A M r - - A A M — A A A A
ml

— h— )—
m2 m3

) ) ) i  )
c2

} !  } f  } T 7 ” 1/ / / / / /
/  c*

/ / / / / /

Figure 6.3 Point modified system

For linear viscous damping c = 0.2Ns/ m , substituting the damping coefficient into 

the modified characteristic equation (6.22) and solving this equation gave the 

modified eigenvalues directly.
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For the complex viscous damping defined in equation (6.9) with cm = 0 2 N sl  m and 

y  = -3 .0  . It should be noticed that this factor in examples is chosen as an exaggerated 

case in order to show clearly the eigenvalue and eigenvector difference caused by 

complex viscous damping. However for reasons of reality the factor y  has to be in

some limitated range. We have to firstly solve the new characteristic equation (6.22) 

for +co and - to  respectively and then select the corresponding eigenvalues, the 

sign of whose imaginary part are same as the sign of the co since 

c = c j l  + j y  sgn(iu)] = cm[l + j y  sgn[Im(l)]] (6.28)

This calculation procedure will obtain the exact conjugate complex eigenvalue 

couples, which satisfy the realistic requirements (3.26)-(3.29). The new eigenvalues 

results are listed in Table 6-3.

Table 6-3 Point modified eigenvalues

Eigenvalues

Linear viscous damping

-1 .632 le-OOl - 4 .3795e+001i 
-1 .6 3 2 le-OOl +4.3795e+001i 
- 1 .8384e+000 - 1 .0800e+002i 
- 1 .8384e+000 +1.0800e+002i 
- 1 .2484e+000 - 1 .4460e+002i 
- 1 .2484e+000 +1.4460e+002i

Complex viscous damping

- 1 .5987e-001 - 4 .4256e+001i 
- 1 .5987e-001 +4.4256e+001i 
- 1 .8870e+000 - 1 .0862e+002i 
- 1 .8870e+000 +1.0862e+002i 
- 1 .2301e+000 - 1 .4657e+002 i 
- 1 .2301e+000 +1.4657e+002 i

It is found that for both cases of linear viscous damping modification and the complex 

viscous damping modification, the modified eigenvalues still appear in the conjugated 

couple form, which leads to the symmetric negative and positive resonance 

frequencies. In Table 6-4, the modified eigenvectors corresponding to the first two 

eigenvalues are listed for both linear viscous damping and complex viscous damping
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modifications respectively. They are also in the conjugate complex form.

Table 6-4 Point modified eigenvectors corresponding to first two eigenvalues

Linear
viscous
damping

l stcolumn
_________ eigenvector_______

- 3 .4576e-004 - 1 .9443e-002i 
- 3 .0309e-004 - 2 .2448e-002i 
-1.322 6e-004 - 1 .5942e-002i 
- 8 .5143e-001 +1.8316e-002i 
- 9 .8306e-001 + 1 .6938e-002i 
- 6 .9816e-001 +8.3942e-003i

Complex
viscous
damping

- 1 .3418e-002 +6.2568e-003i 
- 1 .5444e-002 + 7 .1222e-003 i 
-1.082 le-002 +4.92 13e-003 i 

2 .7905e-001 +5.9283e-001i 
3 .1767e-001 +6.8233e-001i 
2 .1953e-001 +4.7809e-001i

2 column
________ eigenvector________

-3.457 6e-004 +1.9443e-002i 
- 3 .0309e-0G4 +2.2448e-002i 
-1.322 6e-004 +1.5942e-002i 
- 8 .5143e-001-1 .8 3 16e-002i 
- 9 .8306e-001- 1 . 6938e-002i 
- 6 .9816e-001- 8 .3942e-003i

- 1 .3418e-002- 6 .2568e-003i 
- 1 .5444e-002- 7 . 1222e-Q03i 
-1.082 le-002 -4.92 13e-003 i  

2 .7905e-001- 5 .9283e-001i 
3 .1767e-001 - 6 .8233e-001i 
2 .1953e-001- 4 .7809e-001i

6.3 Numerical examples for cross modification

For the case of cross modification with an additional damping between m2 and m2 as 

shown in Figure 6.4, the modification location vector should be changed to q = [0, 1,

-1].

k1 k2 k3

/  /  /

k4

A A A N - -A A A /V - -A A A /v -
ml

— 3Z D ------
c2

m2

} J
— /  c*

m3

■J J /  /  /

Figure 6.4 Cross modified system
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And then we also consider the above two damping cases for linear viscous damping 

c = Q2Ns/m  and complex viscous damping in equation (6.9) with cm = 0.2Ns/ m

and y  = -3.0 respectively. The modified eigenvalues and eigenvector corresponding 

to the first two eigenvalues can be obtained and shown in Table 6-5 and Table 6-6.

Table 6-5 Cross modified eigenvalues

Eigenvalues

Linear viscous damping

- 3 .4077e-002 - 4 .3795e+001i 
- 3 .4077e-002 +4.3795e+001i 
- 1 . 6935e+000 - 1 .0801e+002i 
- 1 . 6935e+000 +1.0801e+002i 
- 2 .0224e+000 - 1 .4459e+002i 
- 2 .0224e+000 +1.4459e+002i

Complex viscous damping

- 3 .2954e-002 - 4 .3871e+001i 
- 3 .2954e-002 +4.3871e+001i 
- 1 .7235e+000 - 1 .0819e+002i 
- 1 .7235e+000 +1.0819e+002i 
- 2 .0486e+000 - 1 .4890e+002i 
- 2 .0486e+000 +1.4890e+002i
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Table 6-6 Cross modified eigenvectors corresponding to first two eigenvalues

1st column

Linear
viscous
damping

_________eigenvector_______

3 .0323e-004+1.9515e-002 i  
2 .8516e-004+2.2531e-002i 
2 .4652e-004 + 1 .6000e-002 i 
8 .5464e-001- 1 .3945e-002 i 
9.8674e-0G l-1.3256e-002i 
7 .0070e-001- 1 . 1341e-002 i

Complex
viscous
damping

-3.723 6e-003 + 1 .6010e-002i 
- 4 .3483e-003 +1.8457e-002i 
- 3 .0776e-003 +1.3219e-002 i 

7.0251e-001+l.6283e-001i 
8 .0985e-001+1.9015e-001i 
5 .8004e-001+1.3458e-001i

2 column
_______ eigenvector_________

3 .0323e-004- 1 .9515e-002 i 
2 .8516e-004-2 .2 5 3 le-002 i 
2 .4652e-004- 1 . 6000e-002 i 
8 .5464e-001 +1.3945e-002 i 
9.8674e-001+1.3256e-002i 
7 .0070e-Q01 + 1 .1341e-002 i

-3.723 6e-003- 1 . 6010e-002i 
- 4 .3483e-003- 1 .8457e-002i 
- 3 .0776e-003-1 .3 2 19e-002i 

7 .0251e-001-l.6283e-001i 
8 .0985e-001- 1 .9015e-001i 
5 .8004e-001- 1 .3458e-001i

6.4 Approximate results of the modified characteristic equation

The value o f the modified characteristic equation is that the root, that is, the modified 

eigenvalue, may be obtained by a numerical method. However under some particular 

conditions, an approximate result o f this new characteristic equation can be calculated 

directly. When the original eigenvalues o f the system are sufficiently separated and 

the modification is small, the jth  modified eigenvalue X; can be straightforwardly

written by the sum of the y'th original eigenvalue Uj and a small change s} as the 

following.

Aj = uj + £ j (6.29)

A substitution o f it into the modified characteristic equation (6.22) yields 

— + V —  K +g;_L_ = o (6.30)
c *  * ~ t a k  ( U j + S j - u , )

That is
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1 , v? ( « ;+ g j)  , y v t2' 0 * j+ej )  _q
c‘ CljEj ak (Uj + £ j-U k)

k * J

Thus, for the some change S j , it can be simplified as

=  0
i v;M ^

— + — + z -
V 2k U j

c* aJs] k=1 ak(Uj - u k)
k * j

And then, a reasonable value of change Sj may be obtained

1v2uj j
a ,

1 A2” vl uj
c ak(Uj - u k)

k * j

(6.31)

(6.32)

(6.33)

It should be noticed that when complex viscous damping modification is considered, 

the calculation have to be carried out for for +a> and -co  respectively and then the 

corresponding eigenvalues are chosen to make sure that the imaginary parts of the 

eigenalues and co has the same sign in order to satisfy the realistic requirement 

(3.26)-(3.29).

Considering the examples in section 6.2 and section 6.3, Table 6-7 lists the 

approximate modified eigenvalues results. It can be seen that the approximate results 

of the modified eigenvalues listed in Table 6-7 is very close to the exact numerical 

results listed in Table 6-3 and Table 6-5.
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Table 6-7 Approximate results of modified eigenvalues

Point modification Cross modification

Linear
viscous
damping

- 1 . 6320e-001 -4.3796e+001i 
- 1 . 6320e-001 +4.3796e+001i 
- 1 .8385e+000 - 1 .0800e+002 i 
- 1 .8385e+000 +1.080De+002i 
- 1 .2482e+000 - 1 .4461e+002i 
- 1 .2482e+0D0 +1.4461e+002i

- 3 .4076e-002 - 4 .3795e+001i 
- 3 .4076e-002 +4.3795e+001i 
- 1 .6935e+000 - 1 .0801e+002i 
- 1 . 6935e+000 +1.0801e+002i 
- 2 .Ü220e+000 - 1 .4461e+002i 
- 2 .0220e+000 +1.4461e+002i

Complex
viscous
damping

- 1 .5682e-001 - 4 .4252e+001i 
- 1 .S682e-001 +4.4252e+001i 
- 1 .8848e+000 - 1 .0862e+002i 
- 1 .8848e+000 +1.0862e+002i 
-1 .2 159e+D00 - 1 .4654e+002i 
-1 .2 159e+000 +1.4654e+002i

- 3 .2872e-002 - 4 .3871e+001i 
- 3 .2872e-002 +4.3871e+001i 
-1.7233e+000 - 1 .0819e+002i 
- 1 .7233e+000 +1.0819e+002 i 
- 1 .9708e+000 - 1 .4879e+002i 
- 1 .9708e+000 +1.4879e+002i

6.5 Sensitivities of the eigenvalue and eigenvector

According to the modified characteristic equation (6.21), let’s consider its derivative 

with respect to the damping parameter c . Thus, it is obtained as

dA 2nU s i  * i

2 /
2 n v. - v f a 0• + A c ' ^ Y - (6.34)

d c ~  w  (Aak +dk) ' " t i ( A a k +dk) "  dc (Aak +dk)2 

After some mathematical operations, the derivative of the modified eigenvalue with 

respect to the added damping coefficient may be written as,

dA
dc

2 n

1 !r= 1-}(Aak +dk) 
*  v2J*

(6.35)

*=i + ^ )

Substituting equation (6.21) into equation (6.35) one then obtains the sensitivity of 

modified eigenvalue to the added damping.

dA
dc

1
2« v2rl

( 0 % ,  o
k=1 ( ^ i  +  d k  )

(6.36)

I

or
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dA_
dc* 2 n

( 0 2£ ak(A uk)

(6.37)

Consequently, the derivative of the yth vector Z y. to the added damping coefficient 

may be calculated through equation (6.26) or (6.27). 

dZkj vk (dkaj ~ d jak) dAj (6.38)
dc* Vj (Aj.ak +dk)2 dc*

or

dzg ... vkaj (M j-uk) 
dc* VjOk ( A j - u k)2 dc*

(6.39)

and thus, the sensitivity of the yth modified eigenvector to the added damping can be 

obtained through the following equation

ay,. a z ,
dc dc*

(6.40)

It also should be noticed that the sensitivities of both the modified eigenvalue and 

modified eigenvector with respect to the added damping coefficient can be obtained 

through the known original eigenvalue and eigenvectors. As an example, the above 

modified system in section 6.2 and 6.3 is considered to investigate its sensitivity 

effects.
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Table 6-8 Sensitivities moduli of modified eigenvalue to additional damping

Point modification Cross modification

Linear viscous 
damping

7 . 7 4 8 0 e - 0 0 1  
7 . 7 4 8 0 e - 0 0 1  
1 . 0 6 6 2 e + 0 0 0  
1 . 0 6 6 2 e + 0 0 0  
3 . 1 6 2 5 e + 0 0 0  
3 . 1 6 2 5 e + 0 0 0

1 . 2 9 0 9 e - 0 0 1  
1 . 2 9 0 9 e - 0 0 1  
3 . 4 3 7 7 e - 0 0 1  
3 . 4 3 7 7 e - 0 0 1  
7 . 0 3 1 6 e + 0 0 0  
7 . 0 3 1 6 e + 0 0 0

Complex
viscous
damping

7 . 6 0 2  6 e - 0 0 1
7 . 6 0 2  6 e - 0 0 1  
9 . 9 9 9 9 e - 0 0 1  
9 . 9 9 9 9 e - 0 0 1  
3 . 3 7 5 0 e + 0 0 0  
3 . 3 7 5 0 e + 0 0 0

1 . 2 3 9 6 e - 0 0 1  
1 . 2 3 9 6 e - 0 0 1  
2 . 8 5 7 3 e - 0 0 1  
2 . 8 5 7 3 e - 0 0 1  
7 . 3 3 5 0 e + 0 0 0  
7 . 3 3 5 0 e + 0 0 0

Table 6-8 lists the sensitivity moduli of modified eigenvalue to the added damping 

coefficient. The sensitivity absolute values of the eigenvalues in one conjugated 

couple are same. It is clear that a large sensitivity modulus implies a large eigenvalue 

change caused by added damping. For example, in the case of linear viscous damping 

point modification, the sensitivities of the 5th and 6th eigenvalues has the largest 

moduli, which means the added damping will change these two eigenvalues more 

than the other eigenvalues.

Table 6-9 and Table 6-10 list the sensitivity moduli of the modified eigenvector with 

respect to the added damping for point modification and cross modification 

respectively. As discussed above, the larger sensitivity modulus means the large 

eigenvctor changes caused by the added damping. For example, as illustrated in the 

Table 6-9, the added linear viscous damping will induce the largest change for the 

eigenvectors at the third degree of freedom corresponding to the first two eigenvalues.
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6.6 Closure

When a damping local modification is considered to the original system, the new 

eigenvalue and eigenvector may be expressed the known original eigenvalue and 

eigenvectors. Once the new characteristic equation is obtained, the new eigenvalue, 

that is the roots of the characteristic equation, would be calculated easily by a 

numerical method. The approximate results of the modified eigenvalues may be 

obtained when the modification is small and the original eigenvalues are separated 

enough.

Two modification cases including point modification and cross modification are 

discussed here. These two modifications will not change the derivation procedure of 

the new characteristic equation for the modified system by considering the different 

modification location indicator vector.

For the complex viscous damping modification, we have to firstly solve the new 

characteristic equation for + co and -  co respectively since the function sgn in the 

complex viscous damping coefficient. And then the corresponding eigenvalues can be 

selected so that the imaginary part of the correct eigenvalue and the co in the sgn 

function have the same sign. Thus the calculation results satisfy the realistic 

requirement, which means that the eigenvalues appears in the conjugated complex 

couple form.

Consequently, the sensitivities of the modified eigenvalue and eigenvector with 

respect to the added damping coefficient are investigated. These sensitivities can help 

us to determine the level of the eigenvalue and eigenvector changes caused by the 

added damping.

Finally, it should be noticed that the derivation procedure in this chapter has to satisfy
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the restriction to symmetric positive system and the system is non defective.
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Chapter 7

Inverse Problem Applications with Complex Viscous 
Damping

It is well known that the physical properties of a system, that is the mass, stiffness and 

damping determine its dynamical characteristics such as natural frequency, mode 

shape and frequency response function. Thus structural modification is commonly 

used to obtain some desired dynamic behaviours of the system through the changing 

of mass, stiffness and damping. There are two main structural modification 

procedures. The forward modification procedure evaluates the modified dynamical 

behaviours by using the known physical parameter changes. Meanwhile, the inverse 

problem of the structural modification is aimed to determined the modified mass, 

stiffness and damping through the pre-described dynamic behaviours. Most structural 

modifications need the addition or removal of mass and stiffness [48, 109]. But 

complex viscous damping modification may be applied in some particular engineering 

case that the system mass is not required to be changed since its imaginary part will 

cause a stiffness phantom effect besides its viscous type effect.

7.1 Dynamic stiffness of the modified system

The dynamic motion equation of original system may be written as,

Mx + Cx + Kx = f  (7.1)

where x is the displacement vector, M , C , K  and f  are the mass matrix, damping 

matrix, stiffness matrix and external force vector respectively. Equation (7.1) may

be expressed in full in the frequency domain, x = Xemt, as,
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BX = F C7-2)

in which, B = -co2 M + jo)C + K  . F is the force magnitude in frequency domain.

When a mass, a grounded spring or an undamped mass-spring absorber is attached to 

the nth coordinate, as illustrated in Figure 1, then a modified equation of motion may 

be written without the need for an additional coordinate in the form,

BX = F -A BX  07-3)

where X is the modified system displacement vector.

nth DOF nth DOF

rr>„ i Ì / } /  TT 
Point ModificationMass-Spring Absorber

Figure 7.1 System modification

bx{co)
0

AB =
br(co)

(7.4)

is in general a diagonal matrix with non-zero terms at the absorber attachment 

coordinates. Those non-zeros elements ¿>r(cy) are frequency factors related to the 

absorber and are called as absorber dynamic stiffness.

In the case of an absorber connection, this term may be written as [48],

-co2ma +ka

in which, ma and ka are absorber mass and spring stiffness coefficients. 

And in the mass-spring point modification, bn(co) should be written as, 

bn{o}) = -m 2ma + ka

(7.5)

(7.6)
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7.2 Modified system receptance

By using equation (7.3), the modified receptance can be expressed as

H = (l + HAB)_1H (7.7)

where, H = B-1 is the receptance matrix of the original system, and H denotes the 

modified receptance.

If  r < n absorbers are considered, let A  be the integer set denoting the attachment 

coordinates.

A  = {a,-: / = l,2,...,r} (7.8)

Thus, since only selected diagonal elements of the modified matrix are non-zero, AB 

may be rewritten as

AB = UVr (7.9)

in which,

U = [è1ea],è2ea2-" ,è reaJ  

V = [eai,ea2---,ea ]

(7.10)

(7.11)

and ea is the a\h vector column of the n x n  identity matrix.

By using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [37] the receptance matrix of the 

modified system is found to be given by,

H = [I-H U (I  + VrHU)_1V r ]H (7.12)

Rearranging equation (7.12) leads to,

H = H -  HU(I + VrHU)-1 Vr H (7.13)

and hence, for arbitrary pqth element,

hpq ~ (7.14)

Then,

hpq = e£H e9 -  epHU(I + V r HU)-1 V r He? (7.15)

We now define the following matrices,
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D =
b2

(7.16)

- *,J

P \bp,a\’bpta2<' K,ar f (7.17)

Q — [^ iJ i ,q ’ ha2 ,q ’ * ' ¡ba frJ1 (7.18)

, a 2 • • •  \ , a .

^ 2 , a, ^ fl2 . a 2 ” • K  aa 2 ’a r

b a r ,a t b a r ,a  2 -  K +

so that the following expressions are obtained, 

e /H U  = prD 

VrHU = GD 

V rHe? =q

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

Consequently, the receptance for modified system with r absorbers is rewritten as, 

hp q =hpq- v r THl + G T > r \  (7-23)

or,

V = ^ - p r (D -1+ G )-1q

where the inverse ofD is, 

Ì/Ò j

D"1 =
\!b .

Mb.

(7.24)

(7.25)

It is found that the original nxrt matrix computation is condensed to the 

r x r  matrix computation expressed in equation (25). In general, since only a small 

number of absorbers are considered the computation is considerably reduced. 

Furthermore, equation (25) shows only the original receptances at the coordinates of 

absorber attachments (al,a 2, ..., ar) and the receptance coordinates (p, q) are 

needed to determine the modified-system receptances. This is very significant result 

for the practical application of the method to large-scale systems.
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7.3 Complex viscous damping point modification

When the system is connected to the complex viscous damping absorber or point 

modifications, the dynamic stiffness in equation (7.5) and (7.6) can be easily 

expanded to be

b (a,) = ~ co m^ a + 7ft>(cm—Jce ) ] . for absorber modification (7.26)
" -o ) 2ma +[ka + ja>(cm-  jc e)\

bn (¿o) = -co1ma + jco(cm -  j c e) + ka for point modification (7.27)

nth DOF nth DOF

Complex damping Complex damping
Mass-Spring Absorber Point Modification

Figure 7.2 System modification with complex viscous damping

If we don’t want to introduce the mass change to the original system, the only point 

modification with complex viscous damping cm(l + jy )  and spring stiffness ka are 

considered. In this case the dynamic stiffness is written as 

bn(o)) = jeocm(l + jy )  + ka (7-28)

in which, y  is defined as previous,

It should be noticed that the sign function sgn is not included in the equation (7.28) 

since the problem is studied in the positive frequency range and then only positive 

values of Im(/l) are considered. In this case, sgn(cu) = 1.

Also for the sake of simplicity, one complex viscous damping modification is 

considered in the work. Thus the modified receptance equation can be simplified as
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the following through the equation (7.23).

h =h - bhp’°h^
pq pq 1 + bh„

(7.30)

where, the absorber is connected to the ath degree of freedom of the original system.

In order to illustrate clearly assignment work, a simple cantilever beam was 

considered as an example.

1 3 5 7 9

The beam’s material properties including length, section area, density, second inertia 

moment and elastic modulus are selected as I  = 0.5m , A = 9 x \ 0 ~5 m 2 , 

p  = 2700kg/m3, I  = 6 .75xl0_11m4 , E  = 5.186x\0 10Pa respectively. The first 

three natural frequencies are 8.496 Hz, 53.27 Hz and 149.61 Hz respectively.

7.4 Assignment of natural frequencies

Considering modified receptance equation (7.30), the poles of the modified system 

can be given by the characteristic equation, which is formed by setting the 

denominator of the equation (7.30) equal to zero. Then substituting the complex 

viscous damping dynamic stiffness equation (7.28) into this characteristic equation 

may obtain the modification equation as

l + [ jocm(l + j y )  + ka]haa = 0  (7.31)

It should be noticed that the function of the left side of equation (7.31) also produces a 

complex number. Thus in order to satisfy this modification equation, both real part
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and imaginary part of this function have to be equal to zero. However, it is shown that 

its imaginary part cocmha a cannot be zero unless cm -  0. And it is not acceptable.

Thus, the pole will happen when the modulus of the left side of equation (7.31) is 

minimal, which means the real part of the left side of equation (7.31) is equal to zero. 

So, we got the new modification equation as below 

l + (~a?cm+ ka)haa = 0  (7.32)

In order to assign a single natural frequency coi , just putting (o-(oi transforms the

equation (7.32) into an equation with cmy  and ka as,

. 1
K = a > i C mr  — (7.33)

K a ^ i )

Now fixing cm, y  and solving this equation may obtain the spring stiffness ka . It 

should be paid attention that cm and ka have to be positive. Thus the realistic

condition should be satisfied as,

1
cmr > (7.34)

Example 1: Now we consider the cantilever beam as shown in Figure 7.3 with a 

complex damping connected to the 5th DOF. It is assumed that a natural frequency is 

required to be assigned at 15 Hz. Considering complex viscous damping with 

cm =0.5 Ns/m and y = -0 .3 , and then inserting the original receptance h55 at 15

Hz h55( f  = \5Hz) = -1.0375xlO-3 m/N into the equation (7.33) obtain the spring 

stiffness ka =9.4975xlO2 N/m. Figure 7.4 demonstrates the frequency response 

function /zj,7 and hs,9 of the modified system in which the peak at frequency 15 

Hz indicates the presence of the desired natural frequency. In this figure, the dash line 

presents the original receptance while the solid line presents the modified receptance. 

Table 7-1 lists the new first three natural frequencies and first six eigenvalues of the 

modified system. And it can be seen that the first natural frequency is changed to be

15.001 Hz.
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Frequency [Hz]

Figure 7.4 The modified FRF for single natural frequency assignment
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Table 7-1 Modified first three natural frequencies and first six eigenvalues

Natural frequencies (Hz) Eigenvalues

- 1 . 3975e+000 - 9 . 4245e+001i
15.001 - 1 . 3975e+000 + 9 .4245e+001i

- 3 . 1294e+000 -3 .5 2 17e+002i
56.052 - 3 . 1294e+000 + 3.5217e+002i

- 1 . 9503e+0Q0 - 9 . 4445e+002i
150.31 - 1 . 9503e+000 + 9 .4445e+002i

If we want to assign two natural frequencies at same time, putting co-cox and 

(0 = 0)2 into equation (7.33) separately, and then solving the two equation together 

obtain two parameters ka and cmy  as the following,

cmr

K M * )
co2 - cox

1 1

Kai®)) K M )

CO2 - 0 ) x

(7.35)

Once the parameter cmy  is gotten, cm may be calculated by selecting an 

appropriate value of y . Likewise, the realistic-solutions requirement for ka > 0 has 

to be satisfied,

CO, CO,

KA 0  2 )  haA°>l )
for(co2 < cox) (7.36)

and

co, co,----- !----> ------ i----
K A a  2 )  hü.aM

for {co 2 >cox) (7.37)

Example 2: Considering the same system in Example 1, it is now assumed to assign 

two natural frequencies at 20 Hz and 60 Hz simultaneously. By using equation (7.35), 

we obtained

ka = 2.4618xlO3 N/mand cmy = 0.1789Ns/m,

And then fixing y = 0.3 will get cm = 0.5964 Ns/m
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Figure 7.5 demonstrates the frequency response function h ij  and /13 9 of the modified 

system in which two natural frequencies 20 Hz and 60 Hz are presented. In this figure, 

the dash line presents the original receptance while the solid line presents the 

modified receptance. It if found that two natural frequency appears at 20 Hz and 60 

Hz.

Figure 7.5 The modified FRF for two natural frequencies assignment

7.5 Assignment of an antiresonance

An antiresonance or zero will exist when the numerator of the equation (7.30) is equal 

to zeros. So, substituting the complex viscous damping dynamic stiffness equation
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(7.28) into the numerator of the equation (7.30) gives the following modification 

equation as

+ \ jo x m (1 + j y )  + ka ](AW Aa>B -  hp aha q ) = 0 (7.38)

Similarly, the left side of this equation presents a complex value number. However its 

imaginary part is equal lococm(hpqhaa - h pahaq) that is non-zero. Thus the zero

exists at the frequency where the real part of the left side of the equation (7.38) is 

equal to zero shown as the below.

hpq + \.-acmy  + ka](h haja - hp<aha<q) = 0 (7.39)

Thus, in order to assign a zero at frequency coj , just putting co = a>i transforms the 

equation (7.39) into an equation with ka and cmy  as,

M " / )  ______kn = cox y  —a i m i I (7.40)
[ h p ,a  (®I )K,q (&,) -  h „  (<y, )haa (a>,)]

Now fixing cm, y  and solving this equation may obtain the spring stiffness ka. It 

should be paid attention that cm and ka have to be positive. Thus the realistic 

condition should be satisfied as,

cmr >
a, ihp,a (V  )K,q (®, ) -  hM (a, )K,a (®, )]

(7.41)

Another interesting phenomena is that when p  = a or q = a , the item 

(hpftaa ~ h pahaq) = 0 • In these cases, the numerator of the modified receptance 

equation (7.30) becomes hn , which is no a zero unless hpq = 0. This means that in

these cases, the damping modification will not bring a new zero since its effect is 

eliminated by multiplied with a zero. On the other words, if we want to assign a zero 

for the receptance h through complex viscous damping modification, this damping

have to be connected to neither pth DOF nor gth DOF.

Example 3: Here we also consider the cantilever beam as shown in Figure 7.3 with a 

complex damping connected to the 5th DOF. And we want to assign an

antiresonance at 40 Hz for the receptance Inserting the original receptances at 40 

Hz \ 9 =-5.6450 xlO-4 m/N, h35 = 2.031 lx  10"4 m/N, h59 = -6.6350 x 10”4
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m/N, h55 =1.3099xlO-4 m/N and cm = 0.5 Ns/m and y = -0.3 into equation

(7.40) gives a value for the spring stiffness ka = 9.2437 x 103 N/m. Figure 7.6

illustrates the frequency response function hi,9 of the modified system in which a zero 

happens at frequency 40 Hz . In this figure, the dash line presents the original 

receptance while the solid line presents the modified receptance.

Figure 7.6 The modified FRF for a single antiresonance assignment

7.6 Assignment of a receptance at a single frequency

Based on the modified receptance equation (7.30), the dynamic stiffness can be easily 

obtained. And then the substituting equation (7.28) for complex viscous damping 

modification will give the modification equation as below.

j o x m(l + j r )  + ka
hp,aKq - K A hn  ~ hP^

(7.42)

For the sake of the assignment of the receptance at one frequency, putting co = col
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can transform the problem into an equation of unknown variables cmy  and ka .

However it also should be found that the left side of the equation (7.42) is a complex 

value while the right side of this equation is just a real value. So, in order to find 

appropriate value of parameters cm, y  and ka , the real part of the both sides of the 

equation (7.42) should be equal as shown in the following equation,

■ a ,cmr + K  =
[hPA ® ,) - h pq(a,)]

hp,a(oy)ha„(co,) - hata(cot) [ h (co,) - h (to, )]
(7.43)

Actually this calculation procedure is an optimization to found the suitable parameters 

c and y  that make functionm •

f  = j a c mQ + jr ) + K
h p , a K , q - K J h pq ~ h P q )

(7.44)

to be minimal. The above discussions about assignment of natural frequency and 

antiresonance can be understood similarly. Another reason is that we can select a 

small viscous damping coefficient that makes the imaginary part of the function (7.44) 

very small.

Therefore through the equation (7.43), we can fix a cmy  and calculate ka as,

k = co c y +a i mt
[A _(© ,)-A-(®,)]

{**. (®, )K ,q (®, ) -  K a  (®1 ) i K  (a, ) -  hm (©, )]}
(7.45)

And the realistic requirement should be satisfied,

> _ J _____________&„(*>,)-h„(<o,)]____________
CmY> a, {hp,a (co, )haq (co,) -  haa (co, )[hpq (co,) -  hpq (co,)]}

(7.46)

Example 4: Again we consider the same cantilever beam as shown in Figure 7.3 with 

a complex damping connected to the 5th DOF. And it is assumed to assign a new 

receptance ^  9 at 80 Hz, which is 0.2 times of the original receptance h3 9 Inserting

the original receptances at 80 Hz /jj9 =1.5907 xlO-4 m/N, 

h39 =0.2/j39 = 3.1813xlO”5m/N,/i35 = -1 .2258xlO“4m/N, h59 = 5.8209xlO"5m/N, 

h5 5 = -9.4280 x 10“5 m/N and complex viscous damping parameters cm =0.5 Ns/m
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and y  = -0.3 into equation (7.45) gives the spring stiffness ka = 2.6098 x 104N/m.

Figure 7.7 illustrates the frequency response function h},9 of the modified system. In 

this figure, the dash line presents the original receptance while the solid line presents 

the modified receptance. And the star presents the original receptance value at 

frequency 80 Hz. The cross “+” presents the aimed receptance value. The circle “o” 

presents the actual modified receptance value.

Figure7.7 Example 4 - assignment of one receptance at one frequency

Table 7-2 describes the details of the receptance modification. It can be seen that since 

the introducing of a damping, the modified receptance becomes a complex values. 

However, the real part of the new receptance is very close to the desired receptance 

value and the imaginary part of the new receptance is very small. Particularly, the 

modulus of modified receptance is same to the modulus of the aimed receptance. Thus 

it is reasonable to believe that the assignment of the receptance is successful.
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Table 7-2. Receptance values of h3i9 at frequency 80Hz

Receptance value Modulus of receptance

Original
Receptance 1.5907x10^ 1.5907x10^

Desired
Receptance 3.1813 x 10-5 3.1813 x 10-5

Modified
Receptance 3.1827xl0"5+ 8.3240xl0 '7i 3.1837x 10-5

Ratio
3̂,7 ! ̂ 3,7

0.2001 +0.0052Ì 0.2002

Example 5: For the same system, it is required to assign a new receptance h39 at 80 

Hz to be 1.3 of the original value h3,9, that is h39 = \3 h 3 9 = 2.0678x 10"4 m/N. The 

calculation result gives a result of the spring stiffness ka = 4.0262 x 103N/m with the 

complex viscous damping of cm = 0.5 Ns/m and y  = -0 .3 . Figure 7.8 demonstrates 

the original and modified receptance of h3)9. It is also found that the pre-described 

receptance value is assigned appropriately.

Figure7.8 Example 5 - assignment of one receptance at one frequency
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7.7 Closure

The chapter tries to investigate the possibility of structural modification with a 

complex viscous damping and a spring to assign some dynamic characteristics of the 

system such as natural frequency, antiresonance and receptance. The most important 

advantage of this modification is that it can achieve some assignments without leading 

to any mass change for original system. This special characteristic is totally different 

to the effect of general mass-spring point modification and mass-spring absorber. The 

connections of both them will cause the mass change to the original system.

The complex viscous damping can be used to assign some dynamic properties of the 

system since it introduces a phantom stiffness effect through it imaginary part besides 

its linear viscous type effect through its real part. The analyses results show that the 

natural frequency, antiresonance and receptance of the system can be appropriately 

assigned through the complex viscous damping modification. However, the 

assignment procedure has to satisfy the realistic requirement. That mans the spring 

stiffness ka and viscous damping coefficient cm should be positive. And the 

imaginary part factor y  of the complex viscous damping coefficient should be in the 

reasonable range.
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Chapter 8

Vibration Suppression by Using Complex Viscous Damping 
Absorber

This chapter is aimed to investigate the vibration suppression effect of the complex 

viscous damping absorber to the original dynamic system. A method is proposed to 

suppress the receptance at the desired natural frequency. This method requires to 

using the new modal receptance of the modified system to be the optimization 

objective function. The modal receptance will clearly present the receptance 

component corresponding to one natural frequency. The solution of the absorber 

parameters involves an optimization procedure. And a least square optimum method is 

used to select the absorber parameters.

8.1 Concepts of modal receptance

It is well know that the dynamic equation of a vibration system can be written as 

Mx + Kx = f  (8.1)

in which, x is the displacement vector, M ,K  and f  are mass matrix, stiffness matrix 

and external force vector respectively.

And its eigenvalue problem can be solved through the characteristic equation as

(-A,M  + K)0>, = 0  (8.2)

in which, Xj is the y'th eigenvalue and O y is the jth eigenvector column 

corresponding to the X j. Thus the eigenvector matrix may be obtained as
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[®] = [®i <*>2 -  «»J (8-3)

For the positive-definite system, the eigenvector matrix shows the following

orthogonaltiy,

[0 ]r M[<D>] = M* =diag{ m „m 2, - m j (8.4)

[ 0 f K [ 0 ]  = K * = ^ g ( k 1,k 2, - k „ ) (8.5)

Thus, the yth natural frequency of the system can be obtained as

= J — (8.6)
j

Here M* and K*are called as modal mass matrix and the modal stiffness matrix 

respectively. Thus,

So, if we substitute

x = [<D]u ((8-7)

where, u is the modal displacement vector of the system, into the motion equation 

(8.1) and then multiply [0 ]r at both sides of the equation, the motion equation (8.1) 

can be rewritten in a uncoupled form with respect to the modal displacement,

m j / i j + k j / i j  = f j  (8.8)

in which, m y and k y are theyth modal mass andyth modal stiffness, jUj is theyth 

modal displacement, and f . is the yth modal force. And the modal force vector can 

be obtained through [<I>]7 f

Supposing harmonic /J.} = UjeJOX for i } = ¥Jeja‘ , the yth modal receptance may be 

expressed as

U ,  1
,Ji Fy - a 1 m ; + k y

(8.9)

This modal receptance presents the relation between the yth modal displacement Hj 

and the yth modal force fy. And, it can be found that the modal receptance is a

function with two coupled poles at s, 2 = ± I—J— . The positive pole happens at the
U m.
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corresponding natural frequency conj . Figure 8.1 demonstrates typical model 

receptance with a natural frequency at 62.052 rad/s.

Figure8.1 the modal receptance of the original system 

The modal receptance matrix may be easily calculated as following,

R = ([®]rB[i>])-1

= diag{ 2 X 2 X — - ,  2 l — ) (8.10)
- o  m, + kj -co m2 + k2 -co  m„+k„

in which

B = - co2M  + K  (8.11)

It is noticed that the modal receptance matrix is a diagonal matrix, which means each 

modal receptance is independent to others.

On the other hand, the receptance of this system can be obtained as 

H = B-1 (8.12)

The receptance presents the relation between the displacement in physical coordinate 

and the force in physical coordinate. Thus by using equation (8.10) and (8.12), we can 

obtained the relation between the receptance and the modal receptance as following,
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R = [0 ] -1H ([a> f)-1 (8.13)

or

H = [<J>]R[0>]r (8.14)

So, for any p, gth receptance,

h = Y r  v  <p ,= t  ç7PJ<Pqi----r t  j u  jjV pjV v  j - i _ 0)2m + k j (8.15)

in which, <pp] and tp  ̂ are the p, jth  and q, jth  element of eigenvector matrix [<I>].

The equation (8.15) is well-known [38]. It is found that modal receptance presents 

clearly the characteristics of each modal component in the receptance and allows us to 

understand the principle of the receptance in a detailed way. This property also 

provides us an idea to suppress the response at the desired natural frequency since if 

the jth  modal receptance is suppressed successfully the jth  peak in the receptance will 

be suppressed.

Similar to equation (8.10), the modal receptance matrix of the modified system may 

be obtained as,

R  = [ 0 ] - 'H ( [ ^ f  r 1 (8.16)

in which, R is the modal receptance matrix of the modified system, H is the 

receptance matrix of the modified system and [d>] is the eigenvector matrix of the 

modified system.

However, it is not straightforward to measure the changes of the modal receptance 

between the original system and modified system from equations (8.10) and (8.16) 

since a modified eigenvector matrix is involved in the equation (8.16). In order to 

avoid this shortcoming, we propose a new modal receptance concept of the modified 

system as following,

R = [0>]-1H([O]r )-1 (8.17)

in which, R is the new modal receptance matrix of the modified system, H is the 

receptance matrix of the modified system and [®] is the eigenvector matrix of the 

original system.
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Thus it becomes convenient to evaluate the difference between the modal receptance 

of the original system and the modal receptance of the modified system by comparing 

equation (8.10) and (8.17). Another advantage of the equation (8.17) is that the 

calculation of the new eigenvectors of the modified system is not necessary any more.

When an absorber is attached to the original system, the modified receptance can be 

calculated through equation (7.13).

for the one absorber attached to the rth degree of freedom of the original system. In 

which br is the dynamic stiffness as defined in the Chapter 7. er is the location 

column vector that has an unit one on the rth DOF where the absorber is connected 

while other elements are all zeros. hrr is the r, rth receptance of the original system.

By substituting equations (8.14) and (8.18) into the equation (8.17), the new modal 

receptance of the modified system may be obtained as,

in which, e, is the column vector that has an unit one on the ith element while other 

elements are all zeros. e; is the column vector that has an unit one on theyth element

while other elements are all zeros. It is noticed that R  is a diagonal matrix. Thus, we 

have

(8.18)

By setting

(8.19)

i + t>rhrr

Hence, for arbitrary i, yth element,

(8.20)

(8.21)

0 * 7 )

0 = 7)
(8.22)
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As we have known that Ru has only one pole at its corresponding natural frequency. 

And at the other frequencies far from the natural frequency R}l has very small values. 

So, if the eigenvalues of the original system are distinct and separated enough, 

R.. (/ * j )  » 0 since R^Rjj is close to zero as shown in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2 Modulus of modal receptance

So the new modal receptance of the modified system can also be thought as an 

approximate diagonal matrix.

R = diag(Rn , R22, ..., Rn„) (8.23)

in which,

r  = R  _  (R,i<Pr,) K  ( .=1 2' " "  n ) (8.24)
1 + brhn

Thus, the new modal receptance of the modified system can also be thought as 

independent to each other because the new modal receptance matrix is diagonal.

The equation (8.24) presents clearly the change of the modal receptance caused by the 

system modification. In particular the new modal receptance can be obtained through 

the dynamical parameters of the original system and the absorber parameter directly.
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And the new eigenvectors of the modified system need not to be calculated.

S.2 Receptance suppression optimization

When the new modal receptance matrix of the modified system R is determined the 

receptance matrix of the modified system H can be easily obtained from the equation 

(8.17),

H = [4>]R[0]r (8.25)

And then the any arbitrary k, y'th modified receptance may be expressed from the form 

of a sum of scaled pole functions since its approximate diagonal property.

K  = 'ZRu<Pk,<Pji (8-26)
i=i

So, each item Ru of the new modal receptance matrix R will lead the major effect 

to the modified receptance at the corresponding natural frequency. This discussion 

provides a simple method to suppress the receptance at a desired natural frequency. If 

one new modal receptance corresponding to the y'th natural frequency is suppressed, 

the receptance at this natural frequency will be suppressed.

However it is well known that the simple increment of damping ratio will not make 

sure the receptance to be suppressed in a maximal extent. Thus the recptance 

suppression work will involve an absorber parameter optimization procedure, through 

which the appropriate absorber could be chosen.

Considering the complex viscous damping absorber shown in Figure 7.2, its dynamic 

stiffness can be found in equation (7.26)

- o ) 2ma[ka + jo x a(\ + j r )]
*■(«) = ■ 0) 2ma +[ka +j(oca(\ + j /) ]

(8.27)

in which, ma , ka and ca are absorber's mass, spring stiffness and viscous damping 

coefficient respectively, y  is the factor of complex damping. Similar to the work in 

Chapter 7, the sign function sgn is not included in the equation (8.27) since this 

problem is studied in the positive frequency range and then only positive values of
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Im(/i.) are considered. In this case, sgn(ty) = 1.

In order to present the optimized parameters clearly, three factors were introduced 

listed as below:

u — — (0 < w < 0.25) (8.28)

J3 = ^ ,  ( 0 < / ? < 2 ) (8.29)

2 (Otm„
(8.30)

where, is the natural frequency of the absorber without complex

damping, cop is the /?th natural frequency of original system. mn is the mass of 

component at the degree of freedom where the absorber is attached. C,r is the related 

absorber viscous damping ratio. These three factors will provide us a more 

straightforward understanding about the absorber’s parameters. It should be noticed 

that these factors also generally have their engineering application ranges shown in 

the equations (8.28), (8.29) and (8.30). Thus, the selection of the absorber parameters 

will be a constraint optimization procedure. For the sake of simplicity, in this work we 

set the complex viscous damping factor y  to be a constant.

From the equation (8.24), we can calculate the new modal receptance of the modified 

system. And at last we can chose one set of absorber parameters, which will make the 

desired new modal receptance of the modified system to have the minimal value or 

satisfy some requests. Here for example, we considered the least square criterion.

F  = m i n X { l ^ , ( « ) | 2 (8.31)

It's obvious that the other method such as min-max can be applied in the different 

cases as well.

Since the optimization calculation is nonlinear the different initial parameters will 

cause a different optimization results. Thus an iterative procedure is used to obtain the 

final convergent optimal parameters. In this procedure, the calculated results in the
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before step will be used as the initial parameters for the next iteration step. The 

optimization procedure can be demonstrated in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3 The iteration computation flow diagram

8.3 Numerical example

In order to demonstrate the theory discussed on above, we consider a five degree of 

freedom in-line mass-spring system shown in Figure 8.4. Its characteristics are listed
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in Table 8-1.

i  — V W  m , - V W  m 2  - V W  m 3 - V W  m 4 - V W  m g

Figure 8.4 Original five DOF in-line system

Table 8-1 Original five degree of freedom system

Mass Spring Stiffness Natural Frequency
(kg) (N/m) (rad/s)

m l = 0.1 kl = 500 = 15.037
m2 = 0.1 k2 = 300 ¿9 2 = 62.052

1—HOII5 k3 = 600 0)3 = 91.667
m4 -  0.2 k4 = 800 0)4=  109.433
m5 = 0.2 k5 =1000 0)5 = 143.336

In this example, we think about the problem for the suppression of the receptance at 

the second natural frequency by using a complex viscous damping absorber attached 

to the mass m5. In addition, we set the imaginary factor of the complex viscous

damping is y  = -0.25.

After computation, we obtained the optimal factors as u = 0.25 , /? = 0.9075, and 

C,r = 0.1102 . Because the absorber would be attached on the mass m4 and the second 

model suppression was considered, we can get that mn =m5= 0.2kg , 

cop =co2 =62.052ra d /s . So, the optimum absorber was selected as ma = 0.05kg, 

ka = 158.5511 N/m, and ca = 0.6838 Ns/m. Figure 8.5 shows the modal receptance

of the original system corresponding to the second natural frequency (dash line) and 

the new modal receptance of the modified system for the second natural frequency 

(solid line). It is found that when this optimised absorber was considered, the new 

modal receptance with respect to the second natural frequency is strongly suppressed.
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Figure 8.5 modal receptances for original and new modal receptance of the modified

system

And then, Figure 8.6 illustrates receptances 2 , 3, 5 and h5 5 for both

original system and modified system. In these figures, the dash line presents the 

receptance of the original system and the solid line presents the receptance of the 

modified system.

It can be seen that all receptances corresponding to the second natural frequency are 

suppressed. So, the selected absorber provides the desired vibration suppression for 

original system.
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10'®-------- 1-------- i---------1-------- 1---------1---------1-------- 1---------1--------
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Frequency [rad/s]

Figure 8.6 Receptances of original and modified system
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8.4 Closure

Unlike the receptance, which shows the relation between the displacement in physical 

coordinate and the force in physical coordinate, the modal receptance presents the 

relation between the modal displacement and the modal force. The modal receptance 

is a two poles function and the positive pole happens at the corresponding natural 

frequency. The modal receptance is independent to each other since the modal 

receptance matrix is a diagonal matrix. If the yth modal receptance is suppressed 

successfully the the receptance at they'th natural frequency will be suppressed.

However, it is not straightforward to measure the changes of the modal receptance 

between the original system and modified system because the modified eigenvector 

calculation is involved. Thus, a new modal receptance concept of the modified system 

is proposed in order to avoid this shortcoming.

The work in this chapter obtains the new modal receptance of the modified system for 

the one absorber modification. In this case the new modal receptance of the modified 

system can be gotten through the dynamical parameters of the original system and the 

absorber parameters directly. In addition, it can also be thought as independent to each 

other because the new modal receptance matrix is approximately diagonal.

If we want to suppress the receptance of a dynamic system by using an appropriate 

complex viscous damping absorber, the selection of absorber parameters will involve 

an optimization procedure. In order to suppress the receptance for one desired natural 

frequency, the new modal receptance of the modified system can be used as the 

optimization objective function since the receptance for the corresponding natural 

frequency is suppressed when the new modal receptance for one natural frequency is 

suppressed. The numerical example clearly demonstrates its feasibility.
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Chapter 9

Concluding Remarks

9.1 Conclusions

The dynamic effects of the rare earth permanent magnets on the vibration of structures 

made of paramagnetic (or diamagnetic) conducting light materials shows both the 

resonance amplitude suppression and natural frequency changes. Professor Bruno A. 

D. Piombo and his colleagues firstly investigated this interesting phenomenon in the 

frequency domain. And then they proposed a complex valued viscous damping model 

to predict this particular phenomenon.

The real part of this damping model represents a viscous type damping effect while 

the imaginary part represents the dynamic stiffness effect. On the view point of energy, 

the complex viscous damping model demonstrates the damping mechanism that the 

energy lost per cycle of the system is proportional to frequency and the square of the 

amplitude that in the similar form of the pure viscous damping system. This means 

that the imaginary part of the complex viscous damping coefficient will not affect the 

energy dissipation form of the system. However on the other hand, this imaginary part 

factor will change the potential energy that is stored in the system. The advantage of 

this model is that it shows a good agreement for analytical system frequency response 

function with the experiment results.

However, the complex viscous damping model induces some mathematic confusion 

since a real valued velocity will cause a complex valued force through this model.
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Another model, frequency-rate stiffness model can overcome this shortcoming but 

also has a restriction that this model can be only used in harmonic movement 

otherwise the frequency parameter in this model will become physically meaningless. 

In fact, these two models all should be expressed and understood in frequency 

domain.

In addition both the complex viscous damping model and the frequency-rate stiffness 

model give us a same understanding of the magnetic damping in the frequency 

domain. For the frequency response function, it can be clearly found that magnetic 

damping has the strong vibration amplitude suppression with the natural frequency 

shift. And the displacement Nyquist diagram of the system with magnetic damping 

illustrates an approximate circular arc starting from point (1, 0) to the original point (0, 

0) in the clockwise direction.

The eigenvalues of the system with complex viscous damping are complex and in a 

conjugated couple form by introducing a sign function sgn with respect to the 

frequency into the imaginary part of the complex viscous damping coefficient. Thus 

the root locus of the system will become real axis symmetric in the complex plane and 

all roots are located in the negative real part area. In this case, the system will have 

conjugated complex eigenvalues couples and show dynamical stability.

The dynamic responses of the system with complex viscous damping, including 

impulse response, forced harmonic response, random vibration response are obtained 

in this work. In particular the complex viscous damping presents a noncausal 

characteristic, which means the response prior to the excitation.

In order to calculate the time history response of the system with the complex viscous 

damped, an iterative computation method by using Hilbert transform is considered. 

This method can be applied in both linear and nonlinear problems but the convergent 

condition is required. For linear system, the responses obtained through this iterative 

technique are identical to those results calculated by using traditional FFT method.

It should be noted that the complex magnetic damping model must be defined in the 

frequency domain or limited to the transient work to periodic harmonic input forcing
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functions. The technique discussed in this work provides a mathematical method that 

is used to calculate the arbitrary response of the system. This method can obtain 

reasonable response result although non-causal exists.

The complex viscous damping also demonstrates its extensive application capabilities 

in structural modification. We have analyzed the changes of eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors caused by local complex viscous damping modification. The new 

characteristic equation may be rewritten from the original eigenvalue and eigenvector. 

And this equation can be easily solved through some numerical methods. Additionally 

the sensitivities of eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to damping variables are 

also investigated.

The analyses on the inverse problem of structural modification with a complex 

viscous damping and a spring illustrate their effect to assign the desired natural 

frequency, antiresonance and receptance. By selecting appropriate damping and 

spring parameters, those pre-described dynamic properties may be assigned exactly. 

In particular this modification will not induce any mass change to the original system.

Besides, as illustrated in work an absorber with complex viscous damping can 

suppress the frequency response function of a vibration system effectively.

9.2 Suggestions for future work

Most works in the thesis are limited to positive-definite and non-defective system, 

which means the eigenvalues of the system are assumed to be distinct. Thus the 

analyses about the dynamic characteristics of a defective system with complex 

viscous damping are expected in the further works.

Besides only one absorber modification case is considered in this thesis for the 

application of magnetic damping in the structural modification and vibration 

suppression. More works are needed to study the structural modification effect of two 

or more absorbers with complex viscous damping. Additionally the work can be 

expanded to the nonlinear systems.
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The vibration suppression by using magnetic damping will involve an optimisation 

procedure. And more studies need to be carried out to optimise the number, size and 

location of the magnets on the structures.

The works presented in this thesis are mainly focused on the theoretical analyses on 

the dynamic characteristics of complex viscous damping and its applications. Thus 

more experimental works are needed to be conducted to verify the analytical results of 

the magnetic damping such as the modal test, structural modification effect test and 

vibration suppression effect verification. Additionally, the developed numerical 

method needs to be tested to predict the time history response of the system with the 

magnetic damping.

More analytical work can be carried out for the application of magnetic damping to 

the real-life structures such as satellite, antenna, airplane equipment, automotive 

application, manufacture tool, motion control equipments and measurement systems 

and so on. These works will involve some complicated finite element analyses and 

model updating work of the magnetic damping.

In the previous and current work, the magnetic damping is simulated by using 

complex viscous damping model since magnetic damping provides both viscous type 

damping effect and stiffness changes to the vibrating system. However it is well 

known that hysteretic damping also induces these two kinds of effects together 

because of its complex stiffness form. Thus an interesting question is that we can also 

try to develop a hysteretic damping model for the magnetic damping and compare the 

difference between these two damping models. Additionally the nonlinear model and 

the fractional derivative model of the magnetic damping are hoped to be developed.

Up to present, the research work mainly focuses on the passive control application of 

the magnetic damping. Although the passive control will not cause the instability of 

the original system, it will also limit the application range of the magnetic damping. 

On the other hand, one important characteristic of the magnetic damping is that it can 

be adjusted easily. So the magnetic damping presents an advantage in the active 

control as well. Thus, an extension work about the complex viscous damping model
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can be concerned on its application on the active vibration control.

In the present program, two rare earth magnets are made in the form of bricks. And its 

effect to the translation movement is studied. But considering the dynamical effect to 

a rotation system caused by a couple of rare earth magnets tiles, a new mathematical 

model has to be re-investigated since the relation between the force and magnetic 

field is changed. And then further research on this new damping effect has to be 

undertaken in the future.

The change of physical properties of magnets will affect their damping capabilities to 

the vibrating system. Some researches on the dynamical characteristics of magnetic 

damping in different environments such as in high temperature or in different working 

medium may be carried out.
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Appendix A - The proof of equation (icm+ iCR2) = o for the 

infinite R

Considering the integral along the semicircle route Icm + ICR2, where s = ReJ<p, 

(n 12 < cp< 2>n 12), it leads to

I  cm + 1  cm ~ £ /2'
^  R l  cos <p e  j R t  sin (p

a,,' + 2 ^  m
n  ^  m  n  I 9

VI-+Y

jR eivdcp

r
g  R t  c o s  t p ^ j R t  sin (f

V1 + ̂

jR e ivd<p (A.l)

If we set the function

) =
n ~  tn n I 9

Vi

It is clear that lim|F(i?ey>)| = 0 because the order of magnitude 3 

when R —» 00.

'  1
V1+ R + R2

(A.2)

->0

Thus, we rewrite the integration (A.l) into

h  = I  cm + 1 CR2 = l ^ F ( R e ^ ) e R‘̂ e jR' ^ j R e J*dcp (A.3)

Then

| I r \<R n  F(ReJV) || eR,cosv || eJ R ,s || j  || ei<p \ dq>dlZll.

< R £"/21 F(ReJV) I eR,C0S9,d<p (A.4)

Because

| eJR,sinv \< 1 for ejR,smrp = sin[i?/sin(#>)] (A.5)



A p p e n d i x  A  - T h e  P r o o f  o f  th e  I n t e g r a t i o n  F o r  T h e  I n f i n i t e  R 1 8 8

| e19 |< 1 for ei<f = sin (p (A.6)

And | y |= 1 (A. 7)

Now we choose a small e so that lim|F(/te-',’)| < e  —»0 

oflim |F(/?e^)| = 0 .So ,

for the reason

| I R \< Re V '2 eR,cmvdtp = 2Re f  eR,C0SVd<pJrr/2 mil (A-8)

If we analyze the function cos (p, it can be found that

2
cos(p<---- <p + 1 for n t2 < (p < n

n
(A.9)

Then

\IR \< 2 R e[  eR,(-29hr+l)d<pml 2

= 2 R e — (1 -  e~a ) = ■- e{ \-  e~R‘) 
2 Rt I

(A-10)

Hence, it can be obtained

lim | I R |< — lim e = 0R-*co f R-+co (A. 11)

Noticed here, e m |«_>o0= 0

Thus, we have proved that integration (Icm + ICR2) = 0 for the infinite R .
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Abstract

The classical mass-spring absorber can be thought as a very simple structural 
modification. In this paper the inverse problem of assigning receptances to a dynamic 
system by using one or more simple mass-spring absorbers is considered. The 
absorber parameters can be determined using selected receptances from the original 
system. When more than one absorber is applied, the equations that determine the 
modified-system receptances may be rearranged to form a set of nonlinear algebraic 
equations, multivatiate polynomials in the absorber parameters. The desired absorber 
parameters are determined by the roots of these equations, which may be found by 
Newton’s method or by using Groebner bases. Realistic solutions require that positive 
values be found for the mass and stiffness of each of the added absorbers. 
Consequently there may be no acceptable solution, a unique solution or there may be 
finitely many acceptable solutions. Whenever two receptances are to be assigned at a 
single frequency by a single absorber, then the available absorber mass and stiffness 
values are severely restricted. However, arbitrary assignment is possible for many 
other problems, except for the condition of positiveness on the masses and stiffnesses.

1. Introduction.

The earliest application of structural modification is possibly Frahm’s [1] classical 
vibration absorber, first described in the open literature by Ormondroyd and Den 
Hartog [2]. Sun et al. [3] give a thorough survey of modem absorber developments.
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Duncan [4] was the first to develop and use the forward structural-modification 
problem by finding the dynamics of a compound system using vibration 
measurements from the separate components. Bishop and Johnson [5] described the 
receptance approach to dynamic-system modeling. Modem applications include the 
use of fictitious masses for the separation of close modes in aero-engine casings [6] 
and predicting the dynamics of a helicopter tail cone when modified by a large 
overhanging mass [7].

The inverse problem is to determine the structural modification that will assign some 
desired dynamical properties. For example, the mass-spring absorber may be used for 
the assignment of an antiresonance, but as explained in this paper has further 
possibilities, especially when a number of absorbers are used together. The general 
inverse structural modification problem was first considered by Weissenburger [8] and 
Pomazal and Snyder [9].

Bucher and Braun [10] assigned vibration mode shapes by extracting the left 
eigenvectors from the measured receptance data. They developed a theory to show 
how the necessary mass and stiffness modifications can be computed using modal test 
results only, even when only a partial set of eigensolutions is available from such tests. 
Mottershead, Mares and Friswell [11] used an inverse method to assign natural 
frequencies and nodes of vibration by the addition of grounded springs and 
concentrated masses. The method is based only upon measured receptances at the 
nodal and modification coordinates. Mottershead [12] investigated zero assignments 
in point and cross receptances by passive stiffness, damping, and mass modifications. 
The adjoint system was used in determining the modifications.

Mottershead and Lallement [13] showed how to cancel poles with zeros and create a 
vibration node of an undamped structure, which could be shifted by a unit-rank 
modification. T.Li, J.He and M. Sek [14] also presented the cancellation of poles and 
zeros of an undamped dynamic system by using the linear modification method. The 
cancellation can be achieved either for a single-frequency response function or for all 
frequency response functions of the system. Ram and his colleagues considered the 
pole/zero assignment problem in classical rods and beams [15-16] and extended their 
work to the multi degree of freedom vibration absorber [17]. Mottershead [18] 
considered the sensitivity of the zeros to parametric changes.

Kyprianou, Mottershead and Ouyang [19] demonstrated the assignment of natural 
frequencies and antiresonances by the added mass connected by one or more springs. 
The added mass and stiffnesses are determined using receptances from the original 
system. And realistic modifications should be bounded within certain frequency 
ranges. They also discussed the effect of the modification on the natural frequencies 
not assigned and on the antiresonances. Lawther [20] evacuated the natural 
frequencies from a chosen frequency range by means of a brace modification - a 
linear spring connected between two coordinates. Recent practical research includes 
the indirect measurement of rotational receptances to couple a physical structure to 
the rotational degrees of freedom of a finite element beam model used to assign 
natural frequencies and antiresonances [21-22]. Further and more detailed discussion 
on measuring rotational receptances may be found in [7]. Mottershead and Y.M.Ram 
[23] reviewed the inverse eigenvalue problem as it relates to vibration absorption in 
elasto-mechanical systems. Their study included both passive modification and active
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control.

In the present paper the inverse problem of assigning receptance terms to particular 
values at chosen frequencies by using multiple classical undamped vibration 
absorbers is considered. The modified receptance equation involves to an inversion of 
the receptance matrix [24-25]. The method proposed in this paper avoids this 
inversion and results in a nonlinear algebraic modification equation in the absorber 
parameters. Such equations may be solved numerically using Newton’s method, or by 
using symbolic code based for example upon Grobner bases [19]. In general, realistic 
solutions, having positive absorber mass and stiffness parameters, are selected from 
the roots of a system of multivariate polynomials.

2. Dynamic stiffness of the modified system

The undamped dynamic equation of motion may be written as,
M x + K x = f (1)

Where x is the displacement vector, M, K  and f  are the mass matrix, stiffness 
matrix and external force vector respectively.

Equation (1) may be expressed in full in the free uency domain, x =
ku -co2mn kn - o 2mn ••• kXn-co2mXn ' x x(coy 'fliP )
k2X co m2l k22 — co m22 ... k2n co cn2n X 2 (co) = flit»)

knX-co2mnl kn2 -co2mnl ... knn-co2mnn l a 1__
__

J(Ot , as,

(2)

When a mass, a grounded spring or an undamped mass-spring absorber is attached to 
the nth coordinate, as illustrated in Figure 1, then a modified equation of motion may 
be written without the need for an additional coordinate in the form,

ku -G> mn

k"i\ ® mi\

k\2 — co2mn 
k22 G) ^22 k2n-û )2m2„

K 2-°> 2mn7 K n - a>2mnn\\_X„(.(0)

X x (CO) 
X 2(co)

i-----

ooo

(* ) '

f 2ifO)
-

0  0 -  0 X 2{a>)

0  0  -  bn(co)_ X n{co)

(3)

Where bn(co) is the dynamic stiffness of the added term. In the case of an absorber 
this term may be written as [22],

-CO ma +ka
In which, ma and ka are absorber mass and spring stiffness coefficients.

< 4 >
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nth DOF nth DOF

ma

• i /}  n  r

Mass-Spring Point Modification 
Absorber

Figure 1. Modified system with absorber

The above analysis is applicable also to the mass-spring point modification. In this 
case, the dynamic stiffness bn(co) should be written as,

bn(co) = -o)2ma + ka (5)

It can be noticed that the matrix of absorber dynamic stiffness may be written, for the 
case of a single absorber at coordinate n as,

AB =

0 0 •••
0 0 •••

0
0

0 0

(6)

and in general as a diagonal matrix with non-zero terms at the absorber attachment 
coordinates,

bi
0

AB =
K

(7)

3. Modified-system receptance

The dynamic equation for the modified system, given by equation (3), may be 
re-written in compact form,
BX = f -  ABX (8)

In which, B = -£>2M + K  for original system, and X is the modified system 
displacement vector. Thus, the modified receptance can be expressed as 
H = (l + HAB)_1H (9)

Where, H = B“1 is the receptance matrix of the original system.

If r < n absorbers are considered, let A  be the integer set denoting the attachment 
coordinates.
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A = {ai : i = \,2,...,r)
Thus, since only selected diagonal elements of the modified matrix are non-zero, AB 
may be rewritten as
AB = UV7 (10)

In which,
U = [ V öl,62ea2- A e J
V = [eai,efl2- , e J

( 11)
( 12)

And ea is the a‘h vector column of the n x n  identity matrix.
By using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [26] the receptance matrix of the 
modified system is found to be given by,

H = [I -  HU(I + VrHU)_1 Vr ]H 
Rearranging equation (13) leads to,

(13)

H = H -  HU(I + V^HU)'1 Vr H 
and hence, for arbitrary pq^ column element,

(14)

hpq — (15)
Then,

hpq = eTpHeq - epEIU(I + V r HU)_1 V r He? (16)

We now define the following matrices, 

D = (17)

G =

-hp,a\ p,a2

r _

,hp,arf (18)

-ha\,q’ha2,q’" ‘k J (19)

^a2’a\
\  .“2 
^“1 .«2

^at,ar
K 2,ar (20)

1 K,,a2 1

so that the following expressions are obtained,
(21) 

(22)

V J He? = q  (23)
Consequently, the receptance for modified system with r absorbers is rewritten as,

(24)

e / H U  = pr D 

VrHU = GD
rT

hDa = hpn -  p7 D(I + GD)_1q'p q pq
or,

K a = K a ~ pr (D -1+ G )-1q•p q  ■‘ p q

Where the inverse of D is
(25)
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D“' =

1/ 6,

1 / 6,

1/6,

(26)

It is found that the original n x n  matrix computation is condensed to the 
r x r  matrix computation expressed in equation (25). In general, since only a small 
number of absorbers are considered the computation is considerably reduced. 
Furthermore, equation (25) shows only the original receptances at the coordinates of 
absorber attachments (alr a2, - ,  ar) and the receptance coordinates (p, q) are 
needed to determine the modified-system receptances. This is very significant result 
for the practical application of the method to large-scale systems.

4. Modification by a single classical mass-spring absorber

The cases of assigning a value to a receptance at a single frequency and at two 
frequencies are considered.

4.1 Assigning one receptance at a single frequency

For the single mass-spring absorber modification, the modified receptance may be 
obtained as,

h = h - bhp^
\ + bh.

so that the coefficient b is given by,

6(©) =
p̂,aĵ ax,q K a S K  ^ pq)

(27)

(28)

For the sake of the assignment of the receptance at one frequency, putting co = eox 
can transform the problem into an equation of two unknown variables ma and ka 
through equation (4). Therefore, we can fix a positive ma and calculate ka as, 

mflffl,26
K = -  2maC0\ + 6

Considering the realistic problem, i.e., a positive value of ka, it is seen that ma 
6 should satisfy the following condition 

m > 0 when 6 > 0
\-b /co f >ma >0 when 6 < 0

(29) 

and

(30)

t
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ma

Figure 2. A cantilever beam modified with one single absorber

Example 1: The assignment of a receptance to a cantilever beam modified with a 
single absorber is considered. The beam is divided into ten elements with DOFs as 
shown in Figure 2. The beam’s material properties including length, section area, 
density, second inertia moment and elastic modulus are selected as L — 0.5m , 
A = 9xl0~5m2 , p  = 2700kg/m 3 , I  = 6 .75x l0-n /w4 , E = 5.186xl010Po 
respectively. It is required to assign the modified value of the receptance h(5,13) at 
frequency f x = 60Hz to be 0.34 of the original receptance by using an absorber 
attached at DOF 7. Inserting the values of fysj), h{7;i3> h p j}, %i3) and 
h(U3) = 0 .34 x /z(513) at frequency o\ = 2nfx into equation (28) gives an absorber 
coefficient ¿(<y1) = -4.1266xl03A /w  . Thus, fixing ma = 2.43xlO ' 3kg for 
absorber mass, the spring stiffness of absorber is calculated to be 
ka = 3.7690 xlO2N /m  using equation (29). Table 1 describes the details of the 
receptance modification and Figure 3 shows that modified receptance h(5,13) at 
f x = 60Hz has been assigned exactly.

Table 1. Receptance values ofh(s,u) at one frequency

Frequency Original
Receptance

Modified
Receptance

Ratio
(̂5,13) /  ̂ (5,13)

60Hz -2.2113x10^ -7.5183 xlO"5 0.3400
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Figure 3. Assignment of one receptance at one frequency

4.2 Assigning one receptance at two frequencies

Putting co = o\ and co = co2 into equation (28) separately, and then solving for the 
absorber dynamic stiffnesses b{cox) and b(co2) at the two frequencies leads to,

b{(oi) = 

b(o)2) =

- t f™ aka
-cofma+ka 

-co2maka 
~ co\m a +ka

(31)

Now, the absorber parameters variables ma and ka may be solved as, 
1 1

= co, co,
1 1 k„ =■

2 2 CO[ -  co2
00, CO,

b(cox) b{co2) b(cox) b(co2)
Likewise, the realistic-solutions requirement has to be satisfied,

1 1
b (io j b (a 2)

and w. co-,
b((o i)  b (a 2)

for co, < co2

(32)

(33)

Example 2: Taking the same modification example as before, but now we propose to 
assign modified values to be 0.34 and 0.27 of the original values for receptance /?(5,i3) 
at the frequencies f x = 60 Hz and f 2 =\A0Hz at same time. The absorber stiffnesses 
at two frequencies were calculated as b(cox) = -4.1266 xlO3 N /m  and 
b(co2) = 2.2414xl04N /m  . Then, Combining b(cox) and b{co2) , the calculation 
result in an absorber with mass ma = 2.0017 x l0 -2^g and spring stiffness
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ka = 9.1595x 103jV Im  . Table 2 shows the receptance modification details and Figure 
4 presents the original and modified receptances h(s,ny

Table 2. Receptance values o fhß  jp  at two frequencies

Frequency Original
Receptance

Modified
Receptance

Ratio
^ ( 5 ,1 3 )  ! ^ ( 5 ,1 3 )

60Hz -2.2113 x 10̂ * -7.5183X 10-5 0.3400

140Hz -1.6677 x  10-4 -4.5027 xlO“5 0.2700

Figure 4. Assignment of one receptance at two frequencies

4.3 Assigning two receptances at one single frequency

If two receptances hpq and h/g were to be assigned at one single frequency with one 
absorber modification, we would write two equations of absorber stiffness for each 
receptance from equation (27).

pq
b(û))hpahaiq 
\ + b(a>)ha ^

and hkj = hk] K v )K ,a \ ,j  
1 + Kco)\,ax

(34)

That requires one number b((d) to have satisfied these two equations simultaneously. 
Hence, we can get

hpq ~ ^pq _ fy? ~ \  ^ 5 )
hp,at ha],q bkaha j

So, it is impossible to assign arbitrarily two different receptances at a single frequency 
simultaneously by only one absorber modification except the condition (35) is 
satisfied. However this case is very rare in practices. Thus, it is found that we cannot
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arbitrarily assign two receptances at one single frequency when only one absorber is 
connected to the original system.

This conclusion can be easily extended to the multiple absorbers case because a 
unique dynamic stiffness value b(co) exists at one frequency for each absorber. 
Looking back to equation (25), when a number of receptances greater than the number 
of absorbers, n > r , are to be assigned at one single frequency, such as assigning 
three receptances at one frequency by using two absorbers, the number of equations 
will be larger than the number of variables. Hence, the solution can only be obtained 
under particular conditions. In other words the receptance changes cannot assigned 
arbitrarily.

In the general case of assigning a number of receptances at several frequencies by 
using many absorbers the result will be a system of multivariate polynomial equations 
that must be solved to determine the parameters of the absorbers.

5.0 Multivariate polynomials system and its solution

5.1 General theory and Groebner Basis

The natural mathematical setting of a system of multivariate polynomials is the 
algebraic geometry. In algebraic geometry, geometrical curves are identified with 
algebraic equations and the set of solutions of such systems of algebraic equations 
represents the intersection of the curves. The benefit of this framework is twofold; 
results in algebra may be visualized in geometry, and geometrical problems may be 
cast and solved algebraically. The geometrical object that relates to finding the roots 
of a polynomial system is the ‘variety’. Given a system of multivariate polynomials 
F  = { /lv. . , / r } in n-variables (x,,...x„), its variety V(F) is defined as the set of 
n-tuples ( a , , . f o r  which f ( a l,...an) = 0 for all polynomials f  of F . In 
some instances the variety can be visualized as a geometrical shape in the Euclidean 
space. The intersection, for example, of two planes in a three dimensional Euclidean 
space is a line, a well defined geometrical object.

The set all polynomials in (x,,.. jc„ ) may be shown to have the algebraic structure of a 
‘ring’, denoted by 9i[x1,..,x#1]. A ring in general is a set closed in two algebraic 
operations, addition and multiplication, performed on its elements. It is well known 
that these two operations are precisely defined for any two polynomials in 
9f[x,,..,x„]. The link between algebra and geometry comes from the fact that varieties 
are determined by the ‘ideals’ of the polynomial ring 9l[x1,..,x„]. An ideal, /, is a 
sub-collection of the polynomials of the ring 5R[x1,..,x„] that (a) it contains the 
polynomial of which all the coefficients are zero , (b) is closed under addition, i.e the 
summand of two polynomials is another polynomial also contained in I  and (c)for two 
arbitrarily chosen polynomials /  and h that one of the two, say /  belongs in I, their
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product fh  is another polynomial that also belongs to I.

The important result in finding the roots of a system of multivariate polynomials is 
that the variety, V, the geometrical object of the common roots, is created by the ideal 
that contains the polynomials themselves. This changes the problem of finding the 
common roots of a system of polynomials to the problem of computing the ideal in 
which the polynomials of the system belong. A brief explanation follows on how this 
is achieved.

Given a set of polynomials F  = , the set < f , . . . , f r > defined by

\ Y j hi f  ' - K - A  in9l[x1,...,x„]l is the ideal generated by the polynomial set F. A
U=i J

very important theorem stated and proved by Hilbert dictates that every polynomial 
ideal is generated by finitely many polynomials.

B. Buchberger [27] in 1965 in his PhD thesis, motivated by the method of computing 
orthonormal basis of a general vector space, introduced a simpler basis for a 
polynomial ideal and named it Groebner after his advisor. One of the many 
applications that Groebner bases have found is their use in solving a system of 
multivariate polynomials as explained below.

The polynomials of a multivariate polynomial system generate an ideal. Then the 
Buchberger algorithm can be implemented on the original system in order to obtain 
the Grobner basis of this ideal. This basis is composed of polynomials of lesser 
complexity so that the other solution methodologies can be used to obtain the roots.

According to Bezout’s theorem [28] for a system of n polynomials each of degree d:
n

there are at most, counting the multiplicities and the complex roots, roots.
i

The advantage of Groebner basis is that it gives all the solutions of a system of 
multivariate polynomials as opposed to Newton's method that converges to a single 
solution, the one nearest to the starting point.

5.1.2 Newton's method

This is an extension to the widely used Newton’s method for finding the roots of a 
function. Viewing the system of multivariate polynomials in (xlv..xn) as a 
non-linear vector function F, then Newton’s method tries to find its zero, in a 
neighborhood of point x0 =(ax,...,an) , by linearly approximating F  locally around 
x0 using the truncated Taylor expansion,,

F(x) = F(x0) + J (x 0) x ( x - x 0) (36)
where J (x 0) is the Jacobian matrix of F  at x0. Then the root of this linear function 
is given by,

*i = x 0 - [ j ( x 0)]'1F(x0) (37)
This new root x, becomes a new approximation to the root, and the above procedure 
repeats itself to establish an iterative root-finding scheme [29].
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This methodology has two major drawbacks. One is that it is highly local since 
always the solution computed is near the starting point and the presence of the inverse 
of the Jacobian makes the system prone to conditioning problems.

6. Modification by two mass-spring absorbers

In what follows two mass-spring absorbers are used to assign (a) two receptances at a 
single frequency, (b) two receptances at two frequencies simultaneously and (c) one 
receptance at four frequencies. The analysis is supported by illustrative examples.

6.1 Assigning two receptances simultaneously at a single frequency

When more than one absorber is considered, then equation (25) may be rewritten as 
the form

x adj(T)  ̂+ G) 
det(D~l + G)

hpq hpq P (38)

In which,
^ (D - '+ G )  is the adjoint matrix of the matrix (D 1 + G)

cfet(D-1 + G) is the determinant of the matrix (D 1 + G) 
Then, the equation (38) may be cast as the nonlinear equation, 

ihpq ~hpq)det(D~l + G) = p ^ D “1 + G)q (39)

Particularly, in the two-absorbers case,
'l /6 , 0

D“1 =
0 Mb,

P \-bp,al > hp,a2 1

q = a \.q
hai.q

o, ,o, a, ,a2 

^a2,a, ^a2,a2
G =

Hence,

(D-1 + G) = 

and

adj( D -'+ G ) =

l / bl +hatA

a2,°l
°1 *a2 

\ /b 2+ ha

\!b 2+ haia2 
- h

—h.
a \>a 2

a2,a, +\ , a l
det(D_1 +G ) = (l/è , +hâ ) ( \ / b 2 +haita2) - h auahai,ai 

Then, by re-writing equation (39), we obtain the expression,
+hauat)(\/b2 +haiai) - h â X , ai]

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)
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= hp. ° A A ilh 2 +K a 1) - K a \ , qha1,a, “  V < A A .« 2  + K . a X J 11 + K.a,)
and for each absorber,

\iK x0,(01) =
~(o2m„A

-a>2m„, +k.
, b2(co) =

a\ ' 1

-co ma2ka2 
-co2ma2+ka2

(47)

(48)

Replacing the subscripts p  with k, and q with j ,  it is very easy to write a modification 
equation for another receptance hkj as,

= k . , ,K , j a i b i + K , a , ) - k , . , k , i K . ;  - k j A t . A n  ■ + K A  1491
Hence, combining two equations (47) and (49), and putting co = co1 into them, we 
build an equation set including two nonlinear equations with two 
variables (<»,) b2(oox)} . Thus, two absorbers dynamic stiffnesses bx(cox) and 
b2 (cox) at frequency col would be obtained by solving this set of nonlinear equations. 
Consequently, we can calculate the parameters of the absorbers by following the 
procedure described in section 4.1 for each absorber in turn.

Example 3: Now we consider the same cantilever beam structure as before, but 
modified by the addition of two absorbers as shown in Figure 5. The two absorbers 
are connected to the seventh and seventeenth DOFs respectively and two receptances 
h(5;i3) and /i(i9,n) are required to be assigned simultaneously.

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19

Figure 5. A cantilever beam modified by two absorbers

At the frequency f x = 60Hz it is required that the modified value of /i(5,i3) should be 
assigned to 0.34 of its original value while the modified value of \  19,11) should be 
equal to 0.2 of its original value. Analysis of the nonlinear equations leads two 
possible solutions, so that two absorbers selection options are found to exist,
[b.ico,) = -2 .0107xl04 N /m  \bx(a)j) = -3.4478x 103 N /m

|è 2 (©,) = 6.5707 x 103 N  / m | b2 (<y, ) = 8.0346 x 102 N /m

For each solution, by fixing maX = ma2 = 2.43xlO“3Ag, two absorbers may be found 
having the following coefficients:

Solution 1 Solution 2
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mal = 2.43x10 3 kg 

kal = 3.5139xl02 iV/ffj 

ma2 = 2.43xlO~3Ag 

ka2 = 3.2811xl02JV7m

or

mal = 2A3x\0~3kg 

kal = 3.8380xl02JV//w 

ma2 =2.43x10~3kg 

ka2 = 2.4154x 102 A /̂/w

Table 3 lists the modification details for all absorber options

Table 3. Receptance values ofhrs.n> and hqyjn at one frequency

Solution Receptance Original value Modified value Modified ratio

1
¿(5,13) - 2 . 2 1 1 3 x 1 0 ^ -7 .5 2 0 4  x l ( T 5 0.3401

¿(19,11) 5 . 1 7 7 7 x 1 0 ^ 1 .0357  x 1 0 -4 0 .2 0 0 0

2
¿(5,13) - 2 . 2 1 1 3 x 1 0 ^ -7 .5 1 8 9 X  1 0 -5 0 .3 4 0 0

¿(19,11) 5 .1 7 7 7 X 1 0 " 4 1 .0355  x 1 0 -4 0 .2 0 0 0

It is found that the two solutions are both able to assign the two chosen receptances 
exactly. Figure 6 and 7 show the original and modified receptance for each of the 
two-absorber solutions.
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Frequency [Hz]

Figure 6. Solution 1 - Assignment of two receptances at one frequency
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Figure 7. Solution 2 - Assignment of two receptances at one frequency

6.3 Assigning two receptances at two frequencies simultaneously

The calculation for assigning two receptances at one frequency co = cox leads to a 
solution for the absorber coefficients b2(a\)} at frequency cox . Simply
repeating the calculation procedure at another frequency (o = co2 gives us another 
two absorber dynamic stiffnesses {b̂ {o)2) b2{o)2)} at frequencyra2. Subsequently, 
we are be able to determine the absorber mass and stiffness parameters that give the
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required coefficients, {^(îu,) bx(co2)}and {b2(a>x) b2{co2)}, at the frequencies cox 
and co2.

Example 4: In this case, it is required that at frequency / ,  = 60H z , the modified 
value of /z(5;i3) should be assigned to 0.62 o f its original value while the modified 
value of /z(i9 u) should be equal to 0.26 of its original value. Simultaneously, at 
frequency f x =140Hz, the modified value of h(s,\3) should be 0.34 of its original 
value while the modified value of /»(i9,ii) should be 0.55 of its original value. Analysis 
of the nonlinear equations leads to two solutions for the absorber dynamic stiffnesses,

A1(îü1) = -1.5052x 103A / w bx (cox ) = -9.4544 xlO3 N  Im

bx(co2) -  2.3843x l0 4JV7/w 
b2 (föl ) = -4.8693 xlO3 N  Im  

b2 (ö>2) = 2.3518 xlO4^ / /«

or
bx((02) = 5 .2413xl03iV//w 

è2(®,) = 5 .0024xl03 7V7 m 

b2 (co2) = 1.5318 x !0 4A^/tm

For each group of dynamic stiffnesses, a set of mass and stiffness parameters is 
obtained as follows,

Solution 3
maX =8.1323x1 O'3*#

Solution 4
maX = 1.9368 xlO-2Äg

kaX = 4.9787 x \0 3N /m

ma 2 = 2.3171 xlO_2A^
or

k ,  =3.8832x 103A //w

ka2 = 1.0173x10 A^/m

al _2 (non realistic)
ma2 = -4 .2666x10~l kg 

ka2 =2.8580x 104A //w

It is clear in the solution 4, ma2 is negative and therefore not realistic. This solution is 
ignored, so that only the solution 3 is now considered. Table 4 lists the modification 
details. Both receptance assignments are achieved very well. Figure 8 shows the 
original and modified receptances.

Table 4. Receptance values ofh(s.n) and hq^ip at two frequencies

Frequency Receptance Original value Modified value Modified ratio

60 Hz
b (  5,13) -2.2113 x 10~* -1.3710X 10̂ * 0.6200

fyl9,11) 5.1777X10-4 1.3462x 10-4 0.2600

140 Hz
%  13) -1.6677 x 10̂ * -5.6712 xlO“5 0.3401

\  i9,ii) -1.3395 x 10-4 -7.3682 xlO"5 0.5501
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Figure 8. Assignment of two receptances at two frequencies

6.4 Assignment of one receptance at four frequencies

In the analysis presented so far receptances have been assigned at two different 
frequencies and since an undamped absorber has only two parameters, ka and ma, it is 
clear that three receptances cannot be assigned by using a single absorber. However, 
with the application of a second absorber, the added mass and stiffness variables
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provide the capability to assign one receptance at four frequencies simultaneously.

By combining equations (47) and (48) and entering co = coi, i = l,-- ,4  in turn, we 
obtain four nonlinear equations in four unknowns {maX, kal, ma2, ka2}. Analysis 
of these equations generally gives a number of possible absorber solutions.

Example 5: Considering the same structure shown in Figure 5 with two absorbers and 
making assignments to receptance /?(5,i3) to take values of 0.4, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.8 of its 
original values at the frequencies of 10, 55, 100 and 140 Hz respectively, the analysis 
leads to the six solutions presented in Table 5. Only solutions 5 and 6 give realistic 
(positive) values for the absorber stiffnesses and masses.

Table 5. Absorber parameters for the assignment o f h(s.m at four frequencies
Absorber
solution

maX (kg) kal (N/m) mal (kg) kal(N/m)

1 -1.1430e-001 -4.3148e+002 1.1834e-001 6.8865e+003
2 1.2392e+000 -4.8525e+003 -3.2910e-002 1.8894e+004
3 5.5542e-001 2.2185e+004 -3.2610e-002 1.3088e+005
4 5.7555e-003 2.2333e+003 1.5181 e-002 -4.5238e+004
5 3.6362e-003 8.3890e+002 1.4987e-002 3.4563e+003
6 3.0042e-003 1.1877e+003 1.4723e-002 1.6063e+003

Table 6 shows the receptance modification details for the realistic solutions and 
Figure 9 and 10 show the original and modified receptance h(5,i3) using the two 
absorbers defined by,

Solution 5
mal = 3.6362 xlO_3fcg 

kai = 8.3890 x 102jV7/w 

ma2 =1.4987x10~2kg 

ka2 = 3.4563x 103 iV7 m

and

Solution 6
mal = 3.0042 x l0 “3*g 

kai = 1.1877 x 103 JV7 m 

ma2 = 1.4723 xlO_2Äg 

ka2 =1.6063x103N / m

>
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Table 6. Receptance values ofhfs.w at four frequencies

Solution Frequency Original value Modified value Modified ratio

5

10Hz -2.3829 xlO'3 -9.5314x 10“* 0.4000

55Hz -7.7390 x 10̂ * -2.3214X10" 0.3000

100Hz -5.7930 xlO"5 -2.3169xl0~5 0.4000

140Hz -1.6677X10"4 -1.3341 x 10"4 0.8000

6

10Hz -2.3829 xlO-3 -9.5314X 10“1 0.4000

55Hz -7.7390 x 10“4 -2.3215 xlO“4 0.3000

100Hz -5.7930 xlO"5 -2.3179X 10-5 0.4001

140Hz -1.6677x10“* -1.3341 x 10“1 0.8000

Frequency [Hz]
Figure 9. Solution 5 - Assignment of one receptance at four frequencies
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Figure 10. Solution 6 - Assignment of one receptance at four frequencies

7. Modification by three mass-spring absorbers.

The following problems are considered: (a) assigning three receptances 
simultaneously at a single frequency, (b) assigning three receptances simultaneously 
at two frequencies, (c) assigning one receptance at six frequencies and (d) assigning 
two receptances simultaneously at three frequencies. Illustrative examples are given 
in each case.

7.1 Assigning three receptances simultaneously at a single frequency.

Considering equation (39), but for three mass-spring absorbers case

(D + G) = ai.°\
“3.“l

a \ ’a 2

1/è2 + \ , „ 2
a3,a2

K

a2»a3

so that,

adjÇD-1 + G) =

(50)

( l / * 2  +  \ , a 2 ) ( 1 / 6 3 + K „ a 3 ) - K 2,ai K 3,a2

K . a A ^  C1^  +*«,.«,)
K , a A ^ ~ K . A ilb 2+ K A

K,aA,a2 ~ K * S llb *+K<0 K<hK *  - K ^ ' h + K a , )
(1/*1 + \ ,a ,) ( 1/03 + K a i ) - K ' h K «  K * K < H  - K * ( i l b ' + K ° )

-K a S llb ' + K ° )  ’  (Vhl + K,al)(Vb2+ K A - K a A «
(51)

»
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and
det(D_1 + G) = (1 /bl + hat a_ )(1 / b2 + haj>a2 )(1 / è3 + \ ,Û3 ) + \  ,aj 6a3>Bj \ + K K \

- K ua3K ,a l (l l b 2 + ha2,a2) - hai,a2K 2,ai (\lb  3 + ba3,a3 ) _  ba3,a2 ba2,a3 (1^ 1+ ^ )
(52)

Also,

pr =[V«.» V«i» fyvJ (53)

q =
k<*\*q

h<>2 >4
a3,q

(54)

Thus, by inserting the above into equation (39) we obtain the modification equation 
for receptance A at frequency &> with three absorbers.
Also, we have that,

-co2mai+kai
, i = l, 2, 3 (55)

Three absorbers modification equations for each receptance /iw, h and /?m„ at 
frequency o) = a>x may be written. Combining them results in a set of three nonlinear 
equations in the three variables \bx(a>x) b2{cox) b3(cox)} . Thus, three absorbers’ 
dynamic stiffnesses bx{cox), b2(cox) and b3(eox) at frequency o\ may be obtained. 
Then, we can solve for the parameters of the three aborbers by following the 
procedure described in section 4.1 for each absorber in turn.

Example 6: If  we consider the same cantilever beam structure as before, but modified 
by the addition of three absorbers attached to the 5th, 13th and 17th DOF as shown in 
Figure 11. In this case, it is required that three receptances h( 17,13)» fyi9,ii) and 15,9) 
should be assigned to 0.55, 0.8 and 0.38 of their original values at the frequency 
f x = 60Hz simultaneously.

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19

Figure 11. A cantilever beam modified by three absorbers

Analysis of the nonlinear equations set gave us the three absorbers stiffnesses at 
frequency of 60Hz.

bx(a>x) = -3.1766x 102iV7/w 
• b2(cox) = -8.4774 x 102iV7 m 

b3(cox) -  - l . 3210xlO 2N / m
Hence, the solution for the absorber parameters is determined as following.
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[ mal = 8.9405x 10^kg J ma2 = 2.3859xlO“3kg j  ma3 = 3 .7178xl0^^g 
\ k al = 2.M77 xlO2 N  / m \ k a2 = 5 .65\6x\02 N  / m | j t a3 = 8.8064 x l O ' ^ / m

It should be noticed here that for a realistic solution, we choose the absorber’s masses 
to be
mai = 0.4 X  (~b, (« ! ) /  co\ ) /' = 1,2,3
as described in equation (30)

Table 7 lists the modification details. It is found that both receptances were assigned 
simultaneously to the desired values exactly at frequency f x = 6 0 H z .  Figure 12 
shows the original and modified receptances.

Table 7. Receptance values ofh(i7j 3), ha9.il> and hos.9> at one frequency

Frequency Receptance Original value Modified value Modified ratio

h( 17,13) 5.3130x 10-5 2.9222x10 '5 0.5500

60Hz (̂19,11) 5.1777 x 10-4 4.1422x 10-4 0.8000

A(15,9) -8.2981 xlO-6 -3.1533X10-6 0.3800
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Figure 12. Assignment o f three receptances at one frequency

7.2 Assigning three receptances simultaneously at two frequencies.

Repeating the calculation procedure in section 7.1 at both frequencies (o-cox and 
co = co2 we are be able to obtain the absorber stiffnesses at different frequencies, i.e., 
{¿j(iUj) b2{cox) b2(cox)} and {bx(a>2) b2{a>2) b3(a>2)}. And then, the mass and 
stiffness parameters o f each absorber can be solved through its absorber stiffness at 
two frequencies{bi{cox) b,(m2)}, i=1,2,3 .
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Example 7: Assume that at the frequency / ,  = 60Hz, three receptances h( 17,13), h( 19,11) 
and /?(i5,9) should be assigned to 0.55, 0.8 and 0.38 of their original values, and at the 
same time, at the frequency f 2 = 140Hz , these receptances fyi7,i3> fyi9,n) and h( 15,9) 
should be assigned to 0.6, 0.46 and 0.34 of their original values simultaneously.

Firstly, the absorber dynamic stiffnesses were solved as
bl((Dl) = -3 .1766x\02N /m  

• b2(o)x) = -8.4774 xlO2 N /m  
= -1.3210x10 2N / m

bx(a>2) = -7.0265 x 103JV7 m
and - bi = -2.3830 x 104iV/m  

b3 (a>2) = 2.2478 x \ 0 * N / m
Consequently, the absorber parameters were obtained as 
f mal =1.9110xl0“3%  J ma2 = 5.0489xXQ^kg i ma3 = 7.543l x \0~*kg 
[jfcal =1.8728 x \ 0 3N / m  \ k a2 = 4.6727 x \0 3 N /m  [^a3 = 5.6889 xlO2 N I m

Table 8 lists the modification details. And Figure 13 shows the original and modified 
receptance for each receptance. The results demonstrated that three receptances 
assignment task is achieved exactly at two frequencies simultaneously.

Table 8. Receptance values ofhm.n), hqçjp and has t» at two frequencies

Frequency Receptance Original value Modified value Modified ratio

60Hz

b (  17,13) 5.3130xl0‘5 2.9222 xlO”5 0.5500

b (  i9,ii) 5.1777 x 10"4 4.1422x10“* 0.8000

\  15,9) -8.2981 xlO”6 -3.1533 xlO“6 0.3800

140Hz

A(17,13) -6.1756X 10-5 -3.705 lxlO -5 0.6000

A(19,11) -1.3395 xlO-4 -6.1606X 10-5 0.4599

h (  15,9) -1.5815X10"5 -5.3748 xlO“6 0.3398
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Frequency [Hz]

I
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Frequency [Hz]

Figure 13. Assignment of three receptances at two frequencies

7.3 Assigning one receptance simultaneously at six frequencies 

7.3.1 Case-1: Non-realistic solution

Example 8: Considering the same structure shown in Figure 11 with three absorbers it 
is required to assign the receptance /*(5,i3) to be 0.55, 0.8, 0.38, 0.6, 0.46 and 0.34 of its 
original values at the frequencies of 15, 40, 60, 75, 100 and 140 Hz respectively. 
Building receptance modification equations will result in a system of six equations in 
the six absorber parameters {maX, kal, ma2, ka2, ma3, ka3) .

k
An alternative way is to define variables co2ai = - 2i- , ( / =1,2,3). This change will

mai
make a convenient implementation with Groebner bases. Thus the dynamic stiffness 
can be expressed as

b,(o )=  7 ^ , * ,  (>=1,2,3) (56)

Then the multivariate polynomials are given with respect to variables {co2aX, kal, 
a]2, ka2, a ]3 > ka3} • After the equation system is solved, the absorber masses can 
be obtained from the equation

mai= ^ f , ( . i  = U 3 )  (57)

The calculation of this equation system gives the following solution, 
i mal =1.9123xl0"2£g J ma2 = 2.3036xl0"2£g i ma3 = 5.2976x10‘3kg 
\ k al=6.6606x\03N / m  \ k a2 =-5.2745 x \ 0 3N / m  [*a3 = 1.1401xl02 N / m
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It is found that there is no realistic absorbers group, shown in Figure 11, for this 
assignment

Figure 14. Non-realistic case - Assignment of one receptance at six frequencies

7.3.2 Case-2: Realistic solution

Example 9: In this case, we consider the above example and assign the receptance 
/z(513) to be 0.55, 0.8, 0.38, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.34 of its original values at the frequencies of 
15, 40, 60, 75, 100 and 140 Hz respectively. The calculation of the receptance 
modification equation system gives us a realistic solution as following.

i mal =1.8964x10~2kg J  ma2 = 2.4317x\0~3kg j ma3 = 7.7549x1 O'3kg
|* aI =6.3570 x \ 0 3N / m  \ k a2 = 4.2646 xlO2 N / m  j* a3 = 1.4367 xlO2 N / m

Table 9 shows the receptance modification details for this realistic solutions and 
Figures 15 shows the original and modified receptance %,i3)-
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Table 9. Realistic case - Receptance values ofh(s.i3> at six frequencies

Frequency Original value Modified value Modified ratio

15Hz -4.0365 x 10-4 -2.2179x10^ 0.5495

40Hz 5.0526x 10-5 4.0429x 10-5 0.8002

60Hz -2.2113 xlO-4 -8.3862 xlO-5 0.3793

75Hz -8.4885 xlO-5 -5.0852 xlO'5 0.5991

100Hz -5.7930 xlO-5 -4.6418 xlO-5 0.8013

140Hz -1.6677 x 10"4 -5.6794 xlO"5 0.3406

Figure 15. Realistic case - Assignment of one receptance at six frequencies

7.4 Assigning two receptances simultaneously at three frequencies

Example 10: This example considers the structural modification for the assignment of 
receptance % i 3) to be 0.55, 0.38 and 0.6 of its original values at the frequencies of 15, 
60 and 75 Hz and meanwhile the assignment of receptance /i(7,i3) to be 0.5, 0.14 and
0.3 of its original values at the frequencies of 20, 45 and 80 Hz. Building the 
necessary system of equations and solving it gives us the realistic absorber parameters 
as follows,.
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(m al =6.3735x l 0"3£g J ma2 = 2.0069x 1 (T2kg J  ma3 = 7.3752x 10"3£g 
|jfcBl =1.4845 xlO3 N / m  [ka2 = 5.8391 x \03N / m  | * o3 =3.2172 x \ 0 2N / m

Table 10 shows the receptance modification details and Figure 16 shows the original 
and modified receptance /i(5,i3) and /i(7,i3)-

Table 10. Receptance values ofhq.m  and hajp  at three frequencies respectively

Receptance Frequency Original value Modified value Modified ratio

^ ( 5, 13)

15Hz -4.0365x10^ -2.2187X 10"4 0.5497

60Hz -2.2113x10“* -8.3874 xlO"5 0.3793

75Hz -8.4885 xlO"5 -5.1323 xlO"5 0.6046

h ( l ,  13)

20Hz -2.8593 xlO“1 -1.4284X 10“1 0.4996

45Hz 1.4945 xlO“1 2.1039xl0"5 0.1408

80Hz -8.8332 xlO"5 -2.6353 xlO"5 0.2983
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Figure 16. Assignment of two receptances at three frequencies

8. Conclusions

This paper considers the inverse problem of assigning receptances to a vibrating 
system by connecting multiple classical mass-spring absorbers. When a simple 
oscillator is attached to a system, one receptance at up to two frequencies can be
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assigned simultaneously because one absorber involves two variables, i.e., mass and 
spring stiffness. The absorber parameters should be restricted to positive values. The 
calculations are based on the absorber dynamic stiffness b{cd), so that the absorber 
parameters may be obtained subsequently.

In order to assign more receptances, more absorbers have to be attached to the 
original system. The absorber dynamic stiffnesses can be obtained by numerically 
solving the system of nonlinear modified receptance equations. Many different cases 
of assigning receptances at chosen frequencies have been considered and numerical 
examples used to illustrate the analysis. The requirement for positive absorber masses 
and stiffnesses may result in there being no available solution.

Although one mass-spring absorber introduces two variables, ka and ma , the 
absorber dynamic stiffness 6(®)must be unique for a single frequency, which means 
that we can only assign two receptances at one frequency under very restricted 
conditions. For the same reason, this restriction also appears when multiple absorbers 
are applied, for example, assignment of three or four receptances at one frequency 
with two absorbers and assignment of four, five or six receptances at one frequency 
with three absorbers connected. However, it is demonstrated that there are many other 
receptance assignment problems that can the assigned arbitrarily, except for the 
condition of positiveness on ka and ma . In many cases multiple solutions are 
available.
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